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Description of Sessions and Reading List 

 

1 Introduction to Big Data and Data Quality 
Introduction to the course. Class will discuss the characteristics Big Data and 
current trends and the relationship to Data Quality. 
a) James Manyika, Michael Chui, Brad Brown, Jacques Bughin, Richard Dobbs, 

Charles Roxburgh, Angela Hung Byers,  “Big data: The next frontier for 
innovation, competition, and productivity,” McKinsey Global Institute, May 2011, 
pp. 1-20. 

[http://www.mckinsey.com/insights/business_technology/big_data_the_next_frontier_for_innovation] 
  

2 Mashups & Aggregators: Strategy and Legal / Policy Issues 
Mashups have recently become the basis of many new business models and 
online services. 
a) “Mashup (web application hybrid),” Wikipedia, (last modified on 31 May 2013), 

8 pages (in print format). 
   [ http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mashup_(web_application_hybrid) ]  

b) Stuart Madnick and Michael Siegel, “Seize the Opportunity: Exploiting Web 
Aggregation”, MISQ Executive, Vol 1, Issue 1, March 2002, pp. 35-46.  

   [ http://web.mit.edu/smadnick/www/wp/2001-13.pdf ]  

c)  Hongwei Zhu and Stuart Madnick, “One Size does not Fit All: Legal Protection 
for Non-Copyrightable Data”, Communications of the ACM, Vol. 52, No. 9, 
September 2009, pp. 123-128. 

 [ http://web.mit.edu/smadnick/www/wp/2007-04.pdf ] 

 
3 Example of Successful Big Data Company Based on Aggregation: TripAdvisor 

Big Data provides opportunities to create new businesses and change existing 
businesses. These can be based on Consumer-consumer; consumer-business, or 
business-business interactions. This session will discuss a successful example: 
TripAdvisor. 
a) Sramana Mitra, “TripAdvisor: The Web's Strongest Travel Community,” 

ReadWriteWeb, April 25, 2007, 5 pages.  
 [ http://www.readwriteweb.com/archives/tripadvisor_the.php ] 

b) Nancy Keates, “Deconstructing TripAdvisor,” WSJ Weekend Journal, June 1, 
2007, 6 pages.  

 [ http://online.wsj.com/article/SB118065569116920710.html ] 

 

4 Cloud Computing & Big Data Processing 
This session will discuss: what is cloud computing and its origins and technologies 
and how they can be applied to Big Data.  
a) Wikipedia, “Cloud Computing,” 9 July 2013, 28 pages. 

[ http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cloud_computing ] 

 

5 Using Big Data via Web Services to Connect the “Edge of the Organization” 
This session will discuss: what are web services and the technologies behind 
them. Some of the key players and their respective platforms will be discussed, as 
well as perspectives among providers and consumers. 
a) John Hagel, John Seely Brown, Dennis Layton-Rodin, “The Secret to Creating 

Value from Web Services,” 3 pages. 
 [ http://www.johnhagel.com/paper_startsimply.pdf ] 

http://www.mckinsey.com/insights/business_technology/big_data_the_next_frontier_for_innovation
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mashup_(web_application_hybrid)
http://web.mit.edu/smadnick/www/wp/2001-13.pdf
http://web.mit.edu/smadnick/www/wp/2007-04.pdf
http://www.readwriteweb.com/archives/tripadvisor_the.php
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB118065569116920710.html
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cloud_computing
http://www.johnhagel.com/paper_startsimply.pdf
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6 Emergence of the Semantic / Intelligent Web & Linked Data 

Discussion of the long-term vision of the “data web” and “semantic web.”  Brief 
explanation of the Semantic Web and its “Layer Cake” of technologies. 
a) Tim Berners-Lee, James Hendler, and Ora Lassila, “The Semantic Web: A new 

form of Web content that is meaningful to computers will unleash a revolution 
of new possibilities,” Scientific American, Vol. 284 Issue 5, May 2001, pp. 34-
43. 

[ http://www-
sop.inria.fr/acacia/cours/essi2006/Scientific%20American_%20Feature%20Article_%20The%
20Semantic%20Web_%20May%202001.pdf ] 

b) Cody Burleson, “Introduction to the Semantic Web Vision and Technologies - 
Part 1 – Overview”, 24 Sept 2007, Semantic Focus blog, 3 pages. 

 [ http://www.semanticfocus.com/blog/entry/title/introduction-to-the-semantic-web-vision-
and-technologies-part-1-overview ]  

 
7 Semantic Representation & Semantic Reasoning 

An “ontology” is a representation of "what exists" and is based on the meaning 
(also known as “semantics”) from traditional philosophy. In the Semantic Web, 
there are ontology languages such as RDF and OWL. Although semantic 
representation provides meanings, it is semantic reasoning that makes that 
knowledge useful.   
a) David Hay, “Data Modeling, RDF & OWL – Part One: An Introduction to 

Ontologies,” The Data Administration Newsletter, April 2006, 14 pages. 
 [ http://www.tdan.com/view-articles/5025 ]  

c) Hongwei Zhu and Stuart Madnick, “Scalable Interoperability Through the Use of 
COIN Lightweight Ontology,”  ODBIS 2005/2006, (M. Collard (Ed.), LNCS 4623, 
published by Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg, 2007, pp. 37–50. 

[ http://web.mit.edu/smadnick/www/wp/2007-13.pdf ]  

d) Hongwei Zhu and Stuart Madnick, “Improving Data Quality Through Effective 
Use of Data Semantics”, Data & Knowledge Engineering, Vol. 59, Issue 2, 
2006, pp. 460-476.  

 [ http://ssrn.com/abstract=825650 ] 

 
8 Creative Big Data Applications & Course Summary 

In this session several different Big Data Applications are described. 
a) Cambridge Semantics, “Example Semantic Web Applications,” 2013, 6 pages. 

 [http://www.cambridgesemantics.com/semantic-university/example-semantic-web-applications]  

 
 

http://www-sop.inria.fr/acacia/cours/essi2006/Scientific%20American_%20Feature%20Article_%20The%20Semantic%20Web_%20May%202001.pdf
http://www-sop.inria.fr/acacia/cours/essi2006/Scientific%20American_%20Feature%20Article_%20The%20Semantic%20Web_%20May%202001.pdf
http://www-sop.inria.fr/acacia/cours/essi2006/Scientific%20American_%20Feature%20Article_%20The%20Semantic%20Web_%20May%202001.pdf
http://www.semanticfocus.com/blog/entry/title/introduction-to-the-semantic-web-vision-and-technologies-part-1-overview
http://www.semanticfocus.com/blog/entry/title/introduction-to-the-semantic-web-vision-and-technologies-part-1-overview
http://www.tdan.com/view-articles/5025
http://web.mit.edu/smadnick/www/wp/2007-13.pdf
http://ssrn.com/abstract=825650
http://www.cambridgesemantics.com/semantic-university/example-semantic-web-applications










































Mashup (web application hybrid)
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

A mashup, in web development, is a web page, or web application, that uses and combines data, presentation or
functionality from two or more sources to create new services. The term implies easy, fast integration, frequently
using open application programming interfaces (API) and data sources to produce enriched results that were not
necessarily the original reason for producing the raw source data.

The main characteristics of a mashup are combination, visualization, and aggregation. It is important to make
existing data more useful, for personal and professional use. To be able to permanently access the data of other
services, mashups are generally client applications or hosted online.

In the past years, more and more Web applications have published APIs that enable software developers to easily
integrate data and functions instead of building them by themselves. Mashups can be considered to have an active
role in the evolution of social software and Web 2.0. Mashup composition tools are usually simple enough to be
used by end-users. They generally do not require programming skills and rather support visual wiring of GUI
widgets, services and components together. Therefore, these tools contribute to a new vision of the Web, where
users are able to contribute.
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The history of mashup can be backtracked by first understanding the broader context of the history of the Web.
For Web 1.0 business model, companies stored consumer data on portals and updated them regularly. They
controlled all the consumer data, and the consumer had to use their products and services to get the information.

With the advent of Web 2.0 a new proposition was created, using Web standards that were commonly and widely
adopted across traditional competitors and unlocked the consumer data. At the same time, mashups emerged
allowing mixing and matching competitor's API to create new services.

The term isn't formally defined by any standard-setting body.[1]

The first mashups used mapping services or photo services to combine these services with data of any kind and

therefore create visualizations of the data.[2] In the beginning, most mashups were consumer-based, but recently the
mashup is to be seen as an interesting concept useful also to enterprises. Business mashups can combine existing
internal data with external services to create new views on the data.

Mashups are in the ascendant. As a statistic from Programmable Web found out in 2009 that three new mashups

have been registered every single day for the last two years.[3]

Types of mashup

There are many types of mashup, such as business mashups, consumer mashups, and data mashups.[4] The most
common type of mashup is the consumer mashup, aimed at the general public.

Business (or enterprise) mashups define applications that combine their own resources, application and

data, with other external Web services.[2] They focus data into a single presentation and allow for
collaborative action among businesses and developers. This works well for an agile development project,

which requires collaboration between the developers and customer (or customer proxy, typically a product
manager) for defining and implementing the business requirements. Enterprise mashups are secure, visually

rich Web applications that expose actionable information from diverse internal and external information
sources.

Consumer mashups combines data from multiple public sources in the browser and organizes it through a

simple browser user interface.[5] (e.g.: Wikipediavision combines Google Map and a Wikipedia API)
Data mashups, opposite to the consumer mashups, combine similar types of media and information from

multiple sources into a single representation. The combination of all these resources create a new and distinct
Web service that was not originally provided by either source.

By API type

Mashups can also be categorized by the basic API type they use but any of these can be combined with each other
or embedded into other applications.

Data types

Indexed data (documents, weblogs, images, videos, shopping articles, jobs ...) used by metasearch engines

Cartographic and geographic data: geolocation software, geovisualization
Feeds, podcasts: news aggregators
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Functions

Data converters: language translators, speech processing, URL shorteners...

Communication: email, instant messaging, notification...
Visual data rendering: information visualization, diagrams

Security related: electronic payment systems, ID identification...
Editors

Mashup enabler

In technology, a mashup enabler is a tool for transforming incompatible IT resources into a form that allows them
to be easily combined, in order to create a mashup. Mashup enablers allow powerful techniques and tools (such as
mashup platforms) for combining data and services to be applied to new kinds of resources. An example of a
mashup enabler is a tool for creating an RSS feed from a spreadsheet (which cannot easily be used to create a
mashup). Many mashup editors include mashup enablers, for example, Presto Mashup Connectors
(http://www.jackbe.com/products/connectors.php), Convertigo Web Integrator
(http://www.convertigo.com/en/overview/features/web.html) or Caspio Bridge.

Mashup enablers have also been described as "the service and tool providers, that make mashups possible".

History

Early mashups were developed manually by enthusiastic programmers. However, as mashups became more
popular, companies began creating platforms for building mashups, which allow designers to visually construct
mashups by connecting together mashup components.

Mashup editors have greatly simplified the creation of mashups, significantly increasing the productivity of mashup
developers and even opening mashup development to end-users and non-IT experts. Standard components and
connectors enable designers to combine mashup resources in all sorts of complex ways with ease. Mashup
platforms, however, have done little to broaden the scope of resources accessible by mashups and have not freed
mashups from their reliance on well-structured data and open libraries (RSS feeds and public APIs).

Mashup enablers evolved to address this problem, providing the ability to convert other kinds of data and services
into mashable resources.

Web resources

Of course, not all valuable data is located within organizations. In fact, the most valuable information for business
intelligence and decision support is often external to the organisation. With the emergence of rich internet
applications and online Web portals, a wide range of business-critical processes (such as ordering) are becoming
available online. Unfortunately, very few of these data sources syndicate content in RSS format and very few of
these services provide publicly accessible APIs. Mashup editors therefore solve this problem by providing enablers
or connectors.

Data integration challenges
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There are a number of challenges to address when integrating data from different sources. The challenges can be
classified into four groups: text/data mismatch, object identifiers and schema mismatch, abstraction level mismatch,

data accuracy.[6]

Text–data mismatch

A large portion of data is described in text. Human language is often ambiguous - the same company might be
referred to in several variations (e.g. IBM, International Business Machines, and Big Blue). The ambiguity makes
cross-linking with structured data difficult. In addition, data expressed in human language is difficult to process via
software programs. One of the functions of a data integration system is to overcome the mismatch between

documents and data.[6]

Object identity and separate schemata

Structured data are available in a plethora of formats. Lifting the data to a common data format is thus the first step.
But even if all data is available in a common format, in practice sources differ in how they state what is essentially
the same fact. The differences exist both on the level of individual objects and the schema level. As an example for
a mismatch on the object level, consider the following: the SEC uses a so-called Central Index Key (CIK) to
identify people (CEOs, CFOs), companies, and financial instruments while other sources, such as DBpedia (a
structured data version of Wikipedia), use URIs to identify entities. In addition, each source typically uses its own
schema and idiosyncrasies for stating what is essentially the same fact. Thus, Methods have to be in place for
reconciling different representations of objects and schemata.

Abstraction levels

Data sources provide data at incompatible levels of abstraction or classify their data according to taxonomies
pertinent to a certain sector. Since data is being published at different levels of abstraction (e.g. person, company,
country, or sector), data aggregated for the individual viewpoint may not match data e.g. from statistical offices.
Also, there are differences in geographic aggregation (e.g. region data from one source and country-level data from
another). A related issue is the use of local currencies (USD vs. EUR) which have to be reconciled in order to
make data from disparate sources comparable and amenable for analysis.

Data quality

Data quality is a general challenge when automatically integrating data from autonomous sources. In an open
environment the data aggregator has little to no influence on the data publisher. Data is often erroneous, and
combining data often aggravates the problem. Especially when performing reasoning (automatically inferring new
data from existing data), erroneous data has potentially devastating impact on the overall quality of the resulting
dataset. Hence, a challenge is how data publishers can coordinate in order to fix problems in the data or blacklist
sites which do not provide reliable data. Methods and techniques are needed to; check integrity, accuracy,
highlight, identify and sanity check, corroborating evidence; assess the probability that a given statement is true,
equate weight differences between market sectors or companies; act as clearing houses for raising and settling
disputes between competing (and possibly conflicting) data providers and interact with messy erroneous Web data
of potentially dubious provenance and quality. In summary, errors in signage, amounts, labeling, and classification
can seriously impede the utility of systems operating over such data.
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Mashups versus portals

Mashups and portals are both content aggregation technologies. Portals are an older technology designed as an
extension to traditional dynamic Web applications, in which the process of converting data content into marked-up
Web pages is split into two phases: generation of markup "fragments" and aggregation of the fragments into pages.
Each markup fragment is generated by a "portlet", and the portal combines them into a single Web page. Portlets
may be hosted locally on the portal server or remotely on a separate server.

Portal technology defines a complete event model covering reads and updates. A request for an aggregate page on
a portal is translated into individual read operations on all the portlets that form the page ("render" operations on

local, JSR 168 portlets or "getMarkup" operations on remote, WSRP portlets). If a submit button is pressed on

any portlet on a portal page, it is translated into an update operation on that portlet alone (processAction on a

local portlet or performBlockingInteraction on a remote, WSRP portlet). The update is then immediately

followed by a read on all portlets on the page.

Portal technology is about server-side, presentation-tier aggregation. It cannot be used to drive more robust forms
of application integration such as two-phase commit.

Mashups differ from portals in the following respects:

Portal Mashup

Classification

Older technology, extension to traditional

Web server model using well-defined

approach

Using newer, loosely defined "Web 2.0"

techniques

Philosophy/approach

Approaches aggregation by splitting role of

Web server into two phases: markup
generation and aggregation of markup

fragments

Uses APIs provided by different content sites

to aggregate and reuse the content in another
way

Content

dependencies

Aggregates presentation-oriented markup

fragments (HTML, WML, VoiceXML,

etc.)

Can operate on pure XML content and also

on presentation-oriented content (e.g.,

HTML)

Location

dependencies

Traditionally, content aggregation takes

place on the server

Content aggregation can take place either on

the server or on the client

Aggregation style
"Salad bar" style: Aggregated content is
presented 'side-by-side' without overlaps

"Melting Pot" style - Individual content may

be combined in any manner, resulting in
arbitrarily structured hybrid content

Event model
Read and update event models are defined

through a specific portlet API

CRUD operations are based on REST

architectural principles, but no formal API

exists

Relevant standards

Portlet behavior is governed by standards

JSR 168, JSR 286 and WSRP, although
portal page layout and portal functionality

are undefined and vendor-specific

Base standards are XML interchanged as

REST or Web Services. RSS and Atom are
commonly used. More specific mashup

standards such as EMML are emerging.
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The portal model has been around longer and has had greater investment and product research. Portal technology
is therefore more standardized and mature. Over time, increasing maturity and standardization of mashup
technology will likely make it more popular than portal technology because it is more closely associated with Web

2.0 and lately Service-oriented Architectures (SOA).[7] New versions of portal products are expected to eventually
add mashup support while still supporting legacy portlet applications. Mashup technologies, in contrast, are not
expected to provide support for portal standards.

Business mashups

Mashup uses are expanding in the business environment. Business mashups are useful for integrating business and
data services, as business mashups technologies provide the ability to develop new integrated services quickly, to
combine internal services with external or personalized information, and to make these services tangible to the

business user through user-friendly Web browser interfaces.[8]

Business mashups differ from consumer mashups in the level of integration with business computing environments,
security and access control features, governance, and the sophistication of the programming tools (mashup editors)
used. Another difference between business mashups and consumer mashups is a growing trend of using business
mashups in commercial software as a service (SaaS) offering.

Many of the providers of business mashups technologies have added SOA features.

Architectural aspects of mashups

The architecture of a mashup is divided into three layers:

Presentation / user interaction: this is the user interface of mashups. The technologies used are

HTML/XHTML, CSS, Javascript, Asynchronous Javascript and Xml (Ajax).

Web Services: the products functionality can be accessed using the API services. The technologies used are

XMLHTTPRequest, XML-RPC, JSON-RPC, SOAP, REST.

Data: handling the data like sending, storing and receiving. The technologies used are XML, JSON, KML.

Architecturally, there are two styles of mashups: Web-based and server-based. Whereas Web-based mashups
typically use the user's Web browser to combine and reformat the data, server-based mashups analyze and

reformat the data on a remote server and transmit the data to the user's browser in its final form.[9]

Mashups appear to be a variation of a façade pattern.[10] That is: a software engineering design pattern that
provides a simplified interface to a larger body of code (in this case the code to aggregate the different feeds with
different APIs).

Mashups can be used with software provided as a service (SaaS).

After several years of standards development, mainstream businesses are starting to adopt service-oriented
architectures (SOA) to integrate disparate data by making them available as discrete Web services. Web services
provide open, standardized protocols to provide a unified means of accessing information from a diverse set of
platforms (operating systems, programming languages, applications). These Web services can be reused to provide
completely new services and applications within and across organizations, providing business flexibility.
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Why Be Concerned With Web  
Aggregators?1 
 
Imagine you are head of a large, well-established 
industry giant. Your attitude toward the Internet has 
shifted from thinking of it as a fad to treating it as an 
important force in your industry. You have decided 
to make your product information and ordering 
available online. After all, your customers are re-
questing this, and you want to leverage your brand 
name and your brick-and-mortar assets. After invest-
ing heavily in building your online presence, you 
believe you are ready for this marketplace.2 
 
But are you really ready? 
 
On the horizon, unbeknownst to you, is a fast-
emerging new entity; it plans to overturn your famil-
                                                 
1 This article was reviewed and accepted by all the senior editors, 

including the editor-in-chief.  Articles published in future issues 
will be accepted by just a single senior editor, based on reviews by 
members of the Editorial Board. 

2 Although many of the cases studied here look mostly at the Busi-
ness-to-Consumer sector, aggregation activities will play an even 
more important role in the Business-to-Business side of eBusiness. 

iar business landscape. This shopbot-like web ag-
gregator can selectively extract information from 
your web site, couple it with data from other sources 
(including your competitors), and handle the neces-
sary fine-tuning to make intelligent comparisons 
between your and your competitors’ offerings.  
 
DealTime.com (see Figure 1) is one example. On a 
recent comparison-shopping trip, DealTime.com 
determined that it was less expensive and faster to 
purchase Reilly and Brown’s finance text book, In-
vestment Analysis and Portfolio Management, from 
Amazon.com rather than from A1books.com. If 
A1books.com’s revenue model is based on distribut-
ing its products online, the aggregator is likely to 
dramatically reduce A1books.com’s volume and 
narrow its margins. Furthermore, if Albooks.com’s 
business model is based also on making profits from 
advertising sales, lead generation fees, or better cus-
tomer data, the aggregator may be seriously reduc-
ing these revenue sources as well. 
  
Aggregators can collect information from cooperat-
ing and non-cooperating sources because new web-
based extraction tools allow them to easily and 

 

SEIZING THE OPPORTUNITY: 
EXPLOITING WEB  
AGGREGATION1

 

 

Executive Summary   
Stuart Madnick 
Massachusetts Institute of  
   Technology 
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There is a new phenomena emerging that can provide significant value to 
businesses that seize the opportunity or threats for those caught unaware. 
Web aggregators are entities that collect information from a wide range of 
web sources, with or without prior arrangements, and add value by provid-
ing post-aggregation services. Aggregators have become easier to con-
struct due to new technologies, so we predict they will soon emerge in in-
dustries where they do not currently exist – and hundreds already do exist 
in areas such as financial services, retail, and telecommunications. Like it 
or not, aggregators will use your web-based information to create new in-
formation collections that will affect your current business model, brand-
ing, and relationships. Aggregators will change the way your organization 
operates and the way global e-commerce develops.2  It is a wise organiza-
tion that considers its e-strategy, prepares for aggregators, adds aggrega-
tion capabilities to its internal and external operations, and fully under-
stands whether it should aggregate or be aggregated.  
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transparently gather information from multiple 
sources with or without the permission or knowledge 
of the underlying data sources.3  
 
Furthermore, aggregators can more easily extract, 
compare, and analyze information due to the emerg-
ing eXtended Markup Language (XML) family of 
standards (e.g., XML, RDF, XML-Schema). They 
can also automatically compare information (such as 
book prices, bank balances, shipping rates, and intel-
ligence information) using mediation technologies, 
which let them determine differences in semantics or 
the “meaning” of data.4  And they can make strate-
gic use of aggregated information using agent tech-
nologies, which are programs that use an aggregated 
information database to perform services on a user’s 
behalf.  
 
Aggregators, by themselves, are not new. What has 
changed, with the advent of the Internet and recent 
developments in technology, is their ability to 
emerge overnight, at minimal cost, and without the 
need to establish partnerships with the various data 
sources.  As a result, incumbents are often caught 
off-guard and stumble in their panicked response. 
 
A number of types of aggregators already exist in 
several industries. They include information man-
agement services (to help users manage relationships 

                                                 
3 Firat, A., Madnick, S., and Siegel, M. “The Caméléon Approach to 

the Interoperability of Web Sources and Traditional Relational 
Databases,” Proceedings of the Workshop on Information Tech-
nology and Systems, Brisbane, Australia, December 2000; Mal-
chik, A. “An Aggregator Tool for Extraction and Collection of 
Data from Web Pages,” MIT Master’s Thesis, 2000. 

4 Goh, C.,  Bresson, S., Madnick, S., and Siegel, M. “Context Inter-
change: New Features and Formalisms for the Intelligent Integra-
tion of Information,” ACM Transactions on Office Information 
Systems (17:3), July 1999, 270-293. 

more effectively), consumer education shopbot ser-
vices (to compare different products) in the book 
selling and overnight delivery industries. In their 
study of a similar phenomenon, which they called 
“navigators,” Evans and Wurster  concluded that this 
is “the battlefield on which competitive advantage 
will be won or lost.”5  We agree. 
 
 
What are Web Aggregators? 
 
Here are definitions of a few terms used in this arti-
cle. 
 
Aggregator 
 
A web aggregator is an entity that can transparently 
collect and analyze information from multiple web 
data sources. In the process, the aggregator resolves 
the semantic or contextual differences in the infor-
mation, such as differences in prices extracted from 
sites that use different currencies or include or ex-
clude shipping charges.  
 
As this definition suggests, web aggregators have 
three important characteristics:  
 
Access Transparency – An aggregator appears to be 
a normal user to a data source – simply accessing the 
information.  
 
Contextual Transparency – An aggregator resolves 
contextual differences so it can make effective com-
parisons.  
 
Analysis – Instead of simply presenting data as is, an 
aggregator uses post-aggregation analysis to synthe-
size value-added information.  
 
It is important to note that, under this definition, 
search engines, such as Google and Lycos, and per-
sonalized web portals, such as MyNetscape or 
MyYahoo, are not aggregators. Similarly, web-based 
malls, category e-stores, and community-based web 
sites do not fit this category.  Although these web 
sites amass different information, they provide little 
contextual transparency or analysis. 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
5 Evans, P. and Wurster, T.S. “Getting Real About Virtual Com-

merce,” Harvard Business Review (77:6) November 1999, pp. 85-
94. 

Figure 1: Online Book Comparison 
(Source: www.DealTime.com) 

Where Will You Buy? 
 
Investment Analysis and Portfolio Management, 
5th edition, by Reilly and Brown, 1996. Hard-
cover. ISBN: 0030186838. List Price: $107.50. 
 
• Available at A1Books.com for $103.90, includ-

ing shipping and sales tax, in 5-10 days.  
 
• Available through Amazon.com for $96.79, 

including shipping and sales tax, in 3-7 days. 
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Aggregator Types and Data Sources 
 
Aggregators are used to build integrated information 
collections for many purposes, such as forming com-
parisons and managing relationships. These collec-
tions can be built from information sources inside an 
organization (intra-organizational), between 
organizations (inter-organizational), or both.  
 
Comparison type aggregators focus on collecting 
information about specific goods and services for 
evaluation. Shopbots, used for purchasing books, 
music, and electronics, are good examples.  
 
Relationship type aggregators form new information 
collections based on their relationship with aggrega-
tees. For example, financial account aggregators 
(Yodlee, VerticalOne, CashEdge) are being adopted 
by major financial institutions (Chase, Citibank, 
Merrill Lynch) and non-financial institutions 
(CNBC, AOL).6  These organizations give their cus-
tomers the ability to manage all their financial rela-
tionships through a single aggregator.7  Examples of 
these aggregator types and sources are shown in 
Table 1.  

 
As we discuss below, advanced hybrid aggregators 
can combine several types and sources in a single 
application.   
 
 
 
 

                                                 
6 As a measure of the projected impact of aggregation, two studies 

predict a high penetration of account aggregation services: Ma-
renzi, O. “Account Aggregators, Screen Scrappers and Online Fi-
nancial Services,” Report by Celent Communications, March 
2000; “Account Aggregation 2.0,” Online Banking Report, Issue 
63, August 2000. 

7 Pan, H. “Integrating Financial Data over the Internet”, MIT Masters 
Thesis, 1999. 

Aggregatee 
 
An aggregatee is an organization whose information 
could be collected by an aggregator. Ultimately, ag-
gregators also become aggregatees, because once 
they provide their services over the web, another 
aggregator can aggregate their information. We refer 
to such an aggregator as a mega-aggregator.  Like-
wise, as we will see below, many aggregatees may 
also become aggregators. 
 
 
After-Aggregation Analysis 
 
After-aggregation, or post-aggregation, refers to the 
services and analyses applied to a collection of ag-
gregated data. Currently, most aggregators provide a 
majority of their value merely by creating and pro-
viding access to their aggregated information collec-
tions (i.e., consolidated financial accounts, frequent 
flier accounts, competitor prices). But aggregators 
can extract even greater value from this wealth of 
information through after-aggregation analysis. For 
example, although it is very interesting to view all 
one’s financial accounts in a single online report, the 
real value of such a collection comes from the ability 
to provide advice (e.g., asset allocation) or to act on 
the information as an agent for the account owner 
(e.g., automatically move money from one account 
to another to maximize return). Finally, privacy is-
sues aside, the owner of an aggregator (i.e., the en-
tity that offers the aggregation service) has valuable 
information it can use to selectively offer products, 
tailor marketing, and better understand its business.  
 
 
Aggregation Examples 
 
One of the best ways to understand aggregation is 
through examples. Here are several aggregation ex-

Table 1.  Examples of Aggregator Types and Sources 
 Comparison Relationship 

Inter- 
Organizational 

Compare book prices or shipping 
costs of alternative suppliers Consolidate all one’s frequent flyer or financial accounts 

Intra- 
Organizational 

Compare manufacturing costs in 
multiple plants 

Consolidate all information about each customer from the 
company’s separately maintained web sites across func-
tions (accounting, service) and geography (domestic and 
international). 
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amples with different capabilities. These examples 
will be very useful later in presenting aggregation 
opportunities and strategic options. 
 
 
Relationship Aggregation:  Managing  
Reward Programs via MaxMiles 
 
MaxMiles (www.maxmiles.com) runs a web-based 
reward management program to help frequent trav-
elers better manage the rewards they earn from air-
lines, hotels, and car rental companies. Users pro-
vide their account and personal identification num-
bers for all their reward programs to MaxMiles and 
authorize it to access and analyze their data. In re-
turn, MaxMiles provides its customers with a con-
solidated statement that shows, among other things, 
the number of points they earned for each account 
and the number of points that will expire at each 
date. Users of the MaxMiles service immediately 
benefit. They do not have to manually keep track of 
a plethora of passwords and they can view all ac-
count activities through a single consolidated state-
ment. 
 
In addition to the standard account statement, Max-
Miles offers additional after-aggregation services. 
For example, it can identify flight segments that pos-
sibly were not properly credited. It will deduce that 
some flight segments may not have been properly 
posted if, for example, the account data does not 
show an inbound segment for each outbound flight. 
This is something no individual airline could do if 
the trip involved multiple airlines. In the not-too-
distant future, MaxMiles expects to offer more per-
sonalized account statements that help users take 
advantage of special offers for which they are inter-
ested and eligible.  
 
MaxMiles currently provides its service both to 
businesses and individual consumers. While the spe-

cific revenue from each business partner is not dis-
closed, individual consumers can sign up for Max-
Miles for $2.95/month. The following web portals, 
travel agents, and reward programs have partnered 
with MaxMiles: 
 
• AOL and Excite offer the MaxMiles service 

through their web portals.  
• Advanced Travel Management, Journey 

Corp, Internet Travel Network, and Micro-
soft's Expedia, offer MaxMiles online mile-
age management reports through their travel 
agent sites. 

• Hyatt Hotel provides the MaxMiles service 
for its Diamond and Platinum members. 

• XTRA On-Line and Sabre integrate the 
MaxMiles technology into their travel reser-
vation products. 

 
Interestingly, because MaxMiles does not have to 
partner with the reward programs to serve its clien-
tele, a wide range of relationships has developed. 
Some reward programs, such as the Hyatt Gold 
Passport Program, actively partner with MaxMiles 
by outsourcing the task to reduce costs and leverage 
the company's technology to better serve its custom-
ers. On the other hand, US Airways initially took a 
defensive and hostile attitude. In its click-wrap con-
tract, the airline explicitly prohibits flyers from re-
vealing their password to a third party (see Figure 
2). US Airways intended to prevent MaxMiles from 
encroaching on its business. MaxMiles countered by 
requiring users to give it Limited Power-of-
Attorney, as part of its registration process.8 

                                                 
8 As of this writing, although there have been several controversies, 

there are no definitive legal decisions with regard to aggregation.  
Some of the current legal issues are discussed in Zhu, H., Mad-
nick, S., and Siegel, M. “Information Aggregation - a Value-
Added E-Service,” Proceedings of the 5th International Confer-
ence on Technology, Policy, and Innovation – Theme: Critical In-
frastructures, Delft, The Netherlands, June 26-29, 2001. A de-

Figure 2: From the US Airways Website (emphasis added) 

"US Airways provides Dividend Miles account information for the benefit of its Dividend Miles mem-
bers. Access to this information is subject to the rules in the Dividend Miles Membership Guide and the 
liability limitations provided for this website. In addition, by using this site to access your Dividend 
Miles account, you agree that you will use this site in a manner consistent with the Dividend Miles 
Membership Guide and you further agree not to allow access to this site to any third party by re-
vealing your access code to any third party for any reason. Failure to comply with the foregoing re-
strictions on the use of this site shall be grounds, in US Airways' sole discretion, for the termination of 
your access to this site and/or your membership in the Dividend Miles program." 
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There are a number of important issues to consider 
about this aggregator. First, MaxMiles interposes 
itself between customers and frequent flier pro-
grams, the aggregatees. This is important because it 
may require aggregatees to change their business 
model as the aggregator replaces a direct relation-
ship with their customers. Aggregatees may choose 
to cooperate and provide data or financing for pref-
erential treatment (e.g., listing special offers on 
MaxMiles). They may cooperate to get access to 
strategic data. For example, MaxMiles is gathering 
knowledge about how everyone flies, rents cars, and 
stays at hotels. This set of information is extremely 
valuable to aggregatees. Aggregatees may also 
choose to outsource their frequent traveler programs. 
Or they may be more combative and try to limit ac-
cess to the data. Regardless of their response, aggre-
gators can significantly impact aggregatees’ business 
and change their relationship with customers.   
 
 
Comparison Aggregation: Selecting a  
Carrier Through Intershipper 
 
DealTime, as briefly described earlier, provides 
comparisons of products, such as books. As a differ-
ent example, Intershipper (www.intershipper.net) 
demonstrates both price and non-price information-
comparison aggregation services. Given a package 
source, destination, and weight, Intershipper com-
pares shipping options from multiple carriers (e.g., 
Fedex, UPS, DHL).  
 
Intershipper also has two additional services. First, it 
provides a list of the closest drop-off centers for all 
the carriers. This feature is useful to individuals who 
do not want to wait around for a scheduled pickup. 
Second, Intershipper shows when a package is esti-
mated/guaranteed to arrive, based on sender’s and 
recipient’s zip code and the package’s weight. In 
essence, Intershipper acts as an intelligent assistant, 
helping users select the best carrier, not just by esti-
mated cost but also by other such factors as expected 
and guaranteed delivery times. Since the information 
Intershipper collects is available on the carriers’ web 
sites, Intershipper has not needed to form explicit 
partnerships with the carriers to provide its services. 
This case will be discussed in more depth below. 
 
 
 

                                                 
 

tailed analysis of the legal issues is being produced in a subse-
quent report. 

Combined Relationship and Comparison  
Aggregation: Universal Financial  
Aggregator 
 
As a research experiment, in 1998 we developed the 
Universal Financial Aggregator (UFA), a demon-
stration aggregator that would provide integrated 
access to all one’s financial accounts that are acces-
sible online. Instead of seeing only individual ac-
counts or only the accounts from a single institution, 
users could instantaneously view all their financial 
accounts across multiple institutions through an in-
tegrated, personalized balance sheet. In addition, a 
UFA would help users manage their plethora of log-
ins and passwords. In this regard the UFA was a 
relationship aggregator, similar to MaxMiles.  
 
To illustrate how rapidly aggregation services can 
emerge, commercial versions of this aggregator, 
now called Financial Account Aggregators, ap-
peared in late 1999 from companies, such as Yodlee 
(www.Yodlee.com), VerticalOne (now merged with 
Yodlee), and CashEdge (www.cashedge.com).9  In 
June 2000, Chase, which had been an aggregatee, 
announced that it would become an aggregator by 
working with Yodlee, and would provide financial 
account aggregation services to its customers. To-
day, such financial account aggregation services are 
offered by most major financial services institutions 
(including Citibank, Chase, Wells Fargo, Merrill 
Lynch, Fleet Bank, and Fidelity) as well as by non-
financial institutions (such as Yahoo, AOL). 
 
With a total picture of a user’s financial situation, a 
financial account aggregator can use its knowledge 
of other financial products to help the user optimize 
his or her finances. For example, our experimental 
UFA incorporated a money market comparison ag-
gregator that scoured the Internet for the best interest 
rates, consistent with the user’s aggregated financial 
status. In fact, since our aggregator also aggregated 
other money market rate aggregators (i.e., Bank-
rate.com and Bankquote.com), we called it a mega-
aggregator. This capability also made the UFA a 
comparison aggregator, similar to DealTime.  Its 
after-aggregation service incorporated analysis – 
evaluating potential additional earned interest by 
moving funds – and it could act as your agent, facili-
tating the movement of funds. So the UFA has been 
an example that combines relationship and compari-

                                                 
9 Marenzi, O. “Account Aggregators, Screen Scrappers and Online 

Financial Services,” Report by Celent Communications, March 
2000; “Account Aggregation 2.0,” Online Banking Report, Issue 
63, August 2000. 
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son type aggregations.  Some of the high-end com-
mercial financial account aggregators have an-
nounced their intention to offer such after-
aggregation analysis capabilities in the near future. 
 
Aggregators of all types will affect companies in a 
wide range of industries.  We have examined several 
hundred examples in the retail, telecommunications, 
and financial services industries.10  Early aggrega-
tors focused on price comparison.  Emerging aggre-
gators focus on relationships and creating and ana-
lyzing information collections.  In addition, from our 
UFA experiments, we see that much more function-
ality and value can be provided by combining ag-
gregation types.  In many instances, the result will 
be a relationship aggregator providing added after-
aggregation value through comparison aggregators.   
 
 
Using Aggregation to Improve Business 
 
Today, barriers of entry to new aggregators are 
much lower because new web-page extraction tools, 
context-sensitive mediators, and agent technologies 
have greatly reduced the time, cost, and effort to 
construct aggregators.11  Furthermore, organizations 
do not need aggregation capabilities in-house.  Ag-
gregation service providers license or rent the tech-
nologies, so non-technology companies can easily 
incorporate such services. With the advent of the 
Internet, many firms have outsourced their technol-
ogy needs to service providers to benefit from the 
providers’ economies of scale. Hyatt Hotels and 
various travel agents, for example, have licensed the 
MaxMiles technology instead of building and main-
taining their own aggregation services.   
 
Once one company in an industry provides a useful 
aggregation service, the others are often compelled 
to follow. For example, when Chase provided free 
financial account aggregation, most of the other ma-
jor financial institutions did the same – mostly by 
licensing or renting the service from such providers 
as Yodlee and VerticalOne. 
 

There are many ways a business can exploit aggre-
gation opportunities to its benefit.  Aggregation can 
be used to keep customers, acquire new ones, im-
prove information processing efficiency, generate 

                                                 
10 Readers interested in additional case studies should visit the Home 

of Aggregator Research Web site at context2.mit.edu/aggregation. 
Included at that site is a list of over a hundred aggregators found 
in Europe, North American, and Asia. 

11 Firat, et al., 2000 ibid; Goh, et al., 1999 ibid.  

sales leads, leverage existing customer trust, find 
suppliers, and understand a market. 
 
To keep customers and acquire new ones. To date, 
one of the major impacts of aggregators has been 
their ability to add value to customers’ online ex-
periences. For example, relationship aggregators 
build and maintain customer relationships. Financial 
services organizations would much prefer customers 
to access accounts through their own web site rather 
than through an aggregator’s – which might be pro-
vided by a third party or even a competitor. This is 
why financial account aggregation is becoming the 
“ATM machine of the 21st century.” If you do not 
offer it, your customers will go elsewhere.  
 
Organizations that can add even more value via af-
ter-aggregation services will differentiate themselves 
and place themselves in the best position to keep 
their existing customers and acquire new ones. In the 
examples of MaxMiles, Intershipper, and Financial 
Account Aggregation, the customer relationship has 
proven to offer the greatest opportunities and con-
cerns for aggregatees. 
 
To process information more efficiently. For manu-
facturers of information goods, such as Bank Rate 
Monitor (www.bankrate.com), there is an interesting 
twist. Aggregators may represent a more efficient 
model of production. Instead of building their in-
formation goods by establishing costly agreements 
with each data source, aggregators can add and inte-
grate new data sources rapidly and without agree-
ments. More importantly, they may collect informa-
tion in more ingenious ways, such as offering a ser-
vice and observing consumer buying patterns. New 
aggregators may, in fact, displace original manufac-
turers of information goods that do not seize the op-
portunity. 
 
Even businesses that are not manufacturers of in-
formation goods can use aggregation to better man-
age their information. Relationship aggregators, for 
example, can support Customer Relationship Man-
agement (CRM) applications, or financial account 
aggregators can manage a multiplicity of bank ac-
counts, checking accounts, credit cards, certificate of 
deposits, and money market accounts for a business.  
 
To generate sales leads. Partnering with a compari-
son or relationship aggregator can help businesses 
increase sales.  Lead generators “aggregate [users] 
… according to their profiles, preferences, and other 
criteria, translate this data into specific product and 
service needs, and then direct [users] to vendors 
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whose offerings meet those needs.”12  For example, 
DealTime.com first identifies possible vendors for a 
desired book, and then it can direct buyers to the 
best web site to make the purchase. A financial ac-
count aggregator could direct individuals to new and 
more appropriate investment opportunities. 
 
Not only do lead generators provide businesses with 
additional customers who are ready to buy, they can 
more importantly help vendors design better person-
alized products. As Bakos points out, “Increased 
selling effectiveness comes from being able to de-
sign appropriate products to address the needs of 
individual consumers, and from being able to iden-
tify the moment when a customer’s purchasing deci-
sion is most likely to occur …”13  
 
Sales generators can even provide consumers with 
structured products tailored to their individual needs 
by transparently creating and managing a custom 
bundle of offerings for a particular user. In much the 
same way that investment banks design products to 
suit a particular company, we will see aggregation 
businesses providing tailored, bundled products, 
such as integrated vacation packages that combine 
travel, hotel, special events, and equipment rentals.  
As another example, a transaction coordinator can 
offer college students bundles of textbooks that 
match their classes, sourcing the books from various 
sites and coordinating their delivery, all transpar-
ently to the students. 
 
To leverage existing customer trust. While trust has 
always been important in doing business, it will be-
come even more critical in electronic commerce. 
Absence of face-to-face contact between buyer and 
seller, and the ease with which a small (or illegiti-
mate) outfit can appear large (and legitimate), puts 
small, unrecognized new entrants at a great disad-
vantage. Historically, retailers have provided face-
to-face trust for small producers. It makes sense, 
therefore, for well-known retailers to build or invest 
in an aggregator and leverage its brand image to fa-
cilitate transactions through escrow services, quality 
guarantees, and extensions of credit. CNET’s certifi-
cation program, for instance, automatically extends 
CNET’s name and legitimacy to small and relatively 
unknown retailers. 
 
To find suppliers. Buyer-oriented aggregators can 
serve as purchasing agents, searching for the best 
                                                 
12 Hagel III, J. and Rayport, J.F. “The New Infomediaries”, The 

McKinsey Quarterly (4), 1997, pp. 54-70. 
13 Y. Bakos, “The Emerging Role of Electronic Marketplaces on the 

Internet”, Communications of the ACM (41:8), 1998, pp. 35-42. 

provider. These buyer agents “help [consumers] get 
maximum value from their information profiles by 
using choices they have made in the past to deduce 
which product or service would best match their 
current needs, and then finding the vendor that can 
deliver the preferred product or service at the cheap-
est price.”14  These agents could even create aggre-
gated products.  
 
As MaxMiles illustrates, aggregators can help users 
manage multiple relationships. More importantly, 
they can generate more personalized recommenda-
tions than individual organizations, once they have 
the needed personal information. In these cases, 
buyers can build and maintain their own aggrega-
tors, subscribe to the service of an aggregator, or 
even pay aggregators a commission on savings. TPN 
Register (www.tpnregister.com), a joint venture be-
tween GE and Thomas Publishing Company, allows 
buyers to post design and engineering specifications 
for bids by suppliers. “The system allows its users, 
especially from smaller companies, to find low bid-
ders among suppliers that might not consider them 
via traditional channels.”15   
 
To understand a market. Aggregators are well posi-
tioned to collect detailed and highly valuable market 
information not available to individual aggregatees. 
By simultaneously accessing and integrating infor-
mation from multiple sources, aggregators can un-
derstand a market better than its participants. While 
a company’s web site can gather information about 
its customers, it does little to inform the company 
about its non-customers, that is, those who take their 
business elsewhere.   
 
For example, Intershipper knows which carrier each 
user ultimately chooses, and it knows which users 
use UPS for all packages over one-pound between 
Boston and New York and Fedex for other ship-
ments. The shippers do not have this information. 
Consequently, aggregators can sell summarized and 
aggregated information to individual firms. Of 
course, such information providers existed before 
the Internet. IMS America collects, aggregates, and 
repackages data from hospitals for sale back to those 
same hospitals, so they can see how their operations 
compare with their peers. As the cost of collecting 
and integrating information falls, aggregators will 
increasingly provide after-aggregation market 
knowledge in different industries. 
                                                 
14 Hagel and Rayport, 1997, ibid. 
15 Segev, A., Gebauer, J. and Farber, F. “Internet-based Electronic 

Markets,” EM - International Journal of Electronic Markets (9:3), 
1999. 
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Strategic Relationships Between 
Aggregators and Aggregatees 
 
Based on our observations, aggregators’ strategies 
are often emergent, rather than planned. They can 
appear as new entrants in an industry or as new divi-
sions in an existing organization. In the initial phase, 
aggregatees may be just beginning to formulate their 
online strategy so they are turning themselves into 
aggregation targets without realizing the conse-
quences of their actions. 
 
Aggregators often emerge quickly and catch aggre-
gatees off-guard. For example, an existing office 
supply product provider might build an aggregator to 
obtain market intelligence on competitors’ product 
pricing – without the aggregatees’ knowledge.  
 
Then, once the aggregator realizes it might be able 
to sell that information, it develops a more mature 
strategy and strengthens its relationship with the 
aggregatees. Formal partnerships can reduce an ag-
gregator’s integration costs, and aggregatees may 
gladly pay for preferential treatment. In such cases, 
the aggregator is a “financially independent aggrega-
tor with collaboration,” while the aggregatees are 
“collaborating aggregatees.” 
 
Aggregatees who view an aggregator's strategy as a 
threat may develop their own aggregator. Others 

may seek to control the existing aggregator through 
ownership.  Still others may work with incumbent 
aggregatees to create a better balance-of-power, if 
they face a well-funded competitor. In all these 
cases, the aggregators are financially dependent, 
either on a single aggregatee or a consortium of ag-
gregatees.  
 
In general, the different states of aggregation can be 
characterized by (1) the preference given an aggre-
gatee, (2) the amount of financial control over the 
aggregator, and (3) the number of participants in an 
agreement. Table 2 summarizes the different rela-
tionships. Each is discussed in the Appendix.  
 
Table 2 presents the progression of aggrega-
tor/aggregatee relationships in a linear fashion, pro-
ceeding from “no aggregator” to independent aggre-
gator to collaborative aggregator. However, these 
strategic relationships are dynamic and multi-
dimensional. An aggregator can just as easily estab-
lish partnerships with or without investment from 
industry incumbents. Similarly, an aggregator that 
begins life as a subsidiary of an incumbent can be 
divested to become a financially independent aggre-
gator. 
 
 

Table 2: Summary of Different Relationship States Between an Aggregator and an 
Aggregatee 

Aggregator Aggregatee 

No Aggregation  
• Non-aggregator • Aggregatee – but no aggregation yet 

Aggregation Without Partnership   
• Financially Independent Aggregator • Unsuspecting Aggregatee 

Aggregation with Partnership   
• Financially Independent Aggregator with 

Partial Collaboration  
• Collaborating Aggregatee 

• Financially Independent Aggregator with 
Limited Alliance 

• Collaborating Aggregatee Member of a  
Limited Alliance  

• Financially Independent Aggregator with 
Equal Degrees of Collaboration  

• Collaborative Aggregatee 

Aggregation with Ownership  
• Financially Dependent Aggregator Owned 

by a Dominant Aggregatee 
• Dominant Aggregatee 

• Financially Dependent Aggregator Owned 
by a Consortium of Aggregatee 

• Consortium of Aggregatees 
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Comparing Strategic  
Interactions: Intershipper  
Versus iShip  
 
Intershipper provides a good example of how 
aggregator and aggregatee relationships and business 
models can evolve over time. 
 
BITS, Inc., the parent of Intershipper, began as an 
independent company. Its main source of revenues 
came from selling network equipment online and 
hosting online storefronts for various merchants. 
BITS built Intershipper to allow its online storefront 
customers to rapidly compare shipping prices across 
multiple shippers, for free. A spread of ten times in 
shipping rates was not uncommon. Table 3 shows 
some estimated shipping rates for a one-pound pack-
age from Cambridge, Massachusetts to Arlington, 
Virginia; they vary from $3 to $125. Traditionally, 
obtaining such comparative rate information was 
difficult.  
 
Intershipper became an aggregator; the carriers were 
the aggregatees. When one of the unsuspecting car-
riers realized what had happened, it became furious 
and had its corporate counsel write a letter demand-
ing that Intershipper cease and desist from aggregat-
ing its information. Since Intershipper had several 
other carriers it could aggregate and it did not want 
to incur legal expenses, it agreed to remove the car-
rier from its list. Some six months later, the carrier’s 
business development managers decided they 
wanted to be back on Intershipper's listing. So they 
asked to be readmitted.  Intershipper agreed. 
 
BITS realized that Intershipper might be useful to 
customers beyond its captive online storefronts. To 
attract users, BITS let them access Intershipper for 

free, supporting the cost of operations by both sell-
ing advertising space and licensing its service for a 
fee to other web sites that need to ship goods. 
 
Despite the large number of advertising-supported 
web sites, few earn a profit. Moreover, seeing how 
the UPS-owned competitor, iShip, was better funded 
and could possibly compete even at a loss for a 
much longer period of time, Intershipper needed to 
change its strategy. This was the situation when we 
last interviewed Intershipper. 
 
What are Intershipper’s options? One is for Inter-
shipper to leverage its position as an intermediary 
and dole out preferential treatments in return for 
fees. We believe this is a shortsighted strategy be-
cause maintaining biased relationships will encour-
age other shipping carriers to introduce their own 
aggregators, which will increase competition.  
 
At the moment, Intershipper contrasts nicely against 
iShip. Intershipper is an independent aggregator 
whereas iShip is not. Thus, carriers other than UPS 
should have a vested interest in supporting Inter-
shipper and its independent status.  
 
As it now stands, UPS has advantages over its com-
petitors because it controls iShip. UPS can deter-
mine, for example, the factors, location, and time of 
comparison, and it knows more about the industry 
than its competitors. It knows exact conditions – 
route, price, package, and type of user – under which 
a particular competitor was selected. We argue this 
is highly useful market data not available elsewhere.  
 
Intershipper, being an independent aggregator, can 
provide the same level of information to the other 
carriers. Instead of each building its own aggregator, 
we think Intershipper’s better option is to get the 

Table 3:  Some Rates for Sending a One-Pound Package from Cambridge, MA to 
Arlington, VA  (Source: www.intershipper.net) 
Carrier Service Date Delivered Rate 
RPS Ground  8/17 (Guaranteed)  $3.25 
UPS Ground (Commercial)  8/17 (Guaranteed)  $3.25 
U.S.P.S. Priority Mail with Confirmation  8/16   $3.55 
FedEx Priority Overnight w/ Sat. Delivery  8/14 (Guaranteed)  $30.50 
UPS Next Day Air Early AM  8/16 by 8:30 AM (Guaranteed)  $43.50 
FedEx First Overnight  8/16 by 8:00 AM (Guaranteed)  $45.50  
UPS Next Day Air Early AM w/ Sat.  
    Delivery  

8/14 by 9:30 AM (Guaranteed)  $53.50 

BAX Guaranteed Overnight  8/16 by 5:00 PM (Guaranteed)  $125.00 
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other carriers to jointly invest in it, to get the bene-
fits UPS enjoys with significantly less risk. 
 
 
Legal and Policy Issues 
 
Organizations rushing to put their information on the 
Internet are just beginning to realize the impact of 
aggregators using that information. Many are not 
prepared for open comparison with competitors, the 
disintermediation that can occur, or the lost opportu-
nity from not harvesting competitive information. 
Senior executives have only recently begun talking 
about aggregation strategies. Yet, aggregation will 
play a significant role in most enterprises, both pri-
vate sector and government.  
  
As a result, legal and political issues are emerging.  
For example, various types of legislation are under 
consideration in the U.S. (e.g., Coble Bill, Bliley 
Bill, Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act), which address who 
and how web information can be re-used. Interna-
tional laws will also affect the location, operations, 
and future of aggregators because those not allowed 
in one country may simply operate in another.   
 
Research is exploring the impact of regional and 
global legal, economic, and cultural issues on the 
development of local and global aggregators.16  The 
outcome of these domestic and international actions 
may influence the development of aggregators.  But, 
in spite of some high-profile challenges to some ag-
gregators (e.g., eBay vs. AuctionWatch and Bidder’s 
Edge), most challenges seem doomed to fail simply 
because customers will demand access to informa-
tion through aggregators.  
 
 
Conclusions 
 
Let us go back to “the head of a large and well-
established industry giant” introduced at the begin-
ning of this paper.  What might his or her organiza-
tion learn from this discussion?  This research dem-
onstrates that everyone can be impacted by aggrega-
tion. Everyone with useful information on their web 
sites is likely to become an aggregatee.  In response, 
or to preempt the opportunity, some may become an 
aggregator as well.  Thus, aggregation strategy must 

                                                 
16 Zhu, H., Madnick, S. and Siegel, M. “Information Aggregation - a 

Value-Added E-Service”, Proceedings of the 5th International 
Conference on Technology, Policy, and Innovation – Theme: 
Critical Infrastructures, Delft, The Netherlands, June 26-29, 2001. 

 

be part of e-business and core business strategic 
planning. 
 
Aggregation is not a disappearing dot-com phe-
nomenon. Aggregators create new and valuable in-
formation spaces, important to organizations in 
many business areas.  In fact, in some industries, 
such as financial services, the key providers of fi-
nancial aggregation services are the largest, most 
established companies (e.g., Chase, Citibank, Merrill 
Lynch). 
 
Although comparison aggregation (e.g., DealTime, 
MySimon) might be the most common type of ag-
gregation service today, other types, especially rela-
tionship aggregation, are likely to be even more im-
portant.  Furthermore, as seen with the Universal 
Financial Aggregator (UFA) example, it is possible 
to combine multiple types of aggregators to provide 
totally new services. 
 
Because the impact is so widespread and significant, 
the aggregation phenomena will change, and will 
continue to change, business relationships and create 
new partnerships.  The need to share information 
and gain value from these new information spaces 
will result in both established and newly created 
organizations working together in new ways. The 
wealth of knowledge to be garnered from the new 
information spaces, the after-aggregation analyses, 
and the new relationships that evolve will change the 
way organizations do business. Organizations that 
ignore the potential impact will be hurt by those that 
take aggregated information into consideration.  
 
Thus companies should look upon aggregation as 
both a threat and an opportunity. The airline industry 
should think about what could happen if MaxMiles 
becomes the primary frequent-flyer aggregator, and 
thus owns all the information about who flies where 
and when. Likewise, a computer retailer with no 
brand recognition should think about becoming a 
certified merchant of CNET-owned computers.com, 
to gain a level playing field with retailers that are 
spending millions of dollars in advertising.  
 
Like it or not, aggregators will use your web-based 
information to create new information collections 
that will affect your current business model, brand-
ing, and relationships. Aggregators will change the 
way your organization operates and the way global 
e-commerce develops. It is a wise organization that 
considers its e-strategy, prepares for aggregators, 
adds aggregation capabilities to its internal and ex-
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ternal operations, and fully understands whether it 
should aggregate or be aggregated.  
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Appendix:  Aggregator /  
Aggregatee Relationships 
 
No Aggregation  
 
The No Aggregation state is the base case and is 
probably the accustomed state for most firms. Each 
incumbent with an online presence is an aggregatee, 
and provides a target for consolidation; but no active 
aggregators exist yet. The more inefficient the in-
formation dissemination and the more difficult it is 
to compare like products, the more likely an aggre-
gator will emerge to eliminate the inefficiency.  
 
 
Aggregation Without Partnership  
 
Financially independent aggregator / unsuspecting 
aggregatee. These aggregators generally access 
widely available information that can be extracted 
without an aggregatee’s knowledge, so there is no a 
priori need to establish a partnership or arrangement 
between the two. In fact, aggregatees usually cannot 
differentiate between normal users accessing their 
information and an aggregator accessing the infor-
mation (using a user’s password, if necessary). 
 
In Intershipper's case, as noted above, one carrier 
sent a letter threatening legal action, then changed 
course. These actions demonstrate that many aggre-
gatees are completely unprepared for aggregation in 
their industry. 
 
 
Aggregation with Partnership 
 
Although some aggregatees engage in a hostile rela-
tionship with an aggregator, others will choose to 
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build mutually beneficial partnerships.  Such part-
nerships may facilitate the aggregator's data extrac-
tion and also allow it to obtain information not yet 
on the web. For example, Intershipper has access to 
publicized shipping rates, but not customer-specific 
negotiated rates. Partnering with aggregatees is one 
way for Intershipper to get this data. 
 
In this aggregation with partnership space, the enti-
ties can have bilateral relationships negotiated one-
to-one, or they can opt for an industry-wide relation-
ship with equal treatment to all. Or a selective group 
can build a limited alliance, with only specific ag-
gregatees as members. Depending on the relative 
sizes of the aggregatees, the fragmentation of the 
industry, and antitrust concerns, one form of partner-
ship may be preferable to another. 
 
Financially independent aggregator with partial 
collaboration / collaborating aggregatee. To differ-
entiate a relationship, an aggregator may leverage its 
intermediary position and give preferential treatment 
to an aggregatee in return for a fee. Or an aggregatee 
may differentiate itself from its competitors through 
a special relationship. For example, on its Com-
puters.com Web site, CNET differentiates individual 
retailers through a certification process. CNET-
certified retailers receive preferential listings and 
may appear more credible to consumers.  
 
Financially independent aggregator of a limited 
alliance / collaborating aggregatee member of a 
limited alliance.  When an industry has a high de-
gree of rivalry, the participants may avoid partner-
ships with competitors.  Aggregatees may seek to 
sharply limit an aggregator’s list of potential part-
ners. 
   
Financially independent aggregator with equal 
degrees of collaboration / collaborative aggregatee. 
On the other hand, an aggregator may value its long-
run neutrality over short-term gains from doling out 
preferential treatments. Such aggregators that want 
to serve as electronic marketplaces or in an advisory 
role must maintain their impartiality at all times. 
They are likely to provide equal collaboration to all 
aggregatees.  
 
 
Aggregation with Ownership 
 
Similarly, aggregatees may decide to strengthen and 
lock in their partnership with an aggregator through 
direct investment. Again, the options parallel those 

before: an aggregatee can form a consortium to in-
vest in the aggregator or invest on its own. 
 
Financially dependent aggregator owned by a 
dominant aggregatee / dominant aggregatee. An 
aggregatee can decide to invest in an existing aggre-
gator or even preemptively launch its own aggrega-
tor. For example, UPS decided to launch its own 
aggregator called iShip. This allows UPS to main-
tain more control over who is included as its com-
petitor, how UPS will be compared against them, 
and how the comparison will be made. By owning 
the aggregator, UPS can access information about 
how users of the aggregator ship. This can provide 
UPS with a tremendous strategic advantage. 
 
Financially dependent aggregator owned by a con-
sortium of aggregatees / consortium aggregatee. To 
counteract the possibility of a single aggregatee 
dominating an aggregator, a group of aggregatees 
may form a consortium and make equal investments 
into an independent aggregator.  For example, three 
large steel manufacturers – LTV Steel, Steel Dy-
namics, and Weirton Steel – built Metal Site 
(metalsite.net) as a neutral marketplace for their 
industry. This action eliminates competitive bidding 
for the aggregator's preferential treatment and pro-
vides the consortium of aggregatees with control 
over the aggregator.17  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
17 Segev, et al., 1999, ibid. 
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Introduction 

The Web has become the largest data repository on the planet1. An important factor contributing 

to its success is its openness and ease of use: anyone can contribute data to, and consume data 

from, the Web. As Tim Berners-Lee, inventor of the Web, said2, “the exciting thing is 

serendipitous reuse of data: one person puts data up there for one thing, and another person uses 

it another way”. Such serendipitous data reuse is extremely valuable. Through reuse, new 

knowledge can be created, innovation and value-added services become possible.  

However, there have been efforts to regulate and legally challenge data reuse activities. 

The European Union (EU) has adopted the Database Directive to restrict unauthorized data 

extraction and reuse. In the U.S., Congress has considered six bills, all of which failed to pass 

into law. These legislative activities are summarized in Figure 1; more details are furnished later. 

The significant uncertainty and the international differences in database legislation have created 

serious challenges to the “serendipitous reuse of data”. The dual purposes of this paper, both 

related to the theme “one size does not fit all”, are to: (1) summarize the range of legislation in 

current use and proposed, and (2) present an economic model for interpreting or recommending 

policy choices that depend on factors such as cost of database creation and level of database 

differentiation. 

                                                 
1 In the ensuing discussion, we will consider a website owner as a database creator.  
2 An interview by Technology Review, October, 2004, p44. 
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EU introduced Database 
Directive granting database 
makers sui generis right to 
prevent unauthorized extraction 
and reutilization of the whole, a 
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Figure 1. History of Database Protection Legislation  

As computing professionals continue to develop technologies (e.g., data extract, web 

mashups, web services, and various Semantic Web technologies) to make data reuse much easier, 

it is important for us to understand the legal implications when applying these technologies for 

data reuse purposes.  

eBay v. Bidder’s Edge: Data Reusers Face Legal Challenges 

Let us start with an example. With millions of items auctioned at hundreds of online auction sites, 

it can be time consuming to find the specific items of interest and keep track of their bidding 

prices on multiple auction sites. A number of auction data aggregators, such as Bidder’s Edge, 

emerged to address the challenge by employing computer agents to visit auction sites repeatedly 

and extract data systematically. Bidder’s Edge made search and comparison of auction data 

across multiple sites much easier by gathering bidding data of over five million items from more 

than 100 online auction sites, including eBay. However, in late 1999, eBay sued Bidder’s Edge 

and won a preliminary injunction in the following year based on a controversial interpretation of 
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trespass law in the Internet context [9]. The case was settled later without a court decision; 

Bidder’s Edge ceased operation and the company no longer exists. 

There have been several other cases involving data reuse in the U.S. A common 

characteristic in these cases is that the data reusers (e.g., Bidder’s Edge) tend to be smaller firms 

using new technologies to extract and reuse data from one or more creator databases. In many 

cases, the data reusers stopped their activities in fear of the legal threats posed by the creators. 

Existing and emerging technology-enabled data reusers continue to face legal challenges. For 

example, data reusers that provide airfare comparison services have received warning letters 

from some online travel agencies3.   

Data reusers in Europe have also faced legal challenges. For example, William Hill, an 

online betting company in the U.K., created a database by combining its own data (e.g., betting 

odds) with horse racing event data published by British Horseracing Board (BHB), which is the 

governing authority for organizing horse races in the U.K. William Hill displayed the contents of 

the database on its website to facilitate its betting business, but was sued by BHB for its 

systematic reuse of BHB’s data. 

These cases have raised several questions regarding technology-enabled data reuse: Is it 

legal? Should it be regulated? If so, what are the issues and how should it be regulated? We will 

address these questions in the rest of the paper.  

Feist v. Rural: Non-Creative Database Contents Are Not Copyrightable in the U.S. 

Many people think that the factual data on websites is copyrighted, thus extraction and reuse of 

the data from websites is well-defined and controlled by copyright law. It turns out that is not the 

case.   

                                                 
3 See “Cheap-Tickets Sites Try New Tactics” by A. Johnson, Wall Street Journal, October 26, 2004. 
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When it comes to data, copyright in the U.S.4 protects the original selection and 

arrangement of data, but not the data itself or the effort in compiling the database. This principle 

was established in a landmark Supreme Court case between Feist Publications and Rural 

Telephone Co.5 In compiling its phone book covering the service area of Rural, Feist reused 

1,309 of the approximately 7,700 listings in Rural’s White Pages. In the appeal case, the 

Supreme Court decided that Feist did not infringe Rural’s copyright in that Rural’s white pages 

lack the requisite originality to warrant copyright protection. Originality requires a work to be 

“independently created by the author” and it must possess “at least some minimal degree of 

creativity”. Arranging entries alphabetically does not have the required degree of creativity.  

The Court confirmed that “copyright rewards originality”, originality requires “some 

minimal degree of creativity”, and “Originality is a constitutional requirement.” It also rejected 

the so-called “sweat of the brow” doctrine that considers copyright as a “reward for the hard 

work that went into compiling facts.” The implication of this landmark decision is that in the U.S. 

copyright currently does not restrict the reuse of the factual contents in most publicly accessible 

databases on the Web6.  

The Court decision, together with the exponential growth of digital information and the 

increasing technological capability of reusing information, have induced a series of legislative 

activities to provide legal protection for database contents. 

Internationally Copyright Provides Differing Degrees of Protection to Databases  

Copyright law differs internationally in terms of how much protection it extends to factual 

databases. In the U.S., copyright protects the creative selection and arrangement of data, not the 

                                                 
4 International differences are discussed later. 
5 U.S. Supreme Court, 499 US 340, 1991. 
6 Note that Web content, such as news articles, music, video, and such, are not data and are protected by copyright 
law. The focus of this article is on data – such as, in the previous example, the list of items for sale on eBay and their 
auction prices. 
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data itself. In other words, the creative choice of what to be included in a database and the 

creative design of the database schema are protected by copyright in the U.S., but not the factual 

data records. 

Although the U.S. has rejected the “sweat of the brow” doctrine, Australia embraces the  

doctrine for its copyright law as evidenced by the appeal case Desktop Marketing Systems Pty 

Ltd v. Telstra Corporation Limited7. Desktop used all the entries in Telstra’s white pages and 

yellow pages to make CD-ROMs with several additional search features. The Full Court ruled 

that originality “does not require novelty, inventiveness or creativity”, and a work is original “if 

the compiler has undertaking substantial labour or incurred substantial expense in collecting the 

information recorded in the compilation.” The High Court of Australia confirmed the judgment 

in 2003 and maintained that Desktop infringed Teslstra’s copyright.   

The different creativity requirements of the U.S. and Australia represent two extremes. 

The Canadian law is somewhere in between the extremes. In the judgment of a Canadian case8, 

the Court decided that originality “need not be creative, in the sense of being novel or unique.” A 

work is original if it is “more than a mere copy of another work” and requires “an exercise of 

skill and judgment” that “must not be so trivial that it would be characterized as a purely 

mechanical exercise.”  

Despite these differences in the criteria for testing originality, copyright law is quite 

uniform internationally that one cannot claim copyright protection for individual entries of facts 

stored in a database. 

                                                 
7 Full Federal Court of Australia, 2002. 
8 Supreme Court of Canada, CCH Canadian Ltd. V. Law Society of Upper Canada, 2004.  
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History of Database Legislation 

Database creators have tried several ways to protect their non-copyrightable contents9. A 

commonly practiced method is through access control, which often requires user subscription 

and authentication. But this does not prevent data extraction if the user provides identification to 

the aggregator (e.g., a user provides login credentials to a financial account aggregator for it to 

gather information from disparate accounts on the user’s behalf [8].)  Enforceable contracts to 

restrict the extraction and reuse of the data are difficult to establish on the Web unless 

cumbersome “click-through” agreements are in place. As a result, some database creators feel 

existing law does not give them sufficient protection to their data and their investment in creating 

databases. Consequently, they have sought means to protect their data through new legislation. 

See Figure 1 earlier for a summary of legislative activities. 

The EU first introduced the Database Directive in 1996 to provide two kinds of 

protection for a database: copyright for the selection or arrangement of database contents, and sui 

generis10 right for the contents in the database. The sui generis right is a new type of right to 

prevent unauthorized extraction and/or reutilization of the whole, a substantial part, or systematic 

extraction and/or reutilization of an insubstantial part, of contents of a database that is created 

with substantial expenditure. Lawful users are restricted not to “perform acts which conflict with 

normal exploitation of the database or unreasonably prejudice the legitimate interests of the 

maker of the database.” Here “the legitimate interests” can be broadly interpreted and may not be 

limited to commercial interests.  

                                                 
9 Due to limitations on length, we will not discuss all the technical methods that have been used, such as blocking 
requests from IP addresses that appear to be extracting large quantities of data, etc.  In general, for each technical 
approach to prevent data extraction, there is a possible technical counter-measure to overcome it. 
10 In Latin, meaning “of its own kind”, “unique”. 
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The Directive has been criticized for its ambiguity about the minimal level of investment 

required to qualify for protection [5], its lack of compulsory license provisions [1], the potential 

of providing perpetual protection under its provision of automatic right renewal after a 

substantial database update, and the ambiguity in what constitutes a “substantial” update. 

Under its reciprocity provision, databases from countries that do not offer similar 

protection to databases created by EU nationals are not protected by the Directive within the EU.  

In response, the U.S. database industry pushed the Congress to provide similar protection to 

database contents. Since then, the Congress has considered six proposals, all of which have 

failed to pass into law.   

HR 3531 of 1996 closely followed the EU Database Directive approach with even more 

stringent restrictions on data reuse. One of the main concerns is the constitutionality of the scope 

and strength of the kind of protection for database contents [1,7].  

All subsequent U.S. proposals took a misappropriation approach where the commercial 

value of databases is explicitly considered. HR 2562 of 1998 and its successor HR 354 of 1999 

penalize the commercial reutilization of a substantial part of a database if the reutilization causes 

harm in the primary or any intended market of the database creator. The protection afforded by 

these proposals can be expansive when “intended market” is interpreted broadly by the creator. 

At the other end of the spectrum, HR 1858 of 1999 only prevents someone from duplicating a 

database and selling the duplicate in competition.  

Following the reasoning in the NBA v. Motorola case11, HR 3261 of 2003 has provisions 

that lie in between the extremes of previous proposals. It makes a data reuser liable for “making 

available in commerce” a substantial part of another person’s database if  “(1) the database was 

                                                 
11 105 F.3d 841 (2nd Circuit, 1997). Motorola transcribed NBA playoff scores from broadcast and sent them to its 
pager subscribers. The misappropriation claim by NBA was dismissed.  
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generated, gathered, or maintained through a substantial expenditure of financial resources or 

time; (2) the unauthorized making available in commerce occurs in a time sensitive manner and 

inflicts injury on the database or a product or service offering access to multiple databases; and 

(3) the ability of other parties to free ride on the efforts of the plaintiff would so reduce the 

incentive to produce the product or service that its existence or quality would be substantially 

threatened”. The term ‘‘inflicts an injury’’ means “serving as a functional equivalent in the same 

market as the database in a manner that causes the displacement, or the disruption of the sources, 

of sales, licenses, advertising, or other revenue”.  

The purpose of HR 3872 is to prevent misappropriation while ensuring adequate access 

to factual information. It disallows only the free-riding that endangers the existence or the quality 

of the creator database. Unlike in HR 3261, injury in the form of decreased revenue alone is not 

an offence.  

On December 12, 2005, the Commission of European Communities [2] issued its first 

evaluation of the Database Directive. The evaluation shows that although the Directive helped 

harmonize copyright laws within the EU, the economic impact of the sui generis right on 

database production within the EU is unproven. In addition, the scope of the sui generis right has 

proved to the difficult to interpret and its related provisions have “caused considerable legal 

uncertainty, both at the EU and national level”.  

These world-wide legislative initiatives demonstrate the substantial difficulties in 

formulating a database protection law that balances creator incentives and the values added by 

data reuses. Some of the challenges are briefly discussed below. 
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Concerns of Providing Legal Protection for Database Contents 

Data monopoly. There are situations where data can only come from a sole source due to 

economy of scale in database creation or impossibility of duplicating the event that generates the 

data set. For example, no one else but eBay can generate the bidding data of items auctioned on 

eBay. A law that prevents others from using the factual data from a sole source in effect legalizes 

a data monopoly which would endanger any downstream value-creating reutilizations of the data. 

The European Court of Justice (ECJ) partially addressed this issue by trying to distinguish data 

created from data obtained, and by protecting only databases whose data is obtained by 

collecting existing independent materials12.  

Cost distortion. Both the EU database directive and the latest U.S. proposals require 

substantial expenditure in creating the database for it to be qualified for protection. Database 

creators thus may over invest at an inefficient level to qualify [10]; see [12] for an economic 

model that explains such cost distortion.  

Update distortion and eternal protection. This is an issue in EU law, which allows for 

automatic renewal of sui generis right when the database has been substantially updated. Such a 

provision can induce socially inefficient updates solely to attain eternal rights [6].  

Constitutionality.  Although the U.S. Congress is empowered by the Constitution to 

regulate interstate commerce under the Commerce Clause13 and the misappropriation approach 

often gives a database law a commercial guise, this must be balanced against the Intellectual 

                                                 
12 European Court of Justice, Grand Chamber, The British Horseracing Board Ltd and Others v. William Hill 
Organization Ltd., 2004. A database creator with data that is created, e.g., BHB, which created the fixture list, 
would be a natural monopoly if legal protection was granted. Data that is obtained presumably could be obtained by 
anyone willing to make the effort.  
13 Constitution 1.8.3, “To regulate Commerce with foreign Nations, and among the several States, and with the 
Indian Tribes”.  
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Property Clause14 which restricts the grant of exclusive rights in intangibles that diminishes 

access to public domain and imposes significant costs on consumers [4]. Certain database 

contents are factual data in the public domain; disallowing mere extraction of such data for 

value-creating activities runs afoul of the very purpose of the Intellectual Property Clause to 

“promote the Progress of Science and useful Arts”. Excessive restrictions on reuse of factual data 

(a form of speech or press) may also violate the Constitution’s First Amendment [3], which 

protects the freedom of speech and press. Since little extra value for the society as a whole is 

created by simply duplicating a database in its entirety, preventing verbatim copying of a 

database is clearly constitutional. A constitutional database law needs to determine how much 

one is allowed to extract database contents. The constitutional line-drawing between extraction 

and duplication in data reuse is very difficult [4].  

International harmonization. Given the global reach of the Web and increasing 

international trade, it is desirable to have a harmonized data reuse policy across jurisdictions 

worldwide. We have discussed some of the differences in the U.S., the EU, Australia, and 

Canada. A World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) study [11] also reveals different 

opinions from other countries and regions.    

A key element to solving these challenges hinges upon finding the right factors for a 

reasonable balance between protection of incentives and promotion of value creation through 

data reuse. With this balance, value creation through data reuse is maximally allowed to the 

extent that the creators still have enough incentives to create the databases. Consensus can 

develop for international harmonization if we can determine the policy choices that effectively 

                                                 
14 Constitution 1.8.8, “To promote the Progress of Science and useful Arts, by securing for limited Times to Authors 
and Inventors the exclusive Right to their respective Writings and Discoveries”. 
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balance these factors; a database policy so formulated should survive the scrutiny of 

constitutionality and other inefficiencies can be avoided or mitigated.  

Achieving Balance in Database Legislation 

We approach the challenge with an economic model [12] that considers the commercial value of 

databases. Based on differentiated competition theory,  the model considers a database creator, 

which incurs a cost to create the initial database, and a data reuser, which extracts a certain 

amount of data from the creator database to create the reuser database. The reuser database can 

be differentiated from the creator database in terms of scope (e.g., extracting a fraction of the 

creator’s data, combining it with data from other sources) and functionality (e.g., different kind 

of search algorithm). The reuser uses technology to allow it to easily extract and combine data 

from existing databases so that the cost of creating the reuser database can be negligible.  

The competition from the reuser database can reduce the creator’s revenue. When the 

reduction is such that the creator’s revenue cannot offset its cost of creating the database, the 

market fails15. From an economic point view, regulation for data reutilization is needed to 

prevent or correct market failure.  

A regulation potentially can restrict certain stakeholders and benefit certain other 

stakeholders, but the society as a whole should better off with the regulation. Our analysis shows 

that such choices depend on the relationship among several factors. The most important two are: 

(1) the cost of creating the initial database and (2) the level of differentiation between the creator 

database and the reuser database.  The choices16  in relation to these two factors are depicted in 

                                                 
15 Market failure is an economic term for the situation where goods or services cannot be provided to consumers 
(e.g., it is not profitable for creator to produce the database.) Policy intervention can sometimes restore a failed 
market. 
16 There are actually more than three regions in our paper [12], we have simplified the situation slightly to shorten 
this paper. 
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Figure 2, which, as we mentioned earlier “one size does not fit all,”  illustrates that the policy 

choices are not just binary. 
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Figure 2. Policy Choices Suggested by the Economic Model 

No reuse region. When the level of differentiation is low, not allowing reuse is a 

reasonable policy choice since such reuse adds little value, and, at the same time, the intense 

competition can drive the price so low that the creator cannot have enough revenue to offset the 

cost. Verbatim copying of an entire database is a typical example of this scenario.  

Free reuse region. When the level of differentiation is moderate or high, there are two 

scenarios where free reuse should be allowed: creation cost is low, or differentiation is high 

regardless of creation cost.  With moderate differentiation, competition is not as intense as that in 

the case of low differentiation. The softened competition allows the creator to make enough 

revenue to offset its cost. With high differentiation, there will be little competition between the 

creator and the reuser. In other words, the data reutilization has little impact on the creator.  

Although in both cases the reuser could be required to pay the creator a fee, this is not 

needed to prevent market failure and this is not desirable because there is always an inefficiency 

associated with money transfer, which is known as transaction cost. The fee can benefit the 

creator, but it does not create any extra value and the society as a whole incurs a transaction cost.  
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Fee-paying reuse region. When the level of differentiation is moderate but the cost of 

creation is high, the reuser should pay a fee to the creator. This is the case where without a fee 

the reuse would cause market failure, but with a fee the creator can sustain. Since the creator 

may not be willing to license its data to the reuser, a compulsory licensing provision should be in 

place.  

Some Examples Illustrating the Application of these Principles 

The economic model provides a useful framework for facilitating the ongoing debate of database 

legislation, analyzing data reuse cases, and interpreting court decisions. We will illustrate the 

applications of the model by revisiting the two cases mentioned earlier.  

eBay v. Bidder’s Edge. According to our analysis, we need to at least examine the level 

of differentiation of the database developed by the reuser Bidder’s Edge. In terms of searching of 

bidding data, the reuser database has a much broader coverage; thus, there is competition from 

the reuser database. In terms of functionality, eBay’s database allows one to buy and sell items; 

the reuser database does not provide any actual auction service. Thus the two databases exhibit 

significant differentiation. Searching alone does not, in general, reduce eBay’s revenue from its 

auction service. eBay can still compete in the search space, but according to the model eBay 

should not be given the right to prevent innovative firms such as Bidder’s Edge from offering 

search function before eBay acquires the necessary technical and business skills. Furthermore, if 

we subscribe to the spin-off theory [5], the eBay database will not meet the cost criterion. 

Therefore, free reuse by Bidder’s Edge should be allowed. 

BHB v. William Hill. The ECJ determined that although William Hill did systematically 

extract and reuse an insubstantial part of BHB’s database, the cumulative effect has no 

possibility for William Hill to “reconstitute and make available to the public the whole and 
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substantial part of the contents of the BHB database” and therefore “seriously prejudice the 

investment” in the creation of the database. The criterion of “reconstitution” effect can be 

explained using the economic model as the reuser database having little differentiation. The ECJ 

also stressed that the injury needs to be serious, which can be understood from the market failure 

perspective in the model.  

BHB spends ₤4 million annually to maintain the database. The ECJ judgment provides a 

guideline for determining if this cost is protected by the Database Directive. After making the 

distinction between creating and obtaining data, the ECJ determined that the investment 

protected by the sui generis right “does not cover the resources used for creating the materials 

which make up the contents of a database.” To create the racing list, BHB had to verify 

information of participants, e.g., a horse’s age and pedigree, and such information was obtained 

by BHB. The ECJ further ruled that “The resources used for verification during the stage of 

creation of materials” are not part of protected investment. These cost accounting rules used by 

the ECJ constitute a particular standard of determining the cost factor in the model. 

Conclusion 

Although the legislative efforts may seem to have stalled in the U.S. during the past two years, 

the issues related to technology-enabled data reuse have not been resolved. We discussed these 

issues and presented the preliminary results of an economic analysis on how to balance the 

benefits of data reuse to society and the interests of profiting from creating the initial databases17. 

The results show there is not a one-size-fits-all formula for data reuse regulation. Rather, 

depending on several factors, no reuse, free reuse, or fee-paying reuse are welfare-enhancing 

choices.  

                                                 
17 There are many other factors, such as the political, legal, and enforcement processes in different jurisdictions, that 
are beyond the scope of this paper. The intention of this paper is to establish some basic principles that could 
facilitate these other processes. 
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  As technologies for reusing data from various sources continue to emerge and improve, 

the need for understanding the legal implications of applying these technologies will become 

increasingly acute. We are continuing to develop further understanding of the issues related to 

applying data reuse technologies. We anticipate the research to bring us closer to finding the 

right balance with which serendipitous and innovative data reutilization can be maximally 

allowed to provide value-added services without diminishing the incentives of compiling 

databases and making them available on the web.  
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We hav e been discussing the online travel industry

<http://sramanamitra.com/blog/929> and hav e cov ered Yahoo! Travel

<http://www.readwriteweb.com/archiv es/y ahoo_trav el_he_1 .php> from a

Web 3.0 <http://sramanamitra.com/blog/57 2> perspectiv e already . Here we

take a look at the offering from online trav el community  behemoth

TripAdvisor <http://www.tripadv isor.com> .

TripAdv isor was founded in February  2000 and is among the worldÄôs largest

online trav el communities with ov er 20 million unique monthly  v isitors and

approximately  5 million registered members. TripAdv isor is currently  part of

Expedia <http://www.expedia.com> (NASDAQ <http://www.nasdaq.com> :

EXPE). The site is a winner of PC Magazine's <http://www.pcmag.com> Top

1 00 Web Sites and Forbes' <http://www.forbes.com> Best of the Web.

Context

TripAdv isor prov ides recommendations for hotels, resorts, inns, v acation

packages, and trav el guides. The site is broken up into distinct categories like

Find Hotels, Flights, Read & Write Rev iews, Browse Destinations, Rants & Rav es,

GoLists, TripAdv isor Forums, Helpful Links, Top Business Hotels, TripAdv isor

Inside, and Photo and Video Sharing, but the organization could be better. The

http://sramanamitra.com/blog/929
http://www.readwriteweb.com/archives/yahoo_travel_he_1.php
http://sramanamitra.com/blog/572
http://www.tripadvisor.com/
http://www.expedia.com/
http://www.nasdaq.com/
http://www.pcmag.com/
http://www.forbes.com/


users hav e the freedom of mov ing quickly  from one category  to another, but the

organization doesn't necessarily  create an integrated contextual experience.

TripAdv isor doesn't flow with the natural rhy thm of the trav el planning

experience.

In fact, the key  problem with TripAdv isor is its organization. I tried to look at the

photos of Giraffe Manor B&B in Nairobi, but after scrolling through numerous

pages, I couldn't find them, ev en though the rev iewer claims to hav e posted

them.

Content

TripAdv isor has a wide range of content. The site contains information on ov er

1 80,000 hotels and 91 ,000 restaurants in 23,000 cities. Users can also browse

trav el destinations across the world with the aid of a trav el map and as the

searches narrow down, the user is prov ided with a local map showing local

attractions and the best deals for local hotels.

TripAdv isor is wiki-enabled, which facilitates millions of trav elers to v iew,

contribute, and edit the guides av ailable on more than 24,000 destinations

worldwide. The site also has photos and v ideos. The site has tie-ins with ov er 1 7

business partners in the trav el industry  including Expedia, Sabre

<http://www.sabre.com> , Orbitz <http://www.orbitz.com> and American

Airlines <http://www.aa.com> .

http://www.sabre.com/
http://www.orbitz.com/
http://www.aa.com/


Community

TripAdv isor has the largest trav el community  on the web, which is v isited by

more than 500,000 trav elers ev ery  day . The TripAdvisor Forum

<http://www.tripadv isor.com/ForumHome> allows users to post their

experiences about tours, express opinions, recommend hotels, resorts, inns,

v acations, trav el packages, v acation packages, post questions and answer or

adv ise other members of the forum. Users can also post photos and v ideos of their

tours. TripAdv isor allows users to create a trav el blog on TravelPod

<http://www.trav elpod.com> .

TripAdv isor is by  far the most successful in engaging a global community  of

trav elers in sharing their experiences and rev iews on the site. The Rant & Rav e

function can make or break the reputation of a hotel or a restaurant in a

nanosecond, and is tremendously  helpful to trav elers!

Commerce

TripAdv isor has tie-ins with a number of commerce sites such as its parent

Expedia, Hotels.com <http://www.hotels.com> , British Airways

<http://www.britishairway s.com> , Delta <http://www.delta.com> ,

http://www.tripadvisor.com/ForumHome
http://www.travelpod.com/
http://www.hotels.com/
http://www.britishairways.com/
http://www.delta.com/


Priceline <http://www.priceline.com> and Lastminute.com

<http://www.lastminute.com> , all of which aid its users in booking flights,

hotels, v acations or cruises, enabling the site to earn commission rev enue. This,

howev er, is a commodity  function, av ailable on all trav el sites.

The TripAdv isor Store retails v arious TripAdvisor Gear

<http://www.cafepress.com/tripadv isor> through a partnership with

Cafepress <http://www.cafepress.com> . Items sold by  TripAdv isor include

hats, mugs, clothing, bags etc. The site has identified a way  of monetizing its

brand, but so far, this looks like a fairly  shabby  effort, since to be blunt, the

merchandising, by  and large, sucks. They  should look at how National

Geographic does its merchandising, by  creating unique products sourced from

v arious parts of the world - jackets from Nepal, wool slippers from Tibet, caps

from Peru - rather than this bland catalog of insignia products.

Personalization

TripAdv isor offers some good personalization and trav el planning options. Each

personalized page contains full information about the user, stating the personÄôs

recent trav els or booking, contributions to TripAdv isor, rev iews and also includes

user preferences for trav el (pleasure or business), spending habits, and v acation

choices. The personalization facility  allows users to organize and plan oneÄôs trip,

sav e hotels, attractions, compare hotels, make a list of places one would like to

v isit, add maps and notes, organize items by  destination or day s, and create a

personal trav el guidebook to sav e, print or email.

The site also informs the registered users with a time-sensitiv e e-mail newsletter

for trav elers planning a v acation, giv ing customized e-mail alerts on specific

hotels, attractions and cities of their choice. The site also has other personalized

newsletters like TripWatch and Weekend Getaway  Guide prov ided through

email.

http://www.priceline.com/
http://www.lastminute.com/
http://www.cafepress.com/tripadvisor
http://www.cafepress.com/


Vertical Search

TripAdv isor offers user-friendly  search options for hotels and flights enabling

users to select from multiple options according to their preferences, but there is

nothing special or ov erly  different about it.

I would like to plan a trip centered around B&Bs in Andalucia (Southern Spain).

How do I do that? The v ertical search option simply  doesn't get sophisticated

enough quite y et.

Business Model

TripAdv isor has an Alexa traffic rank of 504 and has more than 20 million
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unique monthly  v isitors. The site has display  adv ertising as well as cost-per-click

adv ertising. Travel Ad Network <http://trav eladnetwork.com> is

TripAdv isorÄôs exclusiv e adv ertising representativ e for display  adv ertising.

Adv ertising and Commissions on bookings constitute their primary  rev enue

streams.

Conclusion

My  final Web 3.0 Rating <http://sramanamitra.com/blog/57 2> is: Context:

A-; Content: A-; Community : A+; Commerce: B-; Personalization: B+; Vertical

Search: B-; Ov erall : A-

http://readwrite.com/tag/analysis
http://readwrite.com/tag/web
http://traveladnetwork.com/
http://sramanamitra.com/blog/572
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A Second Opinion

Many experienced travelers compare
TripAdvisor reviews against those on major
travel booking sites. Here are some other sites
with user-generated hotel reviews.

By NANCY KEATES

'Simply the best!!!!!!" "Very Grand!!" "Awesome." "Unbelievable."

The last one might be the most accurate.

You'd think a reporter who has covered travel for this newspaper for more than a decade wouldn't

be fooled by such superlatives. But on a trip in January my family discovered that some people

who write reviews on TripAdvisor.com are thrilled to pay $280 to spend the night next to an
eight-lane highway. Ranked on the Web site as the No. 1 property in Carlsbad, Calif. -- ahead of

the Four Seasons Aviara and the famous La Costa spa -- the West Inn & Suites wasn't only far

from the center of the quaint oceanside town, it was also next to a working train track with a view

of a large power plant.

For many, TripAdvisor has become a first stop for

travel planning. Thanks in part to its prominence in
Google searches, some 24 million visitors a month

check out what other users have to say about where to

stay, eat and play around the world. (In contrast,
publisher Frommer's sells 2.5 million guidebooks a

year.) With more than 250,000 hotels, its sheer

breadth of properties makes it more useful than other

hotel Web sites. Its wide range of contributors -- there

are nearly 10 million reviews and opinions -- make it more democratic. At a conference in
November, the chief executive of guidebook publisher Lonely Planet said the Web site's influence

is so great that the company considered eliminating hotel reviews altogether. TripAdvisor is also

gobbling up a number of other sites that do things like search for low airfares and list seating

charts on airplanes.

But relying on the wisdom of crowds can be dangerous. When Chirag Chotalia, a private-equity

investor from New York, booked a long weekend at the Ritz-Carlton South Beach in Miami this

March, he was swayed by two reviews. One raved about the "excellent" staff; the other called the

service "stellar." Instead, the 25-year-old says he found surly, unprofessional concierges, a long

wait at check in and an under-staffed pool. A spokeswoman says that the "overwhelming
majority" of guests are very happy with their stays.

Luxurious in Liverpool

Dow Jones Reprints: This copy  is f or y our personal, non-commercial use only . To order presentation-ready  copies f or distribution to y our colleagues, clients or
customers, use the Order Reprints tool at the bottom of  any  article or v isit www.djreprints.com

Deconstructing TripAdvisor
Nancy Keates on how seasoned travelers decode the ratings on the nation's most influential hotel review site.
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To avoid such pitfalls, it is necessary to deconstruct every review -- and its author. After all, a

hotel recommended by a once-a-year vacationer could be a disaster for a business traveler. What

someone from Liverpool, England, finds luxurious might not appeal to a picky Manhattanite.
Roosters crowing at dawn may not seem worth mentioning to some reviewers, while others might

think harping on things like an "intermittent electrical buzzing in the air unit" (see Amalfi Hotel,

Chicago) is a tad excessive.

In an attempt to decode TripAdvisor, I interviewed heavy users and spoke to online-travel

experts. The most common, and most obvious, place to start when determining reliability is to

weed out reviews that are way off the mean: those that have one star when the rest are positive,

or five stars when the others are mixed. That indicates either an unusual incident or a writer with

some interest in the hotel, like a rival property or the general manager's friend. Other hints a

review might be fake: The writer mentions a nearby property as superior, has only written about
that one hotel and has only visited the site once -- on the day of the review. (You can check for

other hotels a writer has evaluated by clicking on the reviewer's name.)

Next, study the reviewer as closely as the review. In February, Juan
Padro, a headhunter from North Grafton, Mass., was weighing a trip to

Ladera in Soufriere, St. Lucia -- a resort that elicited mixed opinions on

TripAdvisor. Some guests raved about the privacy, peace and beauty,
while others complained it was too much like a campground to justify

the average $990-a-night rate.

Mr. Padro didn't make up his mind until he read a review entitled

"What a rip off!" It said, "one of the things that MUST BE

MENTIONED is the fact that the moment the sun starts going down,

the beautiful chorrus [sic] of frogs starts their singing until the sun rises

again. It was really hard to fall asleep with all that noise." The reviewer

complained that the music and the atmosphere in the bar was

"VEEEEERY RELAXED" -- and left for South Beach, Miami, two days
into a 10-day stay. "The guy was so clearly a meathead," says Mr.

Padro, who decided (correctly, it turned out) that any resort that would scare off someone like

that would be perfect for him.

Excessive effusiveness is a red flag for Wayne Rutman, a private investor from Wilmington, Del.,

who is on the road every month and frequently uses TripAdvisor to plan his trips. Phrases like

"dream vacation of a lifetime" and "best place I ever stayed" signal a lack of experience. People

who find it necessary to say they're world travelers in the first line are also suspicious, like

someone who feels the need to impress others at a cocktail party, he says.

Some Good Finds

Often the reviews are dead-on. Fusion Suites, the bed and breakfast ranked as the No. 1 property

in Amsterdam, is an amazing find, with enormous rooms located on a tree-lined street near the

Van Gogh museum. I had never heard of Eastgate Tower near the United Nations in New York

when I took a chance (again) on Trip-Advisor and booked it for a recent family vacation. The

$250-a-night suite had two large bedrooms with two beds in each, two bathrooms, a living room

and a full kitchen; it was clean and well-staffed; there was even a bellman who carried bags.

Where a reviewer lives -- a detail listed right next to the user name -- can be a telling clue. Among

heavy users in the U.S., there are ongoing discussions about whether non-Americans can be

trusted. "Europeans have different standards," says Loren Medina, a school social worker in



One TripAdvisor reviewer complained about noisy frogs at the Ladera in
St. Lucia (top). The site ranks West Inn & Suites (above left) No. 1 in
Carlsbad, Calif., and Eastgate Tower (above right) No. 49 in New York
City.

Paramus, N.J., who travels with her husband and children. "The rooms are smaller, they're in

older buildings with older plumbing. They find more things acceptable."

Mr. Chotalia, the New York investor who was disappointed with his stay at the Ritz-Carlton South

Beach, wonders if such geographic issues played a role. The upbeat reviewers "sounded educated

and worldly so I thought I could respect their opinions," he says. But when he looked again, he

noticed the first was from Manchester, England, and the second from Canada. ("There are cultural
differences between Canadians and Americans," says a spokesman for the Canadian embassy in

Washington.)

The reviewer's hometown can count even within the U.S. Bob McDevitt (whose screen name is

Cap10Bob), doesn't believe anything written by a New Yorker. The 58-year-old salesman from

Boston says "people from there wouldn't like anything anyway." Here's an excerpt from Mr.

McDevitt's TripAdvisor write-up of the Westin Rio Mar in Puerto Rico (which is now the Rio Mar

Beach Resort & Spa, a Wyndham Grand Resort): "A group of five middle age

golfers/fishermen/general tourists, stayed for 4 days in mid-March. We found the hotel to be

excellent."

New York banker Aylin Ural, 35,

wrote a review of the same hotel a

week later. "Every morning starting

at 6 a.m. we awoke to people

walking above us, doors slamming

constantly, toilets flushing

incessantly, and people from the

parking lot shouting. This is EVERY

morning. We are from Manhattan so
we are used to noise." She says

reviews by Manhattanites are often

the only ones she'll believe. "We

have certain standards," she says.

Many accolades by her brethren

("beautiful beaches" and "a true

paradise") steered her to spend her

honeymoon at Marriott

Frenchman's Reef in St. Thomas

despite numerous TripAdvisor

dissenters who hailed from other

locales. She loved it.

The reviewer's user name matters

to Michelle Hill, who lives in Lake

Placid, N.Y., and travels with her

husband and kids several times a

year. A recent report by someone

called "crzy4cncun" was believable,

she decided, because it meant that

person had a lot of experience in

Cancun. In the review, crzy4cncun mentioned that she had a teenager: That was an added bonus

for Ms. Hill, since finding somewhere kids that age can be happy is difficult, she says.



Ms. Hill always clicks on a user name to check what other properties that person has written

about. She considers herself "very particular" -- a Westin Hotels kind of person as opposed to a

Best Western gal. Review writers who stay in chains she would avoid wouldn't understand what

she's looking for, she says. The jackpot: Finding someone who has reviewed a property where

she's also stayed so she knows if they're in sync.

In general, TripAdvisor is more helpful for smaller, more obscure properties that aren't fully

covered by other sources. It can be time-consuming and less effective for well-known hotels

because they have so many reviews that are often so widely disparate, making it hard to get a

sense of the property. Orlando, Fla.-based consultant Mark Feinberg discovered that when he was
planning a trip for this month to New York to celebrate his daughter's 12th birthday. Finding

himself stuck on the Web site for hours trying to decide between the Four Seasons and the Ritz-

Carlton, he finally went with his cousin's advice and chose the Four Seasons because he was so

confused by what he read on TripAdvisor.

The Four Seasons reviews ranged from "Wow, what a place" to "Nightmare after nightmare."

According to the latter: "There was still feces flecking the toilet when we checked in and a hair on

the nice, white sheets...The front-desk staff were gruff and unhelpful -- failing to even answer

basic questions about museums and theatre tickets." Comments on the Ritz-Carlton Central Park

also ran the gamut, from "Missed it by very much" to "Perfect Stay."

The Four Seasons hotel's director of marketing, Brian Honan, says the chain takes feedback

"really seriously," and that the hotel has no record of any such complaints over the dates the guest

stayed at the hotel. A Ritz-Carlton spokeswoman says it views comments from guests as a chance

to "continue to improve."

Up-to-Date Details

When certain key words ("hurricane" or "construction") pop up, TripAdvisor is at its best. It is

one of the few places to find indications that a recent event has affected the hotel's quality. Mr.

Feinberg learned that lesson the hard way when he stayed at the Renaissance Resort at the World

Golf Village in Saint Augustine, Fla., a few months after a hurricane. Reviews he read in golfing

magazines had raved about the place, but he smelled mildew and mold everywhere. When he

looked on TripAdvisor afterwards, he saw people had mentioned the problem.

Renaissance General Manager Mark Schwantner says the resort did experience a problem after

the hurricane knocked out power for a few days. Since then the resort has spent over $1 million

adding new dehumidification units and resealing the building; it now monitors interior humidity

levels to make sure they don't exceed 55%.

When TripAdvisor started in 2000, the site was a search engine that hooked into travel

information already on the Web -- from newspapers, magazines, online guidebooks, chat rooms,

message boards and personal home pages. As traffic grew, people started adding their own

reviews, which soon became the most-read pages on the site.

"When we first thought of pushing the user reviews, we were actually a little nervous about

whether the site would just turn into a gripe site," says TripAdvisor co-founder and chief

executive officer Stephen Kaufer. Instead, most of the reviews were overwhelmingly positive.

That gave the company the idea to earn money by "contextual-commerce links," allowing

consumers to make a reservation through links to booking sites.

Focusing on Transactions



Hotel-booking sites started to see the value in that. In 2004, IAC/InterActiveCorp bought

TripAdvisor for an estimated $430 million and wrapped it into its Expedia group. (It later spun off

the Expedia group, including TripAdvisor, into a separate company.) Revenue from the 173-

person company comes from travel-related advertising and the fees TripAdvisor gets from online-

booking sites when users click to make a reservation. It often isn't enough just to have a lot of

traffic on a Web site, says Scott Kessler, an equity analyst with Standard & Poor's. Since

TripAdvisor has such high-quality traffic (people who use it have a great interest in making a

purchase since they are considering a trip) it makes financial sense to take that traffic and try to

turn it into revenue, says Mr. Kessler.

As a result, TripAdvisor has shifted from solely a forum-like site to more of a transaction-based

model. In August 2006, the company changed its format so that instead of going directly to hotel

reviews, the home page's default became similar to what you'd find on airline-booking Web sites.

Consumers enter dates of travel and destination and are presented with a list of properties they

can book online. That's a different list from the top hotels as ranked by TripAdvisor users; to get

to that page, users have to type the name of the city followed by the word "hotels" in the main

search bar.

Sometimes the drive to monetize can be at odds with the drive to be consumer friendly.

TripAdvisor doesn't give a hotel's Web address unless that hotel pays it to do so, encouraging

visitors to use online-booking sites (including Expedia, Orbitz, Hotels.com and others) and

discouraging them from leaving the Trip-Advisor site. "If all we did was look out for consumers,

we'd provide a link that would take you to a hotel's Web site," says Mr. Kaufer. "It does absolutely

conflict with our interest in making money." He says TripAdvisor looks out for consumers in many

other ways and that there are paid links to hotel sites.

The company's revenue is still small, at $105 million in 2006, compared with sites like Expedia

and Travelocity. However, with profit margins estimated above 50% and a growth rate thought to

be over 50% a year, the site offers potential at a time when hotels and airlines are trying to take

back online bookings and get consumers to go directly to their sites, says Aaron Kessler, an analyst

at Piper Jaffray Companies.

As the Web site has evolved, so have the users. It is possible to see how other reviewers rate a

review, a feature called "Helpful Votes." People can also pick a few hotels off a destination's top

rankings and then go into the TripAdvisor forums, where locals tend to respond. That's where the

site's addicts often congregate as well. Over 530,000 members have posted to the forums since

the site started them three years ago, the company says. Of those, 769 have posted more than a

thousand times. The most active member posted 20,593 times.

Taking the time to open photos posted by reviewers helps users get a sense of the writer. One

noteworthy example: a picture of a pair of dirty socks used to illustrate a lapse in housekeeping.

Frequent TripAdvisor visitors also use the subrankings (including "Romance," "Families" and

"Singles") and the information listed to the right of reviews that give the writer's age, purpose of

their trip and reasons for selecting the hotel. A new feature on the site lets users email a reviewer

directly to get more information.

Though the West Inn is still rated the top hotel in Carlsbad, since my family's stay there reviewers

have remarked about the hotel's downsides, including its location. Why didn't that happen earlier?

Kim Akers, the hotel's general manager, says people did mention its proximity to the highway

(and that I didn't go far back enough into the reviews) but that in most cases they all said it didn't

diminish the experience because the hotel has triple-paned windows, music piped in outside by
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the pool and a shuttle to take guests to downtown Carlsbad.

Then again, there are some things people just won't tell you. Tara Yelman, a divorce attorney

from San Diego, found the Four Seasons Hualalai on the Big Island, Hawaii, through TripAdvisor
and asked for a room as quiet as possible after reading some complaints about thin walls. The

room she stayed in -- an oceanfront with the best full-ocean view on the property, separated from

most of the other rooms at the hotel -- is now so precious to her she won't ever give away the

room number. Especially not on TripAdvisor.

A Second Opinion
Another tip: Many experienced travelers compare TripAdvisor reviews against those on major travel
booking sites. But there are some smaller options out there. Here are some other sites with user-
generated hotel reviews.

SITE # OF
REVIEWS

COMMENT

Fodors.com 125,000 The user-generated reviews are generally more helpful than the Fodor's
reviews, which tend to include more information than opinion and rarely
anything too negative. Reviews are limited to the restaurants and hotels
already in the database -- places a spokeswoman says the company
identifies as quality locations. Information about the commenters is limited to
their home towns.

Gusto.com 15,000 This independent start-up based in Springfield, Mo., has an audience that's
70% female with an average age of 39 years. It covers hotels around the world
but, as founder Jeff Wasson says, it is "North America-centric." Site has links
to writer's profiles and hotel Web sites.

HotelShark.com 1,300 Each property on this site, run by an independent Palo Alto, Calif., company,
includes a composite summary of reviews in a Zagat-like approach -- but often
there's only one review to summarize. That's because the company screens
reviews and only accepts ones it finds "sincere," says creator Ken Marshall.
Reviews that are no longer applicable are removed.

IgoUgo.com 45,000 Launched in 2000 and owned by Travelocity, IgoUgo's coverage is vast, though
the reviews tend to be short and over a year old. ("We're streamlining that
process to make it easier to submit," says Peter Campion, general manager.)
The site provides a lot of background information on the person writing the
review, including their dream destinations and favorite movies and bands.

Zoomandgo.com 35,000 Travelers from all over the world submit reviews and video clips of hotels and
vacations, though 70% of users come from the U.S. The most popular
destinations are the Caribbean and major U.S. cities, but founder Jonathan
Haldane says there are a surprising number of video clips from Hong Kong.

Write to Nancy Keates at nancy.keates@wsj.com
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Cloud computing logical diagram

Cloud computing
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Cloud computing is a colloquial expression used to describe a variety of different computing concepts that involve
a large number of computers that are connected through a real-time communication network (typically the

Internet).[1] Cloud computing is a jargon term without a commonly accepted non-ambiguous scientific or technical
definition. In science, cloud computing is a synonym for distributed computing over a network and means the ability
to run a program on many connected computers at the same time. The popularity of the term can be attributed to its
use in marketing to sell hosted services in the sense of application service provisioning that run client server software
on a remote location.
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Advantages

Cloud computing relies on sharing of resources to achieve coherence and economies of scale similar to a utility (like

the electricity grid) over a network.[2] At the foundation of cloud computing is the broader concept of converged
infrastructure and shared services.

The cloud also focuses on maximizing the effectiveness of the shared resources. Cloud resources are usually not
only shared by multiple users but as well as dynamically re-allocated as per demand. This can work for allocating
resources to users in different time zones. For example, a cloud computer facility which serves European users
during European business hours with a specific application (e.g. email) while the same resources are getting
reallocated and serve North American users during North America's business hours with another application (e.g.
web server). This approach should maximize the use of computing powers thus reducing environmental damage as
well, since less power, air conditioning, rackspace, and so on, is required for the same functions.

The term moving cloud also refers to an organization moving away from a traditional capex model (buy the
dedicated hardware and depreciate it over a period of time) to the opex model (use a shared cloud infrastructure
and pay as you use it)
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Proponents claim that cloud computing allows companies to avoid upfront infrastructure costs, and focus on

projects that differentiate their businesses instead of infrastructure.[3] Proponents also claim that cloud computing
allows enterprises to get their applications up and running faster, with improved manageability and less maintenance,

and enables IT to more rapidly adjust resources to meet fluctuating and unpredictable business demand.[3][4][5]

Hosted services

In marketing, cloud computing is mostly used to sell hosted services in the sense of Application Service Provisioning
that run client server software on a remote location. Such services are given popular acronyms like 'SaaS'
(Software as a Service), 'PaaS' (Platform as a Service). End users access cloud-based applications through a web
browser or a light-weight desktop or mobile app while the business software and user's data are stored on servers
at a remote location.

History

The 1950s

The underlying concept of cloud computing dates back to the 1950s, when large-scale mainframe computers
became available in academia and corporations, accessible via thin clients/terminal computers, often referred to as
"dumb terminals", because they were used for communications but had no internal computational capacities. To
make more efficient use of costly mainframes, a practice evolved that allowed multiple users to share both the
physical access to the computer from multiple terminals as well as to share the CPU time. This eliminated periods of
inactivity on the mainframe and allowed for a greater return on the investment. The practice of sharing CPU time on

a mainframe became known in the industry as time-sharing.[6]

The 1960's–1990's

John McCarthy opined in the 1960s that "computation may someday be organized as a public utility."[7] Almost all
the modern-day characteristics of cloud computing (elastic provision, provided as a utility, online, illusion of infinite
supply), the comparison to the electricity industry and the use of public, private, government, and community forms,
were thoroughly explored in Douglas Parkhill's 1966 book, The Challenge of the Computer Utility. Other
scholars have shown that cloud computing's roots go all the way back to the 1950s when scientist Herb Grosch
(the author of Grosch's law) postulated that the entire world would operate on dumb terminals powered by about

15 large data centers.[8] Due to the expense of these powerful computers, many corporations and other entities
could avail themselves of computing capability through time sharing and several organizations, such as GE's
GEISCO, IBM subsidiary The Service Bureau Corporation (SBC, founded in 1957), Tymshare (founded in
1966), National CSS (founded in 1967 and bought by Dun & Bradstreet in 1979), Dial Data (bought by Tymshare
in 1968), and Bolt, Beranek and Newman (BBN) marketed time sharing as a commercial venture.

The 1990s

In the 1990s, telecommunications companies, who previously offered primarily dedicated point-to-point data
circuits, began offering virtual private network (VPN) services with comparable quality of service, but at a lower
cost. By switching traffic as they saw fit to balance server use, they could use overall network bandwidth more
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effectively. They began to use the cloud symbol to denote the demarcation point between what the provider was
responsible for and what users were responsible for. Cloud computing extends this boundary to cover servers as

well as the network infrastructure.[9]

As computers became more prevalent, scientists and technologists explored ways to make large-scale computing
power available to more users through time sharing, experimenting with algorithms to provide the optimal use of the

infrastructure, platform and applications with prioritized access to the CPU and efficiency for the end users.[10]

Since 2000

After the dot-com bubble, Amazon played a key role in all the development of cloud computing by modernizing
their data centers, which, like most computer networks, were using as little as 10% of their capacity at any one
time, just to leave room for occasional spikes. Having found that the new cloud architecture resulted in significant
internal efficiency improvements whereby small, fast-moving "two-pizza teams" (teams small enough to feed with
two pizzas) could add new features faster and more easily, Amazon initiated a new product development effort to
provide cloud computing to external customers, and launched Amazon Web Services (AWS) on a utility computing

basis in 2006.[11][12]

In early 2008, Eucalyptus became the first open-source, AWS API-compatible platform for deploying private
clouds. In early 2008, OpenNebula, enhanced in the RESERVOIR European Commission-funded project, became

the first open-source software for deploying private and hybrid clouds, and for the federation of clouds.[13] In the
same year, efforts were focused on providing quality of service guarantees (as required by real-time interactive
applications) to cloud-based infrastructures, in the framework of the IRMOS European Commission-funded

project, resulting to a real-time cloud environment.[14] By mid-2008, Gartner saw an opportunity for cloud
computing "to shape the relationship among consumers of IT services, those who use IT services and those who sell

them"[15] and observed that "organizations are switching from company-owned hardware and software assets to
per-use service-based models" so that the "projected shift to computing ... will result in dramatic growth in IT

products in some areas and significant reductions in other areas."[16]

On March 1, 2011, IBM announced the IBM SmartCloud framework to support Smarter Planet.[17] Among the
various components of the Smarter Computing foundation, cloud computing is a critical piece.

Growth and popularity

The development of the Internet from being document centric via semantic data towards more and more services

was described as "Dynamic Web".[18] This contribution focused in particular in the need for better meta-data able
to describe not only implementation details but also conceptual details of model-based applications.

The ubiquitous availability of high-capacity networks, low-cost computers and storage devices as well as the
widespread adoption of hardware virtualization, service-oriented architecture, autonomic, and utility computing

have led to a growth in cloud computing.[19][20][21]

Financials Cloud vendors are experiencing growth rates of 90% per annum.[22]

Origin of the term
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The origin of the term cloud computing is unclear. The expression cloud is commonly used in science to describe a
large agglomeration of objects that visually appear from a distance as a cloud and describes any set of things whose
details are not inspected further in a given context. The expression somehow can be interpreted as a loosely
coherence and moving links between entities in a conformed community of objects.

Meteorology: a weather cloud is an agglomeration.

Mathematics: a large number of points in a coordinate system in mathematics is seen as a point cloud;
Astronomy: many stars that crowd together are seen as star clouds (also known as star mist) in the sky, e.g.

the Milky Way;

Physics: The indeterminate position of electrons around an atomic kernel appears like a cloud to a distant

observer;
Video Games: "The Cloud" was what followed Mario characters around, allowing them to store and access

extra items;

In analogy to above usage the word cloud was used as a metaphor for the Internet and a standardized cloud-like
shape was used to denote a network on telephony schematics and later to depict the Internet in computer network

diagrams. The cloud symbol was used to represent the Internet as early as 1994.[23][24] Servers were then shown
connected to, but external to, the cloud symbol.

Urban legends claim that usage of the expression is directly derived from the practice of using drawings of stylized
clouds to denote networks in diagrams of computing and communications systems.

The term became popular after Amazon.com introduced the Elastic Compute Cloud in 2006.

Similar systems and concepts

Cloud Computing is the result of evolution and adoption of existing technologies and paradigms. The goal of cloud
computing is to allow users to take benefit from all of these technologies, without the need for deep knowledge
about or expertise with each one of them. The cloud aims to cut costs, and help the users focus on their core

business instead of being impeded by IT obstacles.[25]

The main enabling technology for cloud computing is virtualization. Virtualization abstracts the physical
infrastructure, which is the most rigid component, and makes it available as a soft component that is easy to use and
manage. By doing so, virtualization provides the agility required to speed up IT operations, and reduces cost by
increasing infrastructure utilization. On the other hand, autonomic computing automates the process through which
the user can provision resources on-demand. By minimizing user involvement, automation speeds up the process

and reduces the possibility of human errors.[25]

Users face difficult business problems every day. Cloud computing adopts concepts from Service-oriented
Architecture (SOA) that can help the user break these problems into services that can be integrated to provide a
solution. Cloud computing provides all of its resources as services, and makes use of the well-established standards
and best practices gained in the domain of SOA to allow global and easy access to cloud services in a standardized
way.

Cloud computing also leverages concepts from utility computing in order to provide metrics for the services used.
Such metrics are at the core of the public cloud pay-per-use models. In addition, measured services are an essential
part of the feedback loop in autonomic computing, allowing services to scale on-demand and to perform automatic
failure recovery.
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Cloud computing is a kind of grid computing; it has evolved from grid computing by addressing the QoS (quality of
service) and reliability problems. Cloud computing provides the tools and technologies to build data/compute
intensive parallel applications with much more affordable prices compared to traditional parallel computing

techniques.[25]

Cloud computing shares characteristics with:

Client–server model — Client–server computing refers broadly to any distributed application that

distinguishes between service providers (servers) and service requesters (clients).[26]

Grid computing — "A form of distributed and parallel computing, whereby a 'super and virtual computer' is

composed of a cluster of networked, loosely coupled computers acting in concert to perform very large

tasks."
Mainframe computer — Powerful computers used mainly by large organizations for critical applications,

typically bulk data processing such as census, industry and consumer statistics, police and secret intelligence

services, enterprise resource planning, and financial transaction processing.[27]

Utility computing — The "packaging of computing resources, such as computation and storage, as a metered

service similar to a traditional public utility, such as electricity."[28][29]

Peer-to-peer means distributed architecture without the need for central coordination. Participants are both

suppliers and consumers of resources (in contrast to the traditional client–server model).
Cloud gaming—also known as on-demand gaming—is a way of delivering games to computers. Gaming

data is stored in the provider's server, so that gaming is independent of client computers used to play the

game.

Characteristics

Cloud computing exhibits the following key characteristics:

Agility improves with users' ability to re-provision technological infrastructure resources.

Application programming interface (API) accessibility to software that enables machines to interact with

cloud software in the same way that a traditional user interface (e.g., a computer desktop) facilitates

interaction between humans and computers. Cloud computing systems typically use Representational State

Transfer (REST)-based APIs.
Cost is claimed to be reduced, and in a public cloud delivery model capital expenditure is converted to

operational expenditure.[30] This is purported to lower barriers to entry, as infrastructure is typically provided

by a third-party and does not need to be purchased for one-time or infrequent intensive computing tasks.

Pricing on a utility computing basis is fine-grained with usage-based options and fewer IT skills are required

for implementation (in-house).[31] The e-FISCAL project's state of the art repository[32] contains several

articles looking into cost aspects in more detail, most of them concluding that costs savings depend on the

type of activities supported and the type of infrastructure available in-house.

Device and location independence[33] enable users to access systems using a web browser regardless of

their location or what device they are using (e.g., PC, mobile phone). As infrastructure is off-site (typically

provided by a third-party) and accessed via the Internet, users can connect from anywhere.[31]

Virtualization technology allows servers and storage devices to be shared and utilization be increased.

Applications can be easily migrated from one physical server to another.

Multitenancy enables sharing of resources and costs across a large pool of users thus allowing for:
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Centralization of infrastructure in locations with lower costs (such as real estate, electricity, etc.)
Peak-load capacity increases (users need not engineer for highest possible load-levels)

Utilisation and efficiency improvements for systems that are often only 10–20% utilised.[11][34]

Reliability is improved if multiple redundant sites are used, which makes well-designed cloud computing

suitable for business continuity and disaster recovery.[35]

Scalability and elasticity via dynamic ("on-demand") provisioning of resources on a fine-grained, self-

service basis near real-time,[36][37] without users having to engineer for peak loads.[38][39][40]

Performance is monitored, and consistent and loosely coupled architectures are constructed using web

services as the system interface.[31]

Security could improve due to centralization of data, increased security-focused resources, etc., but

concerns can persist about loss of control over certain sensitive data, and the lack of security for stored

kernels.[41] Security is often as good as or better than other traditional systems, in part because providers are

able to devote resources to solving security issues that many customers cannot afford.[42] However, the

complexity of security is greatly increased when data is distributed over a wider area or greater number of

devices and in multi-tenant systems that are being shared by unrelated users. In addition, user access to
security audit logs may be difficult or impossible. Private cloud installations are in part motivated by users'

desire to retain control over the infrastructure and avoid losing control of information security.

Maintenance of cloud computing applications is easier, because they do not need to be installed on each

user's computer and can be accessed from different places.

The National Institute of Standards and Technology's definition of cloud computing identifies "five essential
characteristics":

On-demand self-service. A consumer can unilaterally provision computing capabilities, such as server

time and network storage, as needed automatically without requiring human interaction with each

service provider.

Broad network access. Capabilities are available over the network and accessed through standard
mechanisms that promote use by heterogeneous thin or thick client platforms (e.g., mobile phones,
tablets, laptops, and workstations).

Resource pooling. The provider's computing resources are pooled to serve multiple consumers using
a multi-tenant model, with different physical and virtual resources dynamically assigned and reassigned
according to consumer demand. ...

Rapid elasticity. Capabilities can be elastically provisioned and released, in some cases automatically,
to scale rapidly outward and inward commensurate with demand. To the consumer, the capabilities
available for provisioning often appear unlimited and can be appropriated in any quantity at any time.

Measured service. Cloud systems automatically control and optimize resource use by leveraging a
metering capability at some level of abstraction appropriate to the type of service (e.g., storage,

processing, bandwidth, and active user accounts). Resource usage can be monitored, controlled, and

reported, providing transparency for both the provider and consumer of the utilized service.

—National Institute of Standards and Technology[2]

On-demand self-service
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See also: Self-service provisioning for cloud computing services and Service catalogs for cloud
computing services

On-demand self-service allows users to obtain, configure and deploy cloud services themselves using cloud service

catalogues, without requiring the assistance of IT.[43][44] This feature is listed by the National Institute of Standards

and Technology (NIST) as a characteristic of cloud computing.[2]

The self-service requirement of cloud computing prompts infrastructure vendors to create cloud computing
templates, which are obtained from cloud service catalogues. Manufacturers of such templates or blueprints include

BMC Software (BMC), with Service Blueprints as part of their cloud management platform[45] Hewlett-Packard

(HP), which names its templates as HP Cloud Maps[46] RightScale[47] and Red Hat, which names its templates

CloudForms.[48]

The templates contain predefined configurations used by consumers to set up cloud services. The templates or

blueprints provide the technical information necessary to build ready-to-use clouds.[47] Each template includes
specific configuration details for different cloud infrastructures, with information about servers for specific tasks such

as hosting applications, databases, websites and so on.[47] The templates also include predefined Web service, the

operating system, the database, security configurations and load balancing.[48]

Cloud computing consumers use cloud templates to move applications between clouds through a self-service
portal. The predefined blueprints define all that an application requires to run in different environments. For
example, a template could define how the same application could be deployed in cloud platforms based on Amazon

Web Service, VMware or Red Hat.[49] The user organization benefits from cloud templates because the technical
aspects of cloud configurations reside in the templates, letting users to deploy cloud services with a push of a

button.[50][51] Cloud templates can also be used by developers to create a catalog of cloud services.[52]

Service models

Cloud computing providers offer their services according to several fundamental models:[2][53] infrastructure as a
service (IaaS), platform as a service (PaaS), and software as a service (SaaS) where IaaS is the most basic and
each higher model abstracts from the details of the lower models. Other key components in XaaS are described in

a comprehensive taxonomy model published in 2009,[54] such as Strategy-as-a-Service, Collaboration-as-a-
Service, Business Process-as-a-Service, Database-as-a-Service, etc. In 2012, network as a service (NaaS) and
communication as a service (CaaS) were officially included by ITU (International Telecommunication Union) as
part of the basic cloud computing models, recognized service categories of a telecommunication-centric cloud

ecosystem.[55]

Infrastructure as a service (IaaS)

See also: Category:Cloud infrastructure

In the most basic cloud-service model, providers of IaaS offer computers - physical or (more often) virtual
machines - and other resources. (A hypervisor, such as Xen or KVM, runs the virtual machines as guests. Pools of
hypervisors within the cloud operational support-system can support large numbers of virtual machines and the
ability to scale services up and down according to customers' varying requirements.) IaaS clouds often offer
additional resources such as a virtual-machine disk image library, raw (block) and file-based storage, firewalls, load
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balancers, IP addresses, virtual local area networks

(VLANs), and software bundles.[56] IaaS-cloud
providers supply these resources on-demand from
their large pools installed in data centers. For wide-
area connectivity, customers can use either the
Internet or carrier clouds (dedicated virtual private
networks).

To deploy their applications, cloud users install
operating-system images and their application
software on the cloud infrastructure. In this model,
the cloud user patches and maintains the operating
systems and the application software. Cloud
providers typically bill IaaS services on a utility

computing basis[citation needed]: cost reflects the
amount of resources allocated and consumed.

Examples of IaaS providers include: Google
Compute Engine, HP Cloud, Joyent, Linode, NaviSite, and ReadySpace Cloud Services.

The spending on cloud service is expected to show the largest increase in the IT marketplace, with North Africa
and the Middle East having growth of over 20% through 2016, according to analysts at Gartner. The first cloud
service in the United Arab Emirates for SMBs and enterprises was announced June 2013 when the leading telecom
operator in the Middle East and Africa Etisalat launched its first cloud service in the UAE
(http://www.dubaichronicle.com/2013/06/05/etisalat-launches-its-first-cloud-service-in-uae/). IaaS cloud model
was believed to reduce IT costs up to 60% and time to market faster by up to 90%.

Cloud communications and cloud telephony, rather than replacing local computing infrastructure, replace local
telecommunications infrastructure with Voice over IP and other off-site Internet services.

Platform as a service (PaaS)

Main article: Platform as a service

See also: Category:Cloud platforms

In the PaaS model, cloud providers deliver a computing platform, typically including operating system, programming
language execution environment, database, and web server. Application developers can develop and run their
software solutions on a cloud platform without the cost and complexity of buying and managing the underlying
hardware and software layers. With some PaaS offers, the underlying computer and storage resources scale
automatically to match application demand so that the cloud user does not have to allocate resources manually.

Examples of PaaS include: AWS Elastic Beanstalk, Cloud Foundry, Heroku, Force.com, EngineYard, Mendix,
OpenShift, Google App Engine, AppScale, Windows Azure Cloud Services, OrangeScape and Jelastic.

Software as a service (SaaS)

Main article: Software as a service
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In the business model using software as a service (SaaS), users are provided access to application software and
databases. Cloud providers manage the infrastructure and platforms that run the applications. SaaS is sometimes
referred to as "on-demand software" and is usually priced on a pay-per-use basis. SaaS providers generally price
applications using a subscription fee.

In the SaaS model, cloud providers install and operate application software in the cloud and cloud users access the
software from cloud clients. Cloud users do not manage the cloud infrastructure and platform where the application
runs. This eliminates the need to install and run the application on the cloud user's own computers, which simplifies
maintenance and support. Cloud applications are different from other applications in their scalability—which can be

achieved by cloning tasks onto multiple virtual machines at run-time to meet changing work demand.[57] Load
balancers distribute the work over the set of virtual machines. This process is transparent to the cloud user, who
sees only a single access point. To accommodate a large number of cloud users, cloud applications can be
multitenant, that is, any machine serves more than one cloud user organization. It is common to refer to special
types of cloud based application software with a similar naming convention: desktop as a service, business process
as a service, test environment as a service, communication as a service.

The pricing model for SaaS applications is typically a monthly or yearly flat fee per user,[58] so price is scalable and

adjustable if users are added or removed at any point.[59]

Examples of SaaS include: Google Apps, Microsoft Office 365, Petrosoft, Onlive, GT Nexus, Marketo, Casengo,
TradeCard, Salesforce and CallidusCloud.

Proponents claim SaaS allows a business the potential to reduce IT operational costs by outsourcing hardware and
software maintenance and support to the cloud provider. This enables the business to reallocate IT operations costs
away from hardware/software spending and personnel expenses, towards meeting other goals. In addition, with
applications hosted centrally, updates can be released without the need for users to install new software. One
drawback of SaaS is that the users' data are stored on the cloud provider's server. As a result, there could be
unauthorized access to the data.

Network as a service (NaaS)

Main article: Network as a service

A category of cloud services where the capability provided to the cloud service user is to use network/transport

connectivity services and/or inter-cloud network connectivity services.[60] NaaS involves the optimization of

resource allocations by considering network and computing resources as a unified whole.[61]

Traditional NaaS services include flexible and extended VPN, and bandwidth on demand.[60] NaaS concept
materialization also includes the provision of a virtual network service by the owners of the network infrastructure to

a third party (VNP – VNO).[62][63]

Cloud clients

See also: Category:Cloud clients
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Cloud computing types

Users access cloud computing using networked client devices, such as desktop computers, laptops, tablets and
smartphones. Some of these devices - cloud clients - rely on cloud computing for all or a majority of their
applications so as to be essentially useless without it. Examples are thin clients and the browser-based
Chromebook. Many cloud applications do not require specific software on the client and instead use a web
browser to interact with the cloud application. With Ajax and HTML5 these Web user interfaces can achieve a
similar, or even better, look and feel to native applications. Some cloud applications, however, support specific
client software dedicated to these applications (e.g., virtual desktop clients and most email clients). Some legacy
applications (line of business applications that until now have been prevalent in thin client computing) are delivered
via a screen-sharing technology.

Deployment models

Private cloud

Private cloud is cloud infrastructure
operated solely for a single organization,
whether managed internally or by a third-

party and hosted internally or externally.[2]

Undertaking a private cloud project
requires a significant level and degree of
engagement to virtualize the business
environment, and requires the organization
to reevaluate decisions about existing
resources. When done right, it can improve
business, but every step in the project raises
security issues that must be addressed to

prevent serious vulnerabilities.[64]

They have attracted criticism because users "still have to buy, build, and manage them" and thus do not benefit from

less hands-on management,[65] essentially "[lacking] the economic model that makes cloud computing such an

intriguing concept".[66][67]

Comparison for SaaS

Public cloud Private cloud

Initial cost Typically zero Typically high

Running cost Predictable Unpredictable

Customization Impossible Possible

Privacy No (Host has access to the data) Yes

Single sign-on Impossible Possible

Scaling up Easy while within defined limits Laborious but no limits

Public cloud
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A cloud is called a 'Public cloud' when the services are rendered over a network that is open for public use.
Technically there is no difference between public and private cloud architecture, however, security consideration
may be substantially different for services (applications, storage, and other resources) that are made available by a
service provider for a public audience and when communication is effected over a non-trusted network. Generally,
public cloud service providers like Amazon AWS, Microsoft and Google own and operate the infrastructure and

offer access only via Internet (direct connectivity is not offered).[31]

Community cloud

Community cloud shares infrastructure between several organizations from a specific community with common
concerns (security, compliance, jurisdiction, etc.), whether managed internally or by a third-party and hosted
internally or externally. The costs are spread over fewer users than a public cloud (but more than a private cloud),

so only some of the cost savings potential of cloud computing are realized.[2]

Hybrid cloud

Hybrid cloud is a composition of two or more clouds (private, community or public) that remain unique entities but

are bound together, offering the benefits of multiple deployment models.[2] Such composition expands deployment
options for cloud services, allowing IT organizations to use public cloud computing resources to meet temporary

needs.[68] This capability enables hybrid clouds to employ cloud bursting for scaling across clouds.[2]

Cloud bursting is an application deployment model in which an application runs in a private cloud or data center and
"bursts" to a public cloud when the demand for computing capacity increases. A primary advantage of cloud
bursting and a hybrid cloud model is that an organization only pays for extra compute resources when they are

needed.[69]

Cloud bursting enables data centers to create an in-house IT infrastructure that supports average workloads, and

use cloud resources from public or private clouds, during spikes in processing demands.[70]

By utilizing "hybrid cloud" architecture, companies and individuals are able to obtain degrees of fault tolerance
combined with locally immediate usability without dependency on internet connectivity. Hybrid cloud architecture
requires both on-premises resources and off-site (remote) server-based cloud infrastructure.

Hybrid clouds lack the flexibility, security and certainty of in-house applications.[71] Hybrid cloud provides the
flexibility of in house applications with the fault tolerance and scalability of cloud based services.

Architecture

Cloud architecture,[72] the systems architecture of the software systems involved in the delivery of cloud
computing, typically involves multiple cloud components communicating with each other over a loose coupling
mechanism such as a messaging queue. Elastic provision implies intelligence in the use of tight or loose coupling as
applied to mechanisms such as these and others.

The Intercloud

Main article: Intercloud
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Cloud computing sample architecture

The Intercloud[73] is an interconnected global "cloud of clouds"[74][75] and an extension of the Internet "network of

networks" on which it is based.[76][77][78]

Cloud engineering

Cloud engineering is the application of engineering disciplines to cloud computing. It brings a systematic approach
to the high-level concerns of commercialisation, standardisation, and governance in conceiving, developing,
operating and maintaining cloud computing systems. It is a multidisciplinary method encompassing contributions
from diverse areas such as systems, software, web,
performance, information, security, platform, risk, and
quality engineering.

Issues

Threats and opportunities of the cloud

Critical voices including GNU project initiator Richard
Stallman and Oracle founder Larry Ellison warned that
the whole concept is rife with privacy and ownership

concerns and constitute merely a fad.[79]

However, cloud computing continues to gain steam[80]

with 56% of the major European technology decision-
makers estimate that the cloud is a priority in 2013 and 2014, and the cloud budget may reach 30% of the overall

IT budget.[citation needed][81]

According to the TechInsights Report 2013: Cloud Succeeds based on a survey, the cloud implementations
generally meets or exceedes expectations across major service models, such as Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS),

Platform as a Service (PaaS) and Software as a Service (SaaS)".[82]

Several deterrents to the widespread adoption of cloud computing remain. Among them, are: reliability, availability
of services and data, security, complexity, costs, regulations and legal issues, performance, migration, reversion, the
lack of standards, limited customization and issues of privacy. The cloud offers many strong points: infrastructure
flexibility, faster deployment of applications and data, cost control, adaptation of cloud resources to real needs,
improved productivity, etc. The early 2010s cloud market is dominated by software and services in SaaS mode
and IaaS (infrastructure), especially the private cloud. PaaS and the public cloud are further back.

Privacy

Privacy advocates have criticized the cloud model for giving hosting companies' greater ease to control—and thus,
to monitor at will—communication between host company and end user, and access user data (with or without
permission). Instances such as the secret NSA program, working with AT&T, and Verizon, which recorded over
10 million telephone calls between American citizens, causes uncertainty among privacy advocates, and the greater

powers it gives to telecommunication companies to monitor user activity.[83][84] A cloud service provider (CSP)
can complicate data privacy because of the extent of virtualization (virtual machines) and cloud storage used to

implement cloud service.[85] CSP operations, customer or tenant data may not remain on the same system, or in the
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same data center or even within the same provider's cloud; this can lead to legal concerns over jurisdiction. While
there have been efforts (such as US-EU Safe Harbor) to "harmonise" the legal environment, providers such as
Amazon still cater to major markets (typically the United States and the European Union) by deploying local

infrastructure and allowing customers to select "availability zones."[86] Cloud computing poses privacy concerns
because the service provider can access the data that is on the cloud at any time. It could accidentally or

deliberately alter or even delete information.[87]

Compliance

To comply with regulations including FISMA, HIPAA, and SOX in the United States, the Data Protection
Directive in the EU and the credit card industry's PCI DSS, users may have to adopt community or hybrid
deployment modes that are typically more expensive and may offer restricted benefits. This is how Google is able to

"manage and meet additional government policy requirements beyond FISMA"[88][89] and Rackspace Cloud or

QubeSpace are able to claim PCI compliance.[90]

Many providers also obtain a SAS 70 Type II audit, but this has been criticised on the grounds that the hand-
picked set of goals and standards determined by the auditor and the auditee are often not disclosed and can vary

widely.[91] Providers typically make this information available on request, under non-disclosure agreement.[92][93]

Customers in the EU contracting with cloud providers outside the EU/EEA have to adhere to the EU regulations on

export of personal data.[94]

U.S. Federal Agencies have been directed by the Office of Management and Budget to use a process called
FedRAMP (Federal Risk and Authorization Management Program) to assess and authorize cloud products and
services. Federal CIO Steven VanRoekel issued a memorandum to federal agency Chief Information Officers on
December 8, 2011 defining how federal agencies should use FedRAMP. FedRAMP consists of a subset of NIST
Special Publication 800-53 security controls specifically selected to provide protection in cloud environments. A
subset has been defined for the FIPS 199 low categorization and the FIPS 199 moderate categorization. The
FedRAMP program has also established a Joint Accreditation Board (JAB) consisting of Chief Information
Officers from DoD, DHS and GSA. The JAB is responsible for establishing accreditation standards for 3rd party
organizations who perform the assessments of cloud solutions. The JAB also reviews authorization packages, and
may grant provisional authorization (to operate). The federal agency consuming the service still has final

responsibility for final authority to operate.[95]

A multitude of laws and regulations have forced specific compliance requirements onto many companies that
collect, generate or store data. These policies may dictate a wide array of data storage policies, such as how long
information must be retained, the process used for deleting data, and even certain recovery plans. Below are some
examples of compliance laws or regulations.

In the United States, the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) requires a
contingency plan that includes, data backups, data recovery, and data access during emergencies.
The privacy laws of the Switzerland demand that private data, including emails, be physically stored in the

Switzerland.
In the United Kingdom, the Civil Contingencies Act of 2004 sets forth guidance for a Business contingency

plan that includes policies for data storage.
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In a virtualized cloud computing environment, customers may never know exactly where their data is stored. In fact,
data may be stored across multiple data centers in an effort to improve reliability, increase performance, and
provide redundancies. This geographic dispersion may make it more difficult to ascertain legal jurisdiction if disputes

arise.[96]

Legal

As with other changes in the landscape of computing, certain legal issues arise with cloud computing, including
trademark infringement, security concerns and sharing of proprietary data resources.

The Electronic Frontier Foundation has criticized the United States government for considering during the

Megaupload seizure process that people lose property rights by storing data on a cloud computing service.[97]

One important but not often mentioned problem with cloud computing is the problem of who is in "possession" of
the data. If a cloud company is the possessor of the data, the possessor has certain legal rights. If the cloud
company is the "custodian" of the data, then a different set of rights would apply. The next problem in the legalities
of cloud computing is the problem of legal ownership of the data. Many Terms of Service agreements are silent on

the question of ownership.[98]

These legal issues are not confined to the time period in which the cloud based application is actively being used.
There must also be consideration for what happens when the provider-customer relationship ends. In most cases,
this event will be addressed before an application is deployed to the cloud. However, in the case of provider

insolvencies or bankruptcy the state of the data may become blurred.[96]

Vendor lock-in

Because cloud computing is still relatively new, standards are still being developed.[99] Many cloud platforms and
services are proprietary, meaning that they are built on the specific standards, tools and protocols developed by a

particular vendor for its particular cloud offering.[99] This can make migrating off a proprietary cloud platform

prohibitively complicated and expensive.[99]

Three types of vendor lock-in can occur with cloud computing:[100]

Platform lock-in: cloud services tend to be built on one of several possible virtualization platforms, for
example VMWare or Xen. Migrating from a cloud provider using one platform to a cloud provider using a

different platform could be very complicated.
Data lock-in: since the cloud is still new, standards of ownership, i.e. who actually owns the data once it lives

on a cloud platform, are not yet developed, which could make it complicated if cloud computing users ever
decide to move data off of a cloud vendor's platform.
Tools lock-in: if tools built to manage a cloud environment are not compatible with different kinds of both

virtual and physical infrastructure, those tools will only be able to manage data or apps that live in the
vendor's particular cloud environment.

Heterogeneous cloud computing is described as a type of cloud environment that prevents vendor lock-in, and

aligns with enterprise data centers that are operating hybrid cloud models.[101] The absence of vendor lock-in lets
cloud administrators select his or her choice of hypervisors for specific tasks, or to deploy virtualized infrastructures

to other enterprises without the need to consider the flavor of hypervisor in the other enterprise.[102]
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A heterogeneous cloud is considered one that includes on-premise private clouds, public clouds and software-as-a-
service clouds. Heterogeneous clouds can work with environments that are not virtualized, such as traditional data

centers.[103] Heterogeneous clouds also allow for the use of piece parts, such as hypervisors, servers, and storage,

from multiple vendors.[104]

Cloud piece parts, such as cloud storage systems, offer APIs but they are often incompatible with each other.[105]

The result is complicated migration between backends, and makes it difficult to integrate data spread across various

locations.[105] This has been described as a problem of vendor lock-in.[105] The solution to this is for clouds to

adopt common standards.[105]

Heterogeneous cloud computing differs from homogeneous clouds, which have been described as those using

consistent building blocks supplied by a single vendor.[106] Intel General Manager of high-density computing, Jason
Waxman, is quoted as saying that a homogenous system of 15,000 servers would cost $6 million more in capital

expenditure and use 1 megawatt of power.[106]

Open source

See also: Category:Free software for cloud computing

Open-source software has provided the foundation for many cloud computing implementations, prominent

examples being the Hadoop framework[107] and VMware's Cloud Foundry.[108] In November 2007, the Free
Software Foundation released the Affero General Public License, a version of GPLv3 intended to close a

perceived legal loophole associated with free software designed to run over a network.[109]

Open standards

See also: Category:Cloud standards

Most cloud providers expose APIs that are typically well-documented (often under a Creative Commons

license[110]) but also unique to their implementation and thus not interoperable. Some vendors have adopted others'
APIs and there are a number of open standards under development, with a view to delivering interoperability and

portability.[111] As of November 2012, the Open Standard with broadest industry support is probably OpenStack,

founded in 2010 by NASA and Rackspace, and now governed by the OpenStack Foundation.[112] OpenStack
supporters include AMD, Intel, Canonical, SUSE Linux, Red Hat, Cisco, Dell, HP, IBM, Yahoo and now

VMware.[113]

Security

Main article: Cloud computing security

As cloud computing is achieving increased popularity, concerns are being voiced about the security issues

introduced through adoption of this new model.[1] The effectiveness and efficiency of traditional protection
mechanisms are being reconsidered as the characteristics of this innovative deployment model can differ widely

from those of traditional architectures.[114] An alternative perspective on the topic of cloud security is that this is but
another, although quite broad, case of "applied security" and that similar security principles that apply in shared

multi-user mainframe security models apply with cloud security.[115]
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The relative security of cloud computing services is a contentious issue that may be delaying its adoption.[116]

Physical control of the Private Cloud equipment is more secure than having the equipment off site and under
someone else's control. Physical control and the ability to visually inspect data links and access ports is required in
order to ensure data links are not compromised. Issues barring the adoption of cloud computing are due in large
part to the private and public sectors' unease surrounding the external management of security-based services. It is
the very nature of cloud computing-based services, private or public, that promote external management of
provided services. This delivers great incentive to cloud computing service providers to prioritize building and

maintaining strong management of secure services.[117] Security issues have been categorised into sensitive data
access, data segregation, privacy, bug exploitation, recovery, accountability, malicious insiders, management
console security, account control, and multi-tenancy issues. Solutions to various cloud security issues vary, from
cryptography, particularly public key infrastructure (PKI), to use of multiple cloud providers, standardisation of

APIs, and improving virtual machine support and legal support.[114][118][119]

Cloud computing offers many benefits, but is vulnerable to threats. As cloud computing uses increase, it is likely that
more criminals find new ways to exploit system vulnerabilities. Many underlying challenges and risks in cloud
computing increase the threat of data compromise. To mitigate the threat, cloud computing stakeholders should
invest heavily in risk assessment to ensure that the system encrypts to protect data, establishes trusted foundation to
secure the platform and infrastructure, and builds higher assurance into auditing to strengthen compliance. Security

concerns must be addressed to maintain trust in cloud computing technology.[1]

Sustainability

Although cloud computing is often assumed to be a form of green computing, no published study substantiates this

assumption.[120] Citing the servers' effects on the environmental effects of cloud computing, in areas where climate
favors natural cooling and renewable electricity is readily available, the environmental effects will be more moderate.

(The same holds true for "traditional" data centers.) Thus countries with favorable conditions, such as Finland,[121]

Sweden and Switzerland,[122] are trying to attract cloud computing data centers. Energy efficiency in cloud

computing can result from energy-aware scheduling and server consolidation.[123] However, in the case of
distributed clouds over data centers with different source of energies including renewable source of energies, a small

compromise on energy consumption reduction could result in high carbon footprint reduction.[124]

Abuse

As with privately purchased hardware, customers can purchase the services of cloud computing for nefarious

purposes. This includes password cracking and launching attacks using the purchased services.[125] In 2009, a
banking trojan illegally used the popular Amazon service as a command and control channel that issued software

updates and malicious instructions to PCs that were infected by the malware.[126]

IT governance

Main article: Corporate governance of information technology

The introduction of cloud computing requires an appropriate IT governance model to ensure a secured computing

environment and to comply with all relevant organizational information technology policies.[127][128] As such,
organizations need a set of capabilities that are essential when effectively implementing and managing cloud services,
including demand management, relationship management, data security management, application lifecycle
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management, risk and compliance management.[129] A danger lies with the explosion of companies joining the
growth in cloud computing by becoming providers. However, many of the infrastructural and logistical concerns
regarding the operation of cloud computing businesses are still unknown. This over-saturation may have

ramifications for the industry as whole.[130]

Consumer end storage

The increased use of cloud computing could lead to a reduction in demand for high storage capacity consumer end
devices, due to cheaper low storage devices that stream all content via the cloud becoming more

popular.[citation needed] In a Wired article, Jake Gardner explains that while unregulated usage is beneficial for IT
and tech moguls like Amazon, the anonymous nature of the cost of consumption of cloud usage makes it difficult for

business to evaluate and incorporate it into their business plans.[130] The popularity of cloud and cloud computing in
general is so quickly increasing among all sorts of companies, that in May 2013, through its company Amazon Web
Services, Amazon started a certification program for cloud computing professionals.
(http://www.dubaichronicle.com/2013/05/13/amazon-starts-a-certification-program-for-cloud-computing-pros/)

Ambiguity of terminology

Outside of the information technology and software industry, the term "cloud" can be found to reference a wide
range of services, some of which fall under the category of cloud computing, while others do not. The cloud is often
used to refer to a product or service that is discovered, accessed and paid for over the Internet, but is not
necessarily a computing resource. Examples of service that are sometimes referred to as "the cloud" include, but are

not limited to, crowd sourcing, cloud printing, crowd funding, cloud manufacturing.[131][132]

Performance interference and noisy neighbors

Due to its multi-tenant nature and resource sharing, Cloud computing must also deal with the "noisy neighbor"
effect. This effect in essence indicates that in a shared infrastructure, the activity of a virtual machine on a
neighboring core on the same physical host may lead to increased performance degradation of the VMs in the same
physical host, due to issues such as e.g. cache contamination. Due to the fact that the neighboring VMs may be
activated or deactivated at arbitrary times, the result is an increased variation in the actual performance of Cloud
resources. This effect seems to be dependent also on the nature of the applications that run inside the VMs but also
other factors such as scheduling parameters and the careful selection may lead to optimized assignment in order to
minimize the phenomenon. This has also led to difficulties in comparing various cloud providers on cost and
performance using traditional benchmarks for service and application performance, as the time period and location

in which the benchmark is performed can result in widely varied results.[133]

Research

Many universities, vendors, Institutes and government organizations are investing in research around the topic of

cloud computing:[134][135]

In October 2007, the Academic Cloud Computing Initiative (ACCI) was announced as a multi-university

project designed to enhance students' technical knowledge to address the challenges of cloud

computing.[136]
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In April 2009, UC Santa Barbara released the first open source platform-as-a-service, AppScale, which is
capable of running Google App Engine applications at scale on a multitude of infrastructures.

In April 2009, the St Andrews Cloud Computing Co-laboratory was launched, focusing on research in the

important new area of cloud computing. Unique in the UK, StACC aims to become an international centre of
excellence for research and teaching in cloud computing and provides advice and information to businesses

interested in cloud-based services.[137]

In October 2010, the TClouds (Trustworthy Clouds) project was started, funded by the European

Commission's 7th Framework Programme. The project's goal is to research and inspect the legal foundation
and architectural design to build a resilient and trustworthy cloud-of-cloud infrastructure on top of that. The

project also develops a prototype to demonstrate its results.[138]

In December 2010, the TrustCloud research project [139][140] was started by HP Labs Singapore to address

transparency and accountability of cloud computing via detective, data-centric approaches[141] encapsulated

in a five-layer TrustCloud Framework. The team identified the need for monitoring data life cycles and

transfers in the cloud,[139] leading to the tackling of key cloud computing security issues such as cloud data

leakages, cloud accountability and cross-national data transfers in transnational clouds.

In June 2011, two Indian Universities i.e. University of Petroleum and Energy Studies and University of

Technology and Management introduced cloud computing as a subject in India, in collaboration with

IBM.[142]

In July 2011, the High Performance Computing Cloud (HPCCLoud) project was kicked-off aiming at
finding out the possibilities of enhancing performance on cloud environments while running the scientific
applications - development of HPCCLoud Performance Analysis Toolkit which was funded by CIM-

Returning Experts Programme - under the coordination of Prof. Dr. Shajulin Benedict.

In June 2011, the Telecommunications Industry Association developed a Cloud Computing White Paper, to

analyze the integration challenges and opportunities between cloud services and traditional U.S.

telecommunications standards.[143]

In December 2012, a study released by Microsoft and the International Data Corporation (IDC)showed that
millions of cloud-skilled workers would be needed (http://www.dubaichronicle.com/2012/12/22/cloud-

skilled-it-workers/). Millions of cloud-related IT jobs are sitting open and millions more will open in the
coming couple of years, due to a shortage in cloud-certified IT workers.

In February 2013, the BonFIRE project launched a multi-site cloud experimentation and testing facility. The

facility provides transparent access to cloud resources, with the control and observability necessary to
engineer future cloud technologies, in a way that is not restricted, for example, by current business

models.[144]

In April 2013, A 2013 report by IT research and advisory firm Gartner., Inc. says that app developers will

embrace cloud services (http://www.dubaichronicle.com/2013/05/01/mobile-app-development-cloud-
services/), predicting that in three years, 40% of the mobile app development projects will use cloud backed

services. Cloud mobile backed services offer a new kind of PaaS, used to enable the development of mobile
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apps.

Early references in popular culture

In the 1966 Star Trek episode "Miri," Dr. McCoy, while stationed planetside, uses the computer of the orbiting
Enterprise to process the data gathered by his portable equipment.

See also

Cloud collaboration

Cloud computing comparison
Cloud telephony

List of cloud computing conferences
Mobile cloud computing

Web operating system
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a series of physical therapy sessions. Bi-
weekly or something. I’m going to have my
agent set up the appointments.” Pete im-
mediately agreed to share the chauffeuring.

At the doctor’s office, Lucy instruct-
ed her Semantic Web agent through her
handheld Web browser. The agent
promptly retrieved information about
Mom’s prescribed treatment from the
doctor’s agent, looked up several lists of
providers, and checked for the ones 
in-plan for Mom’s insurance within a 20-
mile radius of her home and with a rat-
ing of excellent or very good on trusted
rating services. It then began trying to find
a match between available appointment
times (supplied by the agents of individ-
ual providers through their Web sites) and
Pete’s and Lucy’s busy schedules. (The em-
phasized keywords indicate terms whose
semantics, or meaning, were defined for
the agent through the Semantic Web.)

In a few minutes the agent presented
them with a plan. Pete didn’t like it—Uni-
versity Hospital was all the way across
town from Mom’s place, and he’d be dri-
ving back in the middle of rush hour. He
set his own agent to redo the search with
stricter preferences about location and
time. Lucy’s agent, having complete
trust in Pete’s agent in the context of the
present task, automatically assisted by
supplying access certificates and shortcuts
to the data it had already sorted through.

Almost instantly the new plan was
presented: a much closer clinic and earli-
er times—but there were two warning
notes. First, Pete would have to reschedule
a couple of his less important appoint-
ments. He checked what they were—not a
problem. The other was something about
the insurance company’s list failing to in-
clude this provider under physical ther-
apists: “Service type and insurance plan

status securely verified by other means,”
the agent reassured him. “(Details?)”

Lucy registered her assent at about the
same moment Pete was muttering, “Spare
me the details,” and it was all set. (Of
course, Pete couldn’t resist the details and
later that night had his agent explain how
it had found that provider even though it
wasn’t on the proper list.)

Expressing Meaning
pete and lucy could use their agents to
carry out all these tasks thanks not to the
World Wide Web of today but rather the
Semantic Web that it will evolve into to-
morrow. Most of the Web’s content to-
day is designed for humans to read, not
for computer programs to manipulate
meaningfully. Computers can adeptly
parse Web pages for layout and routine
processing—here a header, there a link to
another page—but in general, computers
have no reliable way to process the se-
mantics: this is the home page of the Hart-
man and Strauss Physio Clinic, this link
goes to Dr. Hartman’s curriculum vitae.

The Semantic Web will bring struc-
ture to the meaningful content of Web
pages, creating an environment where
software agents roaming from page to
page can readily carry out sophisticated
tasks for users. Such an agent coming to
the clinic’s Web page will know not just
that the page has keywords such as
“treatment, medicine, physical, therapy”
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■ To date, the World Wide Web has developed most rapidly as a medium of documents for
people rather than of information that can be manipulated automatically. By augment-
ing Web pages with data targeted at computers and by adding documents solely for
computers, we will transform the Web into the Semantic Web.

■ Computers will find the meaning of semantic data by following hyperlinks to definitions
of key terms and rules for reasoning about them logically. The resulting infrastructure
will spur the development of automated Web services such as highly functional agents.

■ Ordinary users will compose Semantic Web pages and add new definitions and rules
using off-the-shelf software that will assist with semantic markup.

The entertainment system was belting out the Beatles’ “We Can Work

It Out” when the phone rang. When Pete answered, his phone turned

the sound down by sending a message to all the other local devices

that had a volume control. His sister, Lucy, was on the line from the

doctor’s office: “Mom needs to see a specialist and then has to have

Overview / Semantic Web
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(as might be encoded today) but also that
Dr. Hartman works at this clinic on
Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays
and that the script takes a date range in
yyyy-mm-dd format and returns ap-
pointment times.And it will “know” all
this without needing artificial intelligence
on the scale of 2001’s Hal or Star Wars’s
C-3PO. Instead these semantics were en-
coded into the Web page when the clinic’s
office manager (who never took Comp
Sci 101) massaged it into shape using off-
the-shelf software for writing Semantic
Web pages along with resources listed on
the Physical Therapy Association’s site.

The Semantic Web is not a separate
Web but an extension of the current one,
in which information is given well-defined
meaning, better enabling computers and
people to work in cooperation. The first
steps in weaving the Semantic Web into
the structure of the existing Web are al-
ready under way. In the near future, these
developments will usher in significant
new functionality as machines become
much better able to process and “under-
stand” the data that they merely display
at present.

The essential property of the World
Wide Web is its universality. The power
of a hypertext link is that “anything can
link to anything.” Web technology, there-
fore, must not discriminate between the
scribbled draft and the polished perfor-
mance, between commercial and academ-
ic information, or among cultures, lan-
guages, media and so on. Information
varies along many axes. One of these is the
difference between information produced
primarily for human consumption and
that produced mainly for machines. At
one end of the scale we have everything
from the five-second TV commercial to
poetry. At the other end we have databas-
es, programs and sensor output. To date,
the Web has developed most rapidly as a
medium of documents for people rather
than for data and information that can be
processed automatically. The Semantic
Web aims to make up for this.

Like the Internet, the Semantic Web
will be as decentralized as possible. Such
Web-like systems generate a lot of excite-
ment at every level, from major corpora-
tion to individual user, and provide bene-

fits that are hard or impossible to predict
in advance. Decentralization requires
compromises: the Web had to throw away
the ideal of total consistency of all of its in-
terconnections, ushering in the infamous
message “Error 404: Not Found” but al-
lowing unchecked exponential growth.

Knowledge Representation
for the semantic web to function,
computers must have access to structured
collections of information and sets of in-
ference rules that they can use to conduct
automated reasoning. Artificial-intelli-
gence researchers have studied such sys-

tems since long before the Web was de-
veloped. Knowledge representation, as
this technology is often called, is current-
ly in a state comparable to that of hyper-
text before the advent of the Web: it is
clearly a good idea, and some very nice
demonstrations exist, but it has not yet
changed the world.  It contains the seeds
of important applications, but to realize
its full potential it must be linked into a
single global system.

Traditional knowledge-representa-
tion systems typically have been central-
ized, requiring everyone to share exactly
the same definition of common concepts
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WEB SEARCHES TODAY typically turn up innumerable completely irrelevant “hits,” requiring much

manual filtering by the user. If you search using the keyword “cook,” for example, the computer has no

way of knowing whether you are looking for a chef, information about how to cook something, or simply

a place, person, business or some other entity with “cook” in its name. The problem is that the word

“cook” has no meaning, or semantic content, to the computer.
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such as “parent” or “vehicle.” But central
control is stifling, and increasing the size
and scope of such a system rapidly be-
comes unmanageable.

Moreover, these systems usually care-
fully limit the questions that can be asked
so that the computer can answer reliably—

or answer at all. The problem is reminis-
cent of Gödel’s theorem from mathemat-
ics: any system that is complex enough to
be useful also encompasses unanswerable
questions, much like sophisticated ver-
sions of the basic paradox “This sentence
is false.” To avoid such problems, tradi-
tional knowledge-representation systems
generally each had their own narrow and
idiosyncratic set of rules for making infer-
ences about their data. For example, a ge-
nealogy system, acting on a database of
family trees, might include the rule “a wife
of an uncle is an aunt.” Even if the data
could be transferred from one system to
another, the rules, existing in a complete-
ly different form, usually could not.

Semantic Web researchers, in contrast,

accept that paradoxes and unanswerable
questions are a price that must be paid to
achieve versatility. We make the language
for the rules as expressive as needed to al-
low the Web to reason as widely as de-
sired. This philosophy is similar to that of
the conventional Web: early in the Web’s
development, detractors pointed out that
it could never be a well-organized library;
without a central database and tree struc-
ture, one would never be sure of finding
everything. They were right. But the ex-
pressive power of the system made vast
amounts of information available, and
search engines (which would have seemed
quite impractical a decade ago) now pro-

duce remarkably complete indices of a lot
of the material out there.

The challenge of the Semantic Web,
therefore, is to provide a language that
expresses both data and rules for reason-
ing about the data and that allows rules
from any existing knowledge-representa-
tion system to be exported onto the Web. 

Adding logic to the Web—the means
to use rules to make inferences, choose
courses of action and answer questions—

is the task before the Semantic Web com-
munity at the moment. A mixture of
mathematical and engineering decisions
complicate this task. The logic must be
powerful enough to describe complex
properties of objects but not so power-
ful that agents can be tricked by being
asked to consider a paradox. Fortunate-
ly, a large majority of the information we
want to express is along the lines of “a
hex-head bolt is a type of machine bolt,”
which is readily written in existing lan-
guages with a little extra vocabulary.

Two important technologies for de-
veloping the Semantic Web are already in
place: eXtensible Markup Language
(XML) and the Resource Description
Framework (RDF). XML lets everyone
create their own tags—hidden labels such
as <zip code> or <alma mater> that an-
notate Web pages or sections of text on a
page. Scripts, or programs, can make use
of these tags in sophisticated ways, but
the script writer has to know what the
page writer uses each tag for. In short,
XML allows users to add arbitrary struc-
ture to their documents but says nothing
about what the structures mean [see
“XML and the Second-Generation Web,”
by Jon Bosak and Tim Bray; Scientific
American, May 1999].

Meaning is expressed by RDF, which
encodes it in sets of triples, each triple be-
ing rather like the subject, verb and object
of an elementary sentence. These triples
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ELABORATE, PRECISE AUTOMATED SEARCHES will be possible when semantics are widespread on the Web. Here a

search program correctly locates a person based on an assortment of partially remembered knowledge: her

last name is “Cook,” she works for a company on your client list, and she has a son attending your alma mater,

Avondale University. The correct combination of that information does not reside on a single Web page, but

semantics make it easier for a program to discern the elements on various pages, understand relations such as

“Mike Cook is a child of Wendy Cook” and piece them together reliably. More generally, semantics will enable

complicated processes and transactions to be carried out automatically.

HTML: Hypertext Markup Language. The language used to encode formatting, 
links and other features on Web pages. Uses standardized “tags” such as <H1> and
<BODY> whose meaning and interpretation is set universally by the World Wide 
Web Consortium.
XML: eXtensible Markup Language. A markup language like HTML that lets 
individuals define and use their own tags. XML has no built-in mechanism to convey
the meaning of the user’s new tags to other users.
RESOURCE: Web jargon for any entity. Includes Web pages, parts of 
a Web page, devices, people and more.
URL: Uniform Resource Locator. The familiar codes (such as
http://www.sciam.com/index.html) that are used in hyperlinks.
URI: Universal Resource Identifier. URLs are the most familiar type of URI. A URI
defines or specifies an entity, not necessarily by naming  its location on the Web.
RDF: Resource Description Framework. A scheme for defining information on the Web.
RDF provides the technology for expressing the meaning of terms and concepts in a
form that computers can readily process. RDF can use XML for its syntax and URIs to
specify entities, concepts, properties and relations.
ONTOLOGIES: Collections of statements written in a language such as RDF that
define the relations between concepts and specify logical rules for reasoning 
about them. Computers will “understand” the meaning of semantic data on a Web
page by following links to specified ontologies.
AGENT: A piece of software that runs without direct human control or constant
supervision to accomplish goals provided by a user. Agents typically collect, filter and
process information found on the Web, sometimes with the help of other agents.
SERVICE DISCOVERY: The process of locating an agent or automated Web-based
service that will perform a required function. Semantics will enable agents to describe
to one another precisely what function they carry out and what input data are needed.

Glossary 
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can be written using XML tags. In RDF,
a document makes assertions that partic-
ular things (people, Web pages or what-
ever) have properties (such as “is a sister
of,” “is the author of”) with certain val-
ues (another person, another Web page).
This structure turns out to be a natural
way to describe the vast majority of the
data processed by machines. Subject and
object are each identified by a Universal
Resource Identifier (URI), just as used in

a link on a Web page. (URLs, Uniform
Resource Locators, are the most common
type of URI.) The verbs are also identified
by URIs, which enables anyone to define
a new concept, a new verb, just by defin-
ing a URI for it somewhere on the Web.

Human language thrives when using
the same term to mean somewhat differ-
ent things, but automation does not.
Imagine that I hire a clown messenger ser-
vice to deliver balloons to my customers
on their birthdays. Unfortunately, the
service transfers the addresses from my
database to its database, not knowing
that the “addresses” in mine are where
bills are sent and that many of them are
post office boxes. My hired clowns end
up entertaining a number of postal work-
ers—not necessarily a bad thing but cer-
tainly not the intended effect. Using a dif-
ferent URI for each specific concept solves
that problem. An address that is a mailing
address can be distinguished from one that
is a street address, and both can be distin-

guished from an address that is a speech.
The triples of RDF form webs of in-

formation about related things. Because
RDF uses URIs to encode this informa-
tion in a document, the URIs ensure that
concepts are not just words in a docu-
ment but are tied to a unique definition
that everyone can find on the Web. For
example, imagine that we have access to
a variety of databases with information
about people, including their addresses.

If we want to find people living in a spe-
cific zip code, we need to know which
fields in each database represent names
and which represent zip codes. RDF can
specify that “(field 5 in database A) (is a
field of type) (zip code),” using URIs
rather than phrases for each term.

Ontologies
of course, this is not the end of the
story, because two databases may use
different identifiers for what is in fact the
same concept, such as zip code. A pro-
gram that wants to compare or combine
information across the two databases has
to know that these two terms are being
used to mean the same thing. Ideally, the
program must have a way to discover
such common meanings for whatever
databases it encounters.

A solution to this problem is provid-
ed by the third basic component of the
Semantic Web, collections of informa-
tion called ontologies. In philosophy, an

ontology is a theory about the nature of
existence, of what types of things exist;
ontology as a discipline studies such the-
ories. Artificial-intelligence and Web re-
searchers have co-opted the term for their
own jargon, and for them an ontology is
a document or file that formally defines
the relations among terms. The most typ-
ical kind of ontology for the Web has a
taxonomy and a set of inference rules.

The taxonomy defines classes of ob-

jects and relations among them. For ex-
ample, an address may be defined as a
type of location, and city codes may be
defined to apply only to locations, and
so on. Classes, subclasses and relations
among entities are a very powerful tool
for Web use. We can express a large
number of relations among entities by as-
signing properties to classes and allowing
subclasses to inherit such properties. If
city codes must be of type city and
cities generally have Web sites, we can
discuss the Web site associated with a
city code even if no database links a city
code directly to a Web site.

Inference rules in ontologies supply
further power. An ontology may express
the rule “If a city code is associated with
a state code, and an address uses that city
code, then that address has the associated
state code.” A program could then read-
ily deduce, for instance, that a Cornell
University address, being in Ithaca, must
be in New York State, which is in the
U.S., and therefore should be formatted
to U.S. standards. The computer doesn’t
truly “understand” any of this informa-
tion, but it can now manipulate the terms
much more effectively in ways that are
useful and meaningful to the human user.

With ontology pages on the Web, so-
lutions to terminology (and other) prob-
lems begin to emerge. The meaning of
terms or XML codes used on a Web page
can be defined by pointers from the page
to an ontology. Of course, the same prob-
lems as before now arise if I point to an
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The Semantic Web will enable machines to
C O M P R E H E N D semantic documents and data, 

not human speech and writings. 
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ontology that defines addresses as con-
taining a zip code and you point to one
that uses postal code. This kind of con-
fusion can be resolved if ontologies (or
other Web services) provide equivalence
relations: one or both of our ontologies
may contain the information that my zip
code is equivalent to your postal code.

Our scheme for sending in the clowns
to entertain my customers is partially
solved when the two databases point to
different definitions of address. The
program, using distinct URIs for differ-
ent concepts of address, will not con-
fuse them and in fact will need to discov-
er that the concepts are related at all. The
program could then use a service that
takes a list of postal addresses (defined
in the first ontology) and converts it into
a list of physical addresses (the second
ontology) by recognizing and removing
post office boxes and other unsuitable
addresses. The structure and semantics
provided by ontologies make it easier 
for an entrepreneur to provide such a 
service and can make its use completely
transparent.

Ontologies can enhance the func-
tioning of the Web in many ways. They
can be used in a simple fashion to im-
prove the accuracy of Web searches—the
search program can look for only those
pages that refer to a precise concept in-
stead of all the ones using ambiguous
keywords. More advanced applications
will use ontologies to relate the informa-
tion on a page to the associated knowl-
edge structures and inference rules. An
example of a page marked up for such
use is online at http://www.cs.umd.edu/~
hendler. If you send your Web browser
to that page, you will see the normal Web
page entitled “Dr. James A. Hendler.” As
a human, you can readily find the link to
a short biographical note and read there
that Hendler received his Ph.D. from
Brown University. A computer program
trying to find such information, howev-
er, would have to be very complex to
guess that this information might be in a
biography and to understand the English
language used there.

For computers, the page is linked to
an ontology page that defines informa-
tion about computer science depart-

ments. For instance, professors work at
universities and they generally have doc-
torates. Further markup on the page (not
displayed by the typical Web browser)
uses the ontology’s concepts to specify
that Hendler received his Ph.D. from the
entity described at the URI http://www.
brown.edu/—the Web page for Brown.
Computers can also find that Hendler is
a member of a particular research pro-
ject, has a particular e-mail address, and
so on. All that information is readily
processed by a computer and could be
used to answer queries (such as where
Dr. Hendler received his degree) that cur-

rently would require a human to sift
through the content of various pages
turned up by a search engine.

In addition, this markup makes it
much easier to develop programs that
can tackle complicated questions whose
answers do not reside on a single Web
page. Suppose you wish to find the Ms.
Cook you met at a trade conference last
year. You don’t remember her first name,
but you remember that she worked for
one of your clients and that her son was
a student at your alma mater. An intelli-
gent search program can sift through 
all the pages of people whose name is
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SOFTWARE AGENTS will be greatly facilitated by semantic content on the Web. In the depicted scenario,

Lucy’s agent tracks down a physical therapy clinic for her mother that meets a combination of criteria and

has open appointment times that mesh with her and her brother Pete’s schedules. Ontologies that define 

the meaning of semantic data play a key role in enabling the agent to understand what is on the Semantic

Web, interact with sites and employ other automated services.
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“Cook” (sidestepping all the pages relat-
ing to cooks, cooking, the Cook Islands
and so forth), find the ones that mention
working for a company that’s on your
list of clients and follow links to Web
pages of their children to track down if
any are in school at the right place.

Agents
the real power of the Semantic Web
will be realized when people create many
programs that collect Web content from
diverse sources, process the information
and exchange the results with other pro-
grams. The effectiveness of such software
agents will increase exponentially as more
machine-readable Web content and auto-
mated services (including other agents) be-
come available. The Semantic Web pro-
motes this synergy: even agents that were
not expressly designed to work together
can transfer data among themselves when
the data come with semantics.

An important facet of agents’ func-
tioning will be the exchange of “proofs”

written in the Semantic Web’s unifying
language (the language that expresses log-
ical inferences made using rules and infor-
mation such as those specified by ontolo-
gies). For example, suppose Ms. Cook’s
contact information has been located by
an online service, and to your great sur-
prise it places her in Johannesburg. Nat-
urally, you want to check this, so your
computer asks the service for a proof of
its answer, which it promptly provides by
translating its internal reasoning into the
Semantic Web’s unifying language. An in-
ference engine in your computer readily
verifies that this Ms. Cook indeed match-
es the one you were seeking, and it can
show you the relevant Web pages if you
still have doubts. Although they are still
far from plumbing the depths of the Se-
mantic Web’s potential, some programs
can already exchange proofs in this way,
using the current preliminary versions of
the unifying language.

Another vital feature will be digital
signatures, which are encrypted blocks of

data that computers and agents can use
to verify that the attached information
has been provided by a specific trusted
source. You want to be quite sure that a
statement sent to your accounting pro-
gram that you owe money to an online
retailer is not a forgery generated by the
computer-savvy teenager next door.
Agents should be skeptical of assertions
that they read on the Semantic Web un-
til they have checked the sources of in-
formation. (We wish more people would
learn to do this on the Web as it is!)

Many automated Web-based services
already exist without semantics, but oth-
er programs such as agents have no way
to locate one that will perform a specific
function. This process, called service dis-
covery, can happen only when there is a
common language to describe a service in
a way that lets other agents “under-
stand” both the function offered and how
to take advantage of it. Services and agents
can advertise their function by, for ex-
ample, depositing such descriptions in di-
rectories analogous to the Yellow Pages.

Some low-level service-discovery
schemes are currently available, such as
Microsoft’s Universal Plug and Play,
which focuses on connecting different
types of devices, and Sun Microsystems’s
Jini, which aims to connect services.
These initiatives, however, attack the
problem at a structural or syntactic level
and rely heavily on standardization of a
predetermined set of functionality de-
scriptions. Standardization can only go
so far, because we can’t anticipate all
possible future needs.

The Semantic Web, in contrast, is
more flexible. The consumer and pro-
ducer agents can reach a shared under-
standing by exchanging ontologies,
which provide the vocabulary needed for
discussion. Agents can even “bootstrap”
new reasoning capabilities when they dis-
cover new ontologies. Semantics also
makes it easier to take advantage of a ser-
vice that only partially matches a request.

A typical process will involve the cre-
ation of a “value chain” in which sub-
assemblies of information are passed from
one agent to another, each one “adding
value,” to construct the final product re-
quested by the end user. Make no mistake:

AFTER WE GIVE a presentation about the
Semantic Web, we’re often asked, “Okay, so
what is the killer application of the Semantic
Web?” The “killer app” of any technology, of
course, is the application that brings a user
to investigate the technology and start
using it. The transistor radio was a killer app
of transistors, and the cell phone is a killer
app of wireless technology.

So what do we answer? “The Semantic Web is the killer app.”
At this point we’re likely to be told we’re crazy, so we ask a question in turn: “Well,

what’s the killer app of the World Wide Web?” Now we’re being stared at kind of fish-
eyed, so we answer ourselves: “The Web is the killer app of the Internet. The Semantic
Web is another killer app of that magnitude.” 

The point here is that the abilities of the Semantic Web are too general to be
thought about in terms of solving one key problem or creating one essential gizmo. It
will have uses we haven’t dreamed of.

Nevertheless, we can foresee some disarming (if not actually killer) apps that will
drive initial use. Online catalogs with semantic markup will benefit both buyers and
sellers. Electronic commerce transactions will be easier for small businesses to set
up securely with greater autonomy. And one final example: you make reservations for
an extended trip abroad. The airlines, hotels, soccer stadiums and so on return
confirmations with semantic markup. All the schedules load directly into your date
book and all the expenses directly into your accounting program, no matter what
semantics-enabled software you use. No more laborious cutting and pasting from e-
mail. No need for all the businesses to supply the data in half a dozen different
formats or to create and impose their own standard format.

What Is the Killer App? 

Copyright 2001 Scientific American, Inc.



to create complicated value chains auto-
matically on demand, some agents will ex-
ploit artificial-intelligence technologies in
addition to the Semantic Web. But the Se-
mantic Web will provide the foundations
and the framework to make such tech-
nologies more feasible.

Putting all these features together re-
sults in the abilities exhibited by Pete’s
and Lucy’s agents in the scenario that
opened this article. Their agents would

have delegated the task in piecemeal fash-
ion to other services and agents discov-
ered through service advertisements. For
example, they could have used a trusted
service to take a list of providers and de-
termine which of them are in-plan for a
specified insurance plan and course of
treatment. The list of providers would
have been supplied by another search ser-
vice, et cetera. These activities formed
chains in which a large amount of data
distributed across the Web (and almost
worthless in that form) was progressive-
ly reduced to the small amount of data of
high value to Pete and Lucy—a plan of
appointments to fit their schedules and
other requirements.

In the next step, the Semantic Web will
break out of the virtual realm and extend
into our physical world. URIs can point to
anything, including physical entities,
which means we can use the RDF lan-
guage to describe devices such as cell
phones and TVs. Such devices can adver-
tise their functionality—what they can do
and how they are controlled—much like
software agents. Being much more flexible
than low-level schemes such as Universal
Plug and Play, such a semantic approach
opens up a world of exciting possibilities.

For instance, what today is called
home automation requires careful config-
uration for appliances to work together.
Semantic descriptions of device capabili-
ties and functionality will let us achieve
such automation with minimal human in-
tervention. A trivial example occurs when

Pete answers his phone and the stereo
sound is turned down. Instead of having
to program each specific appliance, he
could program such a function once and
for all to cover every local device that ad-
vertises having a volume control—the
TV, the DVD player and even the media
players on the laptop that he brought
home from work this one evening.

The first concrete steps have already
been taken in this area, with work on de-

veloping a standard for describing func-
tional capabilities of devices (such as
screen sizes) and user preferences. Built
on RDF, this standard is called Compos-
ite Capability/Preference Profile (CC/PP).
Initially it will let cell phones and other
nonstandard Web clients describe their
characteristics so that Web content can
be tailored for them on the fly. Later,
when we add the full versatility of lan-
guages for handling ontologies and log-
ic, devices could automatically seek out
and employ services and other devices for
added information or functionality. It is
not hard to imagine your Web-enabled
microwave oven consulting the frozen-
food manufacturer’s Web site for opti-
mal cooking parameters.

Evolution of Knowledge
the semantic web is not “merely” the
tool for conducting individual tasks that
we have discussed so far. In addition, if
properly designed, the Semantic Web can
assist the evolution of human knowledge
as a whole.

Human endeavor is caught in an eter-
nal tension between the effectiveness of
small groups acting independently and
the need to mesh with the wider commu-
nity. A small group can innovate rapidly
and efficiently, but this produces a sub-
culture whose concepts are not under-
stood by others. Coordinating actions
across a large group, however, is painful-
ly slow and takes an enormous amount
of communication. The world works

across the spectrum between these ex-
tremes, with a tendency to start small—
from the personal idea—and move to-
ward a wider understanding over time.

An essential process is the joining to-
gether of subcultures when a wider com-
mon language is needed. Often two groups
independently develop very similar con-
cepts, and describing the relation between
them brings great benefits. Like a Finnish-
English dictionary, or a weights-and-mea-
sures conversion table, the relations allow
communication and collaboration even
when the commonality of concept has not
(yet) led to a commonality of terms.

The Semantic Web, in naming every
concept simply by a URI, lets anyone ex-
press new concepts that they invent with
minimal effort. Its unifying logical lan-
guage will enable these concepts to be
progressively linked into a universal Web.
This structure will open up the knowl-
edge and workings of humankind to
meaningful analysis by software agents,
providing a new class of tools by which
we can live, work and learn together.
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Tim Berners-Lee, with Mark Fischetti. Harper San Francisco, 1999.

An enhanced version of this article is on the Scientific American Web site, with additional material and links.  

World Wide Web  Consortium (W3C): www.w3.org/

W3C Semantic Web Activity: www.w3.org/2001/sw/

An introduction to ontologies: www.SemanticWeb.org/knowmarkup.html

Simple HTML Ontology Extensions Frequently Asked Questions (SHOE FAQ):
www.cs.umd.edu/projects/plus/SHOE/faq.html

DARPA Agent Markup Language (DAML) home page:  www.daml.org/

Properly designed, the Semantic Web 
can assist the E V O L U T I O N of human knowledge 

as a whole.
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Introduction to the Semantic Web Vision and Technologies - Part
1 - Overview
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The World Wide Web has long been evolving towards the vision of the
Semantic Web — an extension of the existing web through which machines are better able to interoperate and
work on our behalf. It promises to infuse the Internet with a combination of metadata, structure, and various
technologies so that machines can derive meaning from information, make more intelligent choices, and complete
tasks with reduced human intervention. It is a dramatic vision that stands to transform the existing Web in
devastatingly powerful ways.

It is also a realistic vision. In some ways, in fact, it is already here. Semantic Web standards and technologies are
maturing, several tools exist, and new applications are frequently emerging. Similar to the early days of the
existing Web, the vision awaits only understanding, acceptance, and perhaps a few "killer apps" that will deliver
on its promise and prove its transformational value to the world.

This is the first of a series of articles written exclusively to help the Semantic Focus community understand the
Semantic Web vision and technologies. If you are new to Semantic Web concepts then you might have at least
learned how unforgiving and overly academic the existing material can be. At least, that is what I have always
thought, but I may just be a dunce.

While I do not claim to be a guru, I know that I can help those of you who may be taking your first steps. I will
deliver a logical progression of concepts designed to get you up to speed as quickly and painlessly as possible. I



hope to deliver one part of this series per week using a version of the Semantic Web technology stack as a
framework. The stack (aka the Semantic Web layer cake) is a rather famous illustration of the key Semantic
Web enabling technologies. Building one upon another from bottom to top, these technologies can help us realize
the full Semantic Web vision. To my knowledge, all of these exist in various forms of maturity and you can now
use one, some, or all of them to empower your ideas.

In this series, we will work our way up from the bottom of the stack, eating one layer of the cake at a time.
Along the way, we'll take a few pleasant detours to indulge in the ridiculous joy of programming and also try out
some free tools. When the series is complete, you should be able to:

Understand and articulate the Semantic Web vision.
Know the basic framework and core technologies.
Be aware of some available tools.
Understand how mature the technology is and how you might (or might not) use it today.
Get involved for further learning, contribution, or just plain geek fun.



So, let's begin at the beginning — the part where everyone at some point or another asks, "What is the Semantic
Web?"

The Semantic Web is...

"The Semantic Web is not a separate Web but an extension of the current one, in which information
is given well-defined meaning, better enabling computers and people to work in cooperation."

- Tim Berners-Lee, James Hendler and Ora Lassila; Scientific American, May 2001

The Semantic Web is a vision for the future of the Web, a "Web of meaning" (i.e.
semantics), that was set forth by Tim Berners-Lee. Sir Berners-Lee is often referred to as the father of the
Web. He's sort of like that white-bearded old man in Matrix Reloaded (the one who says 'ergo' a lot — the
Architect) only not as pompous: "I just had to take the hypertext idea and connect it to the TCP and DNS ideas
and — ta-da!" He's the man who originally wanted to establish this single global space to create the World Wide
Web and that's how HTML and HTTP came into existence. He went on to establish the World Wide Web
Consortium (W3C) and then later thought of embedding large amounts of machine-understandable metadata into
documents; this is what gave rise to the Semantic Web.

You see, most of the Web's content is designed for humans to read and it is not very easy for computer
programs to manipulate that information meaningfully. Though the information is semi-structured, the structures
typically only defines how content should be rendered in a client browser. HTML does not inherently tell us
anything about the subject and nature of the content. So, the idea is to come up with some standard ways to
express better meaning around information so that computers can help us use the information more effectively.
This simple idea is the very essence of the Semantic Web.

Imagine a scenario, for example, where software agents can roam the web and carry out sophisticated tasks on
our behalf. This is different than searching content for keywords and popularity. It is a web where computers are
able to infer meaning from content based on metadata and assertions that have already been made. It is a web
where information can be automatically classified and related through the help of reasoning engines and
description logics. Or, in a more practical sense, it's a web where services can be found, integrated, and invoked
more easily and more dynamically.

Some like to call this scenario "Web 3.0." Others have called it the "dark web" (where computers are using the
Web more than we are; churning through information for our foreground benefit). Some people, of course, do
not agree with it at all (believing it to be overly ambitious). Others interpret it on sci-fi tangents (i.e. a one-brain
global intelligence and what-not).

Personally, I just call it the Semantic Web — a good vision, a practical blueprint, and a set of tools and
technologies can be incredibly useful once you come to understand them. If you wanted to summarize it in a slide
presentation for you manager, you might do it like this:



The Semantic Web...

Is a vision for the future Web (a web of meaning — semantics); originally defined by Tim Berners-Lee
(aka father of the Web).
Is not a separate web, but an extension of the current one.
Provides a way for machines to get much better at being able to process and understand the data that they
merely display at present.
Is a web on which machine reasoning can become ubiquitous and powerful.
Describes an emerging set of standards, markup languages, and related processing tools.
Is a rolling snowball; interest and momentum is building fast — heads up!

If you want to be persuasive, you might also add that according to the 2006 Semantic Conference, semantics is
already a 2 billion per year market and is projected to grow to over 50 billion by the year 2010. That's 20 billion
more per year than the market for pizza — yum!

The first steps of weaving the Semantic Web into the structure of the existing web are indeed already under way.
The foundation has been laid; the rest is up to us. To realize the vision, however, we must begin understanding it
on a much deeper level and we've got to roll up our sleeves to get our hands dirty. That is exactly what we'll start
doing next week when we dive into the layer-cake to munch on the basic enabling technologies such as Unicode,
URI, and XML. Until then, enjoy your work and the Web; it is an exciting time to be alive!
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[This is the first of three articles discussing the new/old ideas of semantics and ontology and how they

affect the way we analyze data.  This article introduces the main concepts, and the second article will
show an example of converting a data model to the web ontology language, OWL.]

Everyone knows that we are drowning in information, both from the databases in our companies as well as from

the world-wide web, the media, and life in general.  The information technology industry has been wrestling with

this problem for years, and one is entitled to wonder if things will ever get better.

Well, there are a couple of new/old ideas on the horizon that might help: semantics and ontology.

Data modeling was invented three decades ago to assist in the design of databases-in particular relational

databases.  As it matured, the technique has become recognized as a tool for analyzing the semantics of an

organization-what is the structure of the organization's information as it is used in carrying out its mission? 

In recent years, from a completely different direction, the artificial intelligence world, semantics has arisen as a

subject of interest in its own right.  This came the artificial intelligence world's desire to create computerized
natural language processors. 

These two fields are finally coming together, and this article is an attempt to articulate that link.

In particular, companies are beginning to recognize that semantics is important if their systems (and their people,

for that matter) are going to communicate with each other, and, based on this recognition, they are also

recognizing the importance of collecting "ontologies", or glossaries that describe the language they use to carry

out their activities.

In other words, a couple of 2500 year-old words are becoming the hot new buzzwords in our industry. 

Semantics is the Greek philosophic study of the nature of meaning, especially as it is expressed in language.  It is

the "study of the signification of signs and symbols, as opposed to their formal relations (syntactics)."[1] 

 Ontology is another branch of Greek philosophy, "concerned with identifying, in the most general terms, the

kinds of things that actually exist."[2]

In other words, ontology tells us what exists.  Semantics tells us how to describe it.

http://www.tdan.com/index.php
http://www.tdan.com/authors/index.php?a=237
http://www.tdan.com/print/5025#_ftn1
http://www.tdan.com/print/5025#_ftn2


WHAT IS A DATA MODEL?

A data model is a drawing that represents data "things" and relationships between them.  The meaning of the

model varies, depending on its purpose:

It can represent a data base design, with the boxes representing tables and the lines representing foreign

keys.  Also represented are the columns of the tables.

It can be a conceptual model representing the structure of a business, with the boxes representing things

of significance to the business and the lines representing semantic relationships between them.  Also

represented may be the definitions of data describing those things of significance.

These are very different things.  A business (or "conceptual") data model captures the semantics of an

organization for the purpose of both communicating both with the business community and providing and

architecture for database and system design. A database design describes an artifact that can be employed to

store and manipulate data.

Other than constraints on cardinality, business rules are not generally represented on data models of either kind. 

Even in the case of business data models, the models are supposed to represent fundamental structures, while
business rules represent variable constraints.

In other words, database design, business data modeling, and business rule modeling are three very different

things.  They do, however, represent a particular mindset, which for purposes of this article, we will characterize
simply as the "data modeling mindset".

This article then uses that to describe a completely different mindset.

About Data Models and Ontology Languages

A conceptual data model is, of course, a kind of ontology.  It is about defining categories of data.  Its graphic
nature provides an excellent basis for discussing and negotiating the meaning of those categories.  Accompanied

by business rules analysis, the two provide a basis for collecting data according to those categories, and its
corresponding database design provides a mechanism for doing so.  The point is that data models are to be

understood by humans, with computers only serving as gateways to permit capture of "valid" data.

In its latest incarnations, however, an ontology language begins with instances of actual data.  It's purpose is to
classify them so that computers can make inferences from them.

The data modeling mindset is based upon the closed world assumption:

Only that which is asserted is known.

Ontology languages are based on the open world assumption.

All assertions are assumed to be true until proven otherwise.

This means that when you build a system using a data modeling approach:



You can only enter data that you know to be valid.

You are "encouraged" to enter complete information.

There are no other data.

The data model entity classes and their derived tables are templates.

With an ontology database:

You can enter what you know to be true.

You can enter incomplete information.

You (and the computer) can infer other things.

Ontology classes are simply sets of things.

This is a profoundly different view of the world, as we shall see, below.

About the Semantic Web

Before going into ontology languages in detail, it is worth taking a moment to understand "The Semantic Web". 

As imagined by Tim Berners-Lee, the inventor of the World-wide Web, the "first step is putting data on the Web
in a form that machines can naturally understand, or converting it to that form.  This creates what I call a

Semantic Web-a web of data that can be processed directly or indirectly by machines".[3]

Ok, so how is that different from simply creating a networked database?  If all validation of data is in a program,
the program acts as a filter, the way we discussed before.  If, on the other hand, data are stored with the
semantics visible to a wide range of processors, then the data are more powerful, and the opportunities for

discovering new things in them is greater.  Michael Daconta and his colleagues describe four stages in the smart
data continuum:

Text and databases (pre-XML)-Most data are proprietary to an application.  The "smarts" are in the

application and not in the data.

XML documents in a single domain-Here data achieve application independence within a domain. 
For example XML could describe standard semantics within the health care industry, the insurance

industry, and so forth.

Taxonomies and documents with mixed vocabularies-In this stage data can be collected from

multiple domains and accurately classified. This classification can then be used for discovery of data. 

Simple relationships between categories in the taxonomy can be used to relate and thus combine data. 

Data are now smart enough to be easily discovered and sensibly combined with other data.

Ontologies and rules-in this stage, new data can e inferred from existing data by following logical rules. 

Data are not smart enough to be described with concrete relationships and sophisticated formalisms. 

Logical calculations can be made on this "semantic algebra".  In this stage data no longer exist as a blob

http://www.tdan.com/print/5025#_ftn3


but as a part of a sophisticated microcosm.[4]

The semantic web, then, is an extension of the World-wide web to allow for not just the retrieval of documents
based on key words, but for their retrieval based on the semantics of their contents.

The semantic web is based on the idea of a "layered architecture".  Much like the ISO concept of layers in data

communications, the semantic web architecture is composed of the following layers:

URIs and Namespaces-the names of things

XML and XMLS Data types-a means of communicating data

RDF and RDF/XML-a basic language

RDF Schema and Individuals-an ontological primitive

Ontology languages, such as OWL-the logical layer

Applications-the implementation layer.

The field is new, and it is not clear to this author just what the "Applications" layer might look like.  But we can

address the others.  Specifically, RDF and OWL represent structured languages for representing ontologies that

we can map back to what we are used to doing with data models.

Uniform Resource stuff

In order to talk about something, it is necessary to name it.  The semantic web provides a scheme for naming
things in two layers.

First of all, the general concept of a Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) is simply a formatted identifier that

identifies anything.  The name is in two parts:

A scheme name, and

A scheme-specific name.

There is no outside control over URIs, so they can be whatever you want them to be, such as:

hay:david

Note, of course, that within the context of a particular ontology, all URIs must be unique.

A Uniform Resource Locator (URL) is a URI that is specifically used to locate resources on the World-wide
Web.  The scheme name and the first elements of the scheme-specific name are regulated to insure uniqueness

across the World-wide Web.  To call a particular URL your own, you have to get permission from the Internet

Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN).  For example, the following is the URL of your
author's company:

http://www.essentialstrategies.com

http://www.tdan.com/print/5025#_ftn4


The literature also describes a Uniform Resource Name, but the descriptions are contradictory and confusing. 

It apparently comes down to a URI whose scheme is "urn:".

Namespaces

An XML namespace is the URI that describes an ontology from which terms are taken.  As you will see, in this

context XML is the language that is used to describe an ontology.    Since the description of an XML namespace
can be lengthy, a prefix is usually assigned to each, in order to simplify referring to a term. 

For example, the set of terms that define the OWL language is itself an ontology, defined in XML.  Its
namespace, then is described as follows:

In the OWL namespace, then, the term "class" would be described thus:

Once the namespace is declared, however, this can be abbreviated:

XML and XML Schema

As mentioned above, the RDF and OWL languages are expressed in XML.    

 

Here's a whirlwind synopsis of XML:

An XML document contains "tags" describing strings of text.  These are similar to the tags in HTML, but where

HTML tags describe formatting components of a document, these tags describe the semantic content of it.  For
example,

As you can see, the tag describes the text that follows.  The text is then demarked by a corresponding end tag in
the form .

Tags are typically defined in accompanying files called data type definitions (DTD).  A DTD is itself a

document with the following structure:



Note that "(#PCDATA)" simply means that's where actual data go.  In the context line, a character may be

added after the tag name (for example product_name+).  The character determines how many occurrences of
the tag are required for each occurrence of the context tag:

(no character) - (Default) mandatory single valued (must be ... one and only one.)

+    - Mandatory one or more occurrences (must be ... one or more).        

?    - optional, single valued (may be one and only one).

*    - optional, one or more occurrences (may be one or more).

XML schema is an alternative to DTDs.  XML Schema is an XML document that configures other documents.

RDF and OWL are defined as tags in XML Schemas.  An ontology is defined as a namespace, and terms are

described as elements of that namespace.  For example, the Ontology "contact" might be used as follows (note

that RDF itself must be defined first):



First the contact namespace is defined with the name "contact", and the terms "person", "fullName", "mailbox"

and "personalTitle" are used to capture values.  The paragraph above asserts that person (me) is described by a

full name "David Hay", my mailbox is "tdan@davehay.com", and my (personal) title is "Mr."

Note that contact:person is equivalent to:

http://www.w3.org/2000/10/swap/pim/contact#person.

RDF and RDF/XML

Resource Description Framework is the basic language layer for data representation.  It is rendered in XML,

and consists of a preliminary set of tags for describing semantics.   RDF can be used as metadata to describe

documents and images.  Its most important tags are:

RDF and Data Modeling:



RDF tags that correspond to data modeling constructs are the following:

For example,

Note that there is no distinction between classes and instances.

RDF Schema

Resource Description Framework Schema (RDFS) is an extension of RDF.  In addition to the RDF tags

available are additional tags to define:

Resource

Class

Sub-class

Range

Domain

and others. 

Interestingly enough, some RDF tags are actually defined using RDFS tags. 

RDFS and Data Modeling

RDFS tags that correspond to data modeling constructs are the following:



In RDFS, attributes and relationships are properties that are defined before assigning them to classes. 

For example, imagine an Essential Strategies, Inc. ontology called "MRP", containing the concept "manufactured

by".  This could be defined as a property as follows:

Here, the relationship "manufactured by" being defined in terms of the classes it relates.  Contrary to the way

data modelers use the word "domain", here domain is the class that is on the first end of the relationship. 
Range refers to the class that is on the second end of the relationship. A relationship is considered a property of

the first class.

Note that all relationships and attributes are considered optional many-to-many.  There are no cardinality

constraints in RDF.

Ontology Languages

As you can see, even RDFS is quite limited in its ability to express semantic constructs. Most notably, it doesn't

allow expression of constraints.  Moreover, it has few descriptors to make extensive inferences.  Thus it is not

really expressive enough to support the Semantic Web.

As part of its IDEF series of notations, the Federal Government has sponsored the creation of IDEF5, an

ontology expression graphical language.  A report describing it was published in 1994[5], but it has gotten little 

publicity since then.  The report is an excellent overview of ontological topics, and the approach is very thorough.

Since IDEF5, like data modeling, is a graphical approach to ontological modeling, however, it does not serve the

purposes of the Semantic Web.  The Web Ontology Language (OWL)* was developed to provide a syntax

that can be understood directly by computers.  OWL builds on RDF and RDFS, and like them, it is constructed

from XML tags.   

http://www.tdan.com/print/5025#_ftn5
http://www.tdan.com/print/5025#_ftn6


There are actually three versions of OWL: OWL Lite, OWL DL, and OWL Full.  The nuances of the

differences among these are beyond the scope of this paper, so we will focus on OWL DL.

Remembering the differences we described above between data modeling and ontology languages, it is important

to reiterate that the structures to be built using OWL are not restrictive.  The open world assertion applies. 

Beginning with a series of instances and a series of assertions, the assumption is that anything can be true unless

asserted otherwise.

(Also, accept the fact that OWL is primarily intended to be understood by computers, not people.  Hence the

discussions which follow will seem pretty arcane to the graphically-motivated among us.)

For example, in an airports database, you might have something called "AA243".  Absent any other information,

that could refer to either a flight or an airport.  After you have asserted that it is in fact a flight number, you have

not ruled out that it might also refer to an airport.  To prevent that, you must explicitly declare that the class of

airports and the class of flights is disjoint.  That is, the same thing cannot be an instance of both classes.

This open assumption is significant, because, given a large amount of data from disparate systems, it is possible

that a computerized analysis along these lines might show up things that people would never figure out.  To be

sure, there will be a lot of nonsense assertions initially, until people learn to clarify the rules, but even that exercise

will be useful in helping people better understand their data.  This allows data from systems where the language is

not quite consistent to at least be viewed collectively, and, with luck, those inconsistencies themselves will

become clear.

The idea is to begin with instances and classify them by their properties.  Your author's son showed an early

propensity for philosophy when, at the age of three, he decided to build a collection of red things.  First he sorted

his toy trucks, his action figures, and his other toys to gather together the red ones.  Then he went around the

house to find his mother's lipstick, one of his father's shirts, and various other (red) paraphernalia.

This is what OWL does.  Among other things, it classifies things by their properties.

OWL and Data Modeling

The OWL tags that correspond to data modeling constructs include the following:

Note that, as with RDF, both attributes and relationships are properties that must be defined first before being

attached to classes.

For example, here are two classes:



The attribute "Attr5" is in fact an attribute of both of these classes:

That the DatatypeProperty is a "functionalProperty" means that the property can have no more than one value in

each domain.  It is not required to have any values.  This is appropriate for attributes in a relational environment,

which are not allowed to have more than one value.  For relationships, this is useful, although since it does not
require a value, it is not adequate for the full range of cardinality issues.  There are other problems with it in

relationships, which we will discuss below.

RDF had a tag "type" that was supposed to allow you to specify instances of classes, but since it didn't have

classes, that didn't make much sense.  Now that OWL has classes, we can talk about instances of classes.  For

example:

There are two approaches to specifying relationships in OWL.

In the first case, an ObjectProperty is simply defined, where the domain and range are part of the definition. For

example:



Thus since the domain and range are part of the definition of the object property, the name must be unique to this
entity class pair.  You cannot assign this relationship to any other class pair.

An alternative is to define the property without specifying a domain and range.  In this case, you then define a
class as being a sub-class of a restriction that applies the property.  In this case many class pairs can use the
same object property. For example:

So, it is possible to convert an ontology represented by a data model into one represented by an ontology
language.  The model assumes constraints we don't normally realized (like disjointedness), and it will be

important to introduce any business rules we've identified as well.

Summary

Data modeling, database design, and business rule modeling are all part of a particular way of looking at the

world.  The semantic web and the ontology languages that support it are part of a new way of looking at the
world.  The differences are in terms of premises, the way classes are identified, and the implications of

constraints.



Premises

Data modeling, etc.

"Closed" world

Only what is asserted is true

Ontology languages

"Open" world

Anything may be true if it does not conflict with assertions

Approach to classes

Data modeling, etc.

Begin with class definitions of fundamental categories

Define attributes

Identify sample instances

Ontology languages

Begin with instances

Identify attributes

Define classes based on attributes

Constraints and business rules

Data modeling, etc.

Determine what data are acceptable

Reject data that do not conform

Ontology languages

Assert what is known to be true

Infer what else may be true.

As an example, consider the typical data modeling assertion:

Each CITY must be located in one and only one STATE.



To a data modeler, this implies the following:

1. If "Portland" is entered as a CITY without a STATE identified, it is not acceptable.

2. If "Portland" is entered as a CITY and located in STATE "Maine", then a record with the
CITY "Portland" located in state "Oregon" is not accepted.

To an ontologist, however, this implies the following:

1. "Portland" may be entered without specifying the STATE.

2. If "Portland" is entered "located in" "Maine", and "Portland" is identified as a CITY then
"Maine" must be a STATE.

3. If, in addition to statement 2., "Portland" is entered as "located in" "Oregon", then "Oregon"

must be a STATE, and either:

"Oregon" and "Maine" must be two names referring to the same STATE, or

The CITY referred to by the name "Portland" in "Oregon" must be a different
CITY than the one referred to by the name "Portland" in "Maine".

Interesting, yes?  For an example of converting a data model to OWL, tune in next quarter for the next article on

this subject.

[1]     G. Kemmerling, Philosophical Dictionary, 2002.

[2]     Ibid., http://www.philosophypages.com/dy/o.htm#onty.

[3]     Tim Berners-Lee, Weaving the Web. Harper, San Francisco. 1999.

[4]     Michael C. Daconta, Leo J. Obrst, Keven T. Smith, The Semantic Web. Wiley, Indianapolis. 2003.

[5]     Knowledge Based Systems, Inc. IDEF5 Method Report. Prepared for Armstrong Laboratory
AL/HRGA Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio.  Can be found at

http://www.idef.com/pdf/Idef5.pdf.

*     You may wonder why the "Web Ontology Language" has the acronym "OWL".  It seems that In Winnie
the Pooh, Owl imagines that his name is spelled "WOL", until his friends correct him.  Here, the World Wide

Web Consortium (W3C) decided to start with the correct spelling.
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Abstract. There are many different kinds of ontologies used for different 
purposes in modern computing. A continuum exists from lightweight ontologies 
to formal ontologies. In this paper we compare and contrast the lightweight 
ontology and the formal ontology approaches to data interoperability. Both 
approaches have strengths and weaknesses, but they both lack scalability 
because of the n2 problem. We present an approach that combines their 
strengths and avoids their weaknesses. In this approach, the ontology includes 
only high level concepts; subtle differences in the interpretation of the concepts 
are captured as context descriptions outside the ontology. The resulting 
ontology is simple, thus it is easy to create. It also provides a structure for 
context descriptions. The structure can be exploited to facilitate automatic 
composition of context mappings. This mechanism leads to a scalable solution 
to semantic interoperability among disparate data sources and contexts.  

Keywords: lightweight ontology, formal ontology, context, mediation, 
scalability, semantic heterogeneity. 

1   Introduction 

Ontologies have been widely used in modern computing for purposes such as 
communication, computational inference, and knowledge organization and reuse [7]. 
For different purposes there are a variety of different ontologies, which range from a 
glossary, to a taxonomy, a database schema, or a full-fledged logic theory that 
consists of concepts, relationships, constraints, axioms, and inference machinery. As 
illustrated in [21], a variety of ontologies form a continuum from lightweight, rather 
informal, to heavyweight, and formal ontologies.  

The lightweight ontology approach and the formal ontology approach are often 
used differently and have different strengths and weaknesses. Both approaches can be 
used to support data interoperability among disparate sources. 
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Lightweight ontologies usually are taxonomies, which consist of a set of concepts 
(i.e., terms, or semantic types) and hierarchical relationships among the concepts. As 
an artifact, it is relatively easy to construct a lightweight ontology. However, such 
lightweight ontologies do not capture the detailed semantics of the concepts, which 
sometimes is documented in a data dictionary, and/or embedded in the data models 
and the data processing programs.  

There are two different approaches to using lightweight ontologies for intero-
perability purposes. One approach is to develop a single lightweight ontology, in 
which case all parties need to agree on the exact meaning of the concepts. The 
lightweight ontology and the agreements together form a standard that all parties 
uniformly adopt and implement. That is, a lightweight ontology is often used to sup-
port strict data standardization. However, reaching such agreements can be difficult. 
For example, a data standardization effort within the U.S. Department of Defense 
(DoD) took more than a decade only to standardize less than 2% of the data across all 
organizations of the DoD [18]. The alternative approach is to allow multiple light-
weight ontologies to co-exist, in which case mappings among the ontologies need to 
be provided. Because the semantics is not formally captured in the ontologies, efforts 
are required to identify the semantic differences and then develop (often hand-code) 
the mappings to enable pair-wise interoperability. The number of pair-wise mappings 
is n(n-1) (which is O(n2)) if there are n different ontologies, thus the amount of effort 
required increases quickly as n becomes large. This is the so called n2 problem of data 
interoperability. A survey [19] shows that approximately 70% of the costs of data 
interoperability projects are spent on identifying the semantic differences and 
developing code to reconcile them.  

In contrast, the formal ontology approach uses axioms to explicitly represent 
semantics and has inference capabilities. This approach can also support interoperability 
either via a single ontology or via mappings of multiple ontologies. The key difference 
is that the semantics of the ontological concepts and the mappings are explicitly 
captured in a formal logic theory.  

To summarize, both ontology approaches can be used to support data 
interoperability either via standardization or via mappings of multiple ontologies. The 
difficulty of reaching an agreement on a single data standard can be enormous so that 
in practice multiple standards (i.e., ontologies) co-exist even within a single 
organization. Thus, in practice ontology mappings are required to enable interoper-
ability among data sources and systems. Both ontology approaches suffer from the n2 
problem. The key difference between the two ontology approaches is that lightweight 
ontologies do not capture the semantics in the ontologies, whereas formal ontologies 
explicitly capture semantics. As artifacts, lightweight ontologies are simple and easy to 
create, whereas formal ontologies are complex and difficult to create. But the sem-
antics and the mappings of lightweight ontologies are often scattered in various data 
models and data processing programs, making maintenance extremely difficult. The 
semantics and mappings of formal ontologies are in the form of a logic theory, which 
is relatively easier to maintain. Both approaches have weaknesses that limit their 
effectiveness.  

It is desirable to have an approach that combines the strengths and avoid the 
weaknesses of the two ontological approaches. In this paper, we present such an 
approach, which is developed in the COntext INterchange (COIN) project [3, 5, 25] 
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for semantic data interoperation purposes. It uses a lightweight ontology, which 
provides the structure for organizing context descriptions to account for the subtleties 
of the concepts in the ontology. We will use the terms COIN ontology and COIN 
lightweight ontology interchangeably. COIN also implements a reasoning algorithm 
to determine and reconcile semantic differences between different data sources and 
receivers.  

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe the COIN 
lightweight ontology approach. In Section 3, we present the scalability benefit of the 
approach. In Section 4, we discuss related work. In Section 5, we conclude and point 
out future research.  

2   COIN Lightweight Ontology  

We will use an online price comparison example to illustrate the COIN lightweight 
ontology approach.  

2.1   Online Price Comparison Example 

Numerous vendors make their pricing information available online. With web 
wrappers, such as Cameleon [2] and others [1], and the increasing adoption of XML 
and web services, one can gather price data and compare offers from different 
vendors. To perform meaningful comparisons, one has to reconcile the semantic 
differences of price data, especially when data is from vendors scattered around the 
world [22]. 

Consider a scenario where data is from 30 vendors from 10 different countries. For 
simplicity of discussion in this paper, let us assume that all vendors quote prices using 
the same schema and same Product identification, represented using the following 
first order predicate: 

 

quote(Product, Price, Date) 

but different vendors use different conventions so that the price values are interpreted 
differently depending on which vendor provides the quote. Table 1 provides a few 
examples of different interpretations of price. A base price refers to price with taxes 
and shipping & handling (S&H) excluded (e.g., price quotes from vendors 2 and 3). 

Let us assume that each vendor uses a different convention, thus we have 30 
unique conventions, which we call contexts. We can label vendor i’s context as ci. For 
 

Table 1. Interpretations of Price 

Vendor Interpretation of Price 
1 
2 
3 
… 
30 

In 1’s of USD, taxes and S&H included 
In 1’s of USD, taxes and S&H excluded 
In thousands of Korean won, taxes and S&H excluded 
… 
In millions of Turkish lira, taxes included 
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simplicity, we will assume that users normally adopt a vendor context. Or we can 
assume that the only users are the vendors, each of whom wants to compare his prices 
with all of his world-wide competitors and wants the comparison done in his own 
context. In this scenario, to allow users in all contexts to meaningfully compare 
vendor prices, it is necessary that price data from other contexts be converted to the 
user context, which would require 870 (i.e., 30*29=870) conversions. Hand-coding 
these conversions and maintaining them over time, since contexts do change (e.g., 
prices in French francs and German deutschemarks became Euros), can be costly and 
error-prone. 

2.2   COIN Lightweight Ontology 

In the example, there are a number of subtle differences in the meaning of the high 
level concept price. It is important that these subtleties are captured and the 
differences are reconciled for meaningful comparisons.  

Like the traditional lightweight ontology, the COIN ontology includes a set of 
concepts, among which there can be a hierarchy represented with an is_a relationship. 
Besides, the COIN ontology also includes attribute as a binary relationship between a 
pair of concepts. Attributes are also called roles, and correspondingly attribute names 
are called role names. For example, price can be the hasPrice attribute of product. 
Conversely, product can be the priceOf attribute of price.  To capture the subtle 
differences in meaning, the COIN lightweight ontology introduces modifier as a 
special kind of attribute. The values of modifiers are specified as context descriptions 
outside the ontology. Fig. 1 shows a graphic representation of the COIN lightweight 
ontology for the online price comparison example.  

 

  

basic

Price

currency scaleFactor
kind

ProductpriceOfDate dateOf

  

t Concept/
Semantic type

a Attribute m Modifier

is_a

Legend

 

Fig. 1. COIN lightweight ontology for online price comparison example. It contains only high 
level concepts, the refined variants of which can be derived from the assignments of modifiers 
that belong to each high level concept. 

In this ontology, we include a modifier-free root concept basic, which is similar to 
thing as the root in many object-oriented models. We include three modifiers: kind, 
currency, and scaleFactor. Each modifier captures a particular aspect in which the 
underlying concept can have different interpretations. Contexts are described by 
assigning values to modifiers present in the ontology. In simple cases, a specific value 
is assigned to a modifier in a context. In other cases, the assignment must be specified 
by a set of rules. In either case, a context is conceptually a set of assignments of all 
modifiers and can be described by a set of <modifier, value> pairs. For example, 
contexts c2 and c3 (refer to vendors 2 and 3 in Table 1) can be described as: 
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 c2  := { <kind, basePrice>,  c3 := { <kind, basePrice>, 
  <currency, usd>,   <currency, krw>, 
  <scaleFactor, 1> }  <scaleFactor, 1000> } 
 
The language used in COIN for describing context (as well as context mappings 

and the lightweight ontology) is based on F-logic [12], an object-oriented logic. F-
logic rules are converted to Datalog for reasoning purposes. In COIN, various “user-
friendly” front-ends have been created so that developers do not directly need to use 
F-logic or Datalog. Below is example rule using the logic to assign a value to 
currency modifier in context c3: 

 

].'')([])([
|::

33 KRWcvalueYYccurrencyX
basicYpriceX

→∧→
−∃∀

 

 

where variables (e.g., X, Y) are objects, the modifier and attributes of which are 
represented by methods (which are declared in square brackets). The method value is 
similar to the value predicate in context logic of [15]; it returns the ground value of 
the object in the context specified by the parameter (which is c3 in the example).  

2.3   Characteristics of COIN Lightweight Ontology 

A COIN ontology, as shown in Fig. 1, includes only high level concepts (plus their 
relationships, such as the binary relationships of context modifiers). Thus it is simple 
and relatively easy to create and reach agreement. But the involved parties do not 
need to agree on the details of each concept. Each party can continue to use its 
preferred interpretation for each high level concept. In other words, each party can 
conceptually have its own local ontology. Fig. 2 depicts the conceptual local 
ontologies for vendors 2 and 3. To avoid clutter, we have omitted attribute names in 
the figure. 

   

basic

basePrice_1s_USD ProductDate     

basic

basePrice_1Ks_KOW ProductDate  

Fig. 2. Conceptual local ontologies for vendor 2 (left) and vendor 3 (right), derivable from 
COIN lightweight ontology shown in Fig. 1 

These local ontologies are not part of the COIN lightweight ontology, but they can 
be derived from the COIN ontology using the context descriptions. In other words, the 
COIN lightweight ontology provides a structured way to describe contexts and derive 
refined local ontologies.  

Furthermore, a more traditional global ontology that integrates all the local 
ontologies could be constructed from the COIN ontology and the accompanying 
context descriptions. A graphic representation of such a global ontology for the online 
price comparison example is given in Fig. 3, which includes two intermediate layers 
(i.e., the layers starting with BasePrice and In USD concepts, respectively). Concepts 
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in each layer remove a certain kind of ambiguity. For example, BasePrice indicates 
the kind of price, which does not include shipping and handling charges. The nodes 
below it further refine the base price concept by specifying the currency, e.g., in USD. 
Alternatively, the intermediate layers can be omitted. In this case, specialized 
concepts on the leaf level, such as basePrice_1s_USD, directly connect to the generic 
Price concept.  

 

Price

BasePrice Base+T+SH

In USD In EUR… In USD In EUR…

In 1’s In 1M’s… … In 1’s In 1M’s…

ProductpriceOfDate dateOf

…

basic

 

Fig. 3. An example fully-specified global ontology for the online price comparison example. 
Leaf nodes represents the concepts with specific semantics, e.g., the first leaf node on the left 
represent the concept of “price, not including taxes or shipping handling, in 1’s of USD”. 

Ontologies are design artifacts. Comparing the artifacts shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 3, 
we observe that the COIN approach creates much simpler ontologies – though, for 
many purposes, they are functionally equivalent. As discussed in [13, 24], the COIN 
approach has several advantages over the formal ontology approach. First, the COIN 
ontology is usually much simpler, thus easier to manage. Although in practice it is 
unlikely that one would create an ontology to include all possible variations (e.g., 
basePrice_1M’s_USD), a COIN ontology is still much easier to create than any 
ontology similar to the one in Fig. 3 even with a smaller number of refined concepts. 
Second, related to the first point, although the COIN ontology is simple, it provides 
the means to derive all refined concepts as illustrated in Fig. 3. Third, a COIN 
ontology facilitates consensus development, because it is relatively easier to agree on 
a small set of high level concepts than to agree on every piece of detail of a large set 
of fine-grained concepts. And more importantly, the COIN ontology is much more 
adaptable to changes. For example, when a new concept “base price + S&H in 1000’s 
of South Korean Won” is needed, the fully specified ontology may need to be updated 
with insertions of new nodes. The update requires the approval of all parties who 
agreed on the initial ontology if a single ontology is used, or mappings need to be 
added to ensure its interoperability with other variants of the price concept. In 
contrast, the COIN approach can accommodate this new concept by adding new 
context descriptions without changing the ontology. As we will see later, the new 
mappings may not need to be added when they can be derived from existing 
mappings using a reasoning mechanism. 

The COIN lightweight ontology approach also has advantages over the traditional 
lightweight ontology approach. Although, similar to the traditional approach, the 
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COIN ontology does not include detailed descriptions of semantics, it does provide a 
vocabulary and the structure for describing semantics using context descriptions. As 
we will see in the next section, the context reasoning mechanism exploits the structure 
to solve the n2 problem.  

3   Scalable Interoperability with COIN Lightweight Ontology 

When data sources and data receivers are in different contexts, conversions (also 
called lifting rules or mappings) are needed to convert data from source contexts to 
the receiver context. We call the set of conversions from a context to another context 
a composite conversion. When conversions are specified pair-wise between contexts, 
it requires ~n2 composite conversions to achieve interoperability among n contexts. It 
is costly and error-prone to develop and maintain such a large number of conversions. 
Thus approaches that hand-code the ~n2 composite conversions do not scale well 
when n increases.  

The use of lightweight ontology in COIN makes it possible to avoid the above 
mentioned problem. In addition to using ontology and contexts to represent semantic 
heterogeneity, COIN also has a reasoning component to determine and reconcile 
semantic differences. We explain how COIN achieves scalability though conversion 
composition in the remainder of the section.  

3.1   Conversion Composition 

In COIN, conversions are not specified as convoluted rules pair-wise between 
contexts. Instead, they are specified for each modifier between different modifier 
values. For example, a conversion can be defined for currency modifier to convert 
values in different currencies such as by using an exchange rate function represented 
by the following predicate: 
 

olsen(CurFrom, CurTo, Day, Rate) 
 

It returns an exchange Rate from CurFrom currency to CurTo currency on a given 
Day. The function can be implemented externally as a table lookup or as a callable 
service1. We call a conversion defined for a single modifier a component conversion.  

The component conversions in COIN are also specified using F-logic. Below is an 
example component conversion for currency modifier; it is parameterized with 
context C1 and C2 and can convert between any currencies. We use olsen_ for the 
skolemized version of original olsen predicate. 
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1 In many applications using COIN, such conversion functions are implemented by using web 

wrapped services, such as the www.oanda.com currency conversion web site. 
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Once all component conversions are defined, composite conversions can be 
composed automatically using a context reasoning algorithm. Fig. 4 illustrates the 
concept of conversion composition.  

In Fig. 4, the triangle symbol on the left represents the price concept in context c3, 
i.e., base price in 1000’s of South Korean won (KRW); and the circle symbol on the 
right represents the price concept in context c2, i.e., base price in 1’s of USD. For data 
in context c3 to be viewed in context c2, they need to be appropriately converted by 
applying the appropriate composite conversion. The dashed straight arrow represents 
the application of the composite conversion that would have been implemented 
manually in other approaches. With the COIN lightweight ontology approach, the 
composite conversion can be automatically composed using the predefined 
component conversions. As shown in Fig. 4, we first apply the component conversion 
for currency modifier (represented by cvtcurrency), then apply the component 
conversion for scaleFactor modifier (represented by cvtscaleFactor). 

 

Price in 
1000’s of KRW

Price in 
1’s of USD

cvtcurrency(∆) =⌂ cvtscaleFactor(⌂)

∆ ○

Implemented manually when 
contexts are unstructured

Composed automatically 
when contexts are structured  

Fig. 4. Composite conversion composed using component conversions. Without composition, 
one would hand-code a direct conversion to convert the price in 1000’s of KRW to the price in 
1’s of USD; this conversion illustrated by the straight dashed arrow. With COIN, this 
composite conversion can be derived from the component conversions for currency (cvtcurrency) 
and scale factor (cvtscaleFactor). 

The composition algorithm, shown in Fig. 5, is quite simple. In COIN project, it is 
implemented in a query rewriting mediator using abductive constraint logic 
programming (ACLP) [10] and constraint handling rules (CHR) [4]. With the 
mediator, queries can be issued as if all data sources were in the requester’s context 
(i.e., the target context). The mediator generates mediated queries that contain the 
composite conversions. Data is converted from source contexts to the requester’s 
context when the mediated queries are executed. 

A demonstration of the query mediator is shown in Fig. 6. The source used also 
includes a Vendor column, as shown in the sample schema near the middle of the 
figure. The source context corresponds to context c3, and the requester context 
(c_c_usa2 in the figure) is equivalent to context c2 in the online price comparison 
example discussed earlier. In the demonstration, the QuoteDate field can have 
different date formats, which we did not include in the ontology discussed earlier but 
can be accommodated by adding a dateFormat modifier to Date concept in the 
ontology in Fig. 1.  
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Input: data value V, corresponding concept C in ontology,  
            source context C1, target context C2 
Output: data value V (interpretable in context C2) 
 
Find all modifiers of C 
 For each modifier mi 
  Find and compare mi’s values in C1 and C2 
  If different: V=cvtmi(V); else, V=V 
Return V 

Fig. 5. Algorithm for composing composite conversion using component conversions 

Mediated Datalog query

Mediated SQL query

src_krea
<Product, Vendor, QuoteDate, Price>

answer('V7', 'V6'):-
src_korea("iPod", 'V7', 'V5', 'V4'),
'V3' is 'V4' * 1000.0,
datexform('V5', "ISO Style -", 'V2', "American Style /"),
olsen("KRW", "USD", 'V1', 'V2'),
'V6' is 'V3' * 'V1'.

Requester context = c2

 

Fig. 6. A demonstration of conversion composition as query mediation 

The requester SQL query, shown in the upper left of the figure, need not be aware 
of any context differences. Our demonstration system allows us to step through the 
various steps of mediation individually (e.g., converting the SQL to naïve Datalog 
query, etc.). The Conflict Detection step outputs a table that summarizes the concepts 
(called Semantic Types) whose modifiers have different values in the source and 
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requester contexts. A mediated Datalog query is generated using the algorithm shown 
in Fig. 5. As can be seen, the mediated query contains the necessary conversions to 
reconcile the context differences (namely currency and scale factor differences of 
price concept, which corresponds to the Price filed in the source table, and format 
difference of the Date concept, which corresponds to the QuoteDate field). The 
mediated Datalog query can be converted an SQL query, which is shown at the 
bottom in the figure.  

3.2   Scalability Benefit  

The primary benefit of the composition capability is the small number of component 
conversions required, thus increased scalability when many data sources and contexts 
are involved in data integration applications [23, 24]. 

In the worst case, the number of component conversions required by the light-
weight ontology approach of COIN is: 
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where ni is the number of unique values that the ith modifier has to represent all 
contexts, m is the number of modifiers in the light-weight ontology.   

While the formula appears to be n2, it is fundamentally different from the approach 
that supplies comprehensive conversions between each pair of contexts. The supplied 
conversions in COIN are component conversions, which are much simpler than the 
comprehensive conversions that consider the differences of all data elements in all 
aspects between two contexts. Furthermore, as shown below, the number of 
component conversions required can be significantly smaller.  

Let us use the online price comparison example to illustrate the scalability benefit 
of the approach. With the given scenario, we can model the 30 unique contexts using 
the three modifiers in the light-weight ontology shown in Fig. 1. Suppose the number 
of unique values of each modifier is as shown in Table 2.  

Table 2. Modifier values 

Modifier Unique values 
currency 10, corresponding to 10 different currencies 
scaleFactor 3, i.e., 1, 1000, 1 million 
kind 3, i.e., base, base+tax, base+tax+S&H 

In the worst case, the light-weight ontology approach needs 102 (i.e., 90+6+6) 
component conversions. But since the conversions for currency and scaleFactor 
modifiers are parameterizable, the actual number of component conversions needed is 
further reduced to 8, which is a significant improvement from the 870 composite 
conversions required when conversions are specified pair-wise between contexts.  

The number of component conversions can be further reduced when equational 
relationships exist between contexts with different values of a modifier. Symbolic 
equation solver techniques have been developed to exploit such relationships [3]. For 
example, consider the three definitions for price: (A) base price, (B) price with tax 
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included, and (C) price with tax and shipping & handling included. With known 
equational relationships among the three price definitions, and two component 
conversions:  

 

(1) from base_price to base_price+tax (i.e., A to B) and  
(2) from base_price+tax to base_price + tax + shipping & handling (i.e., B to C) 
 

the symbolic equation solver can compute the other four conversions automatically (A 
to C and the three inverses). This technique further reduces the number of component 
conversions needed for a modifier from ni(ni-1) to (ni-1).  

In many cases, the component conversion for a modifier can be parameterized, i.e., 
the component conversion can be applied to convert for any given pair of modifier 
values. In this case, we only need to supply one component conversion for the 
modifier, regardless of the number of unique values that the modifier may have. The 
exchange rate function given earlier is such an example; with it, we only need one 
component conversion for the currency modifier. 

We use Fig. 7 to illustrate the intuition of the scalability result.  
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Fig. 7. Intuition of scalability of COIN approach. Component conversions are provided along 
the modifier axes. Composite conversions between any cubes in the space can be automatically 
composed. 

The modifiers of each ontological concept span a context space within which the 
variants of the concept exist. Each modifier defines a dimension. In the figure, we 
show the space spanned by the three modifiers of price concept. The component 
conversions required by the COIN approach are defined along the axes of the 
modifiers. With the composition capability, the COIN approach can automatically 
generate all the conversions between units (e.g., the cubes in a three-dimensional 
space, as sown in Fig. 7) in the space using the component conversions along the 
dimensions. In contrast, the approaches that suffer from the n2 problem require the 
conversions between any two units in the space to be supplied. 
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4   Related Work and Discussion 

The most commonly cited definition for ontology is given in [6], where an ontology is 
a “formal explicit specification of a share conceptualization”. But as discussed in  
[7, 20], there is not a consensus definition for ontology, and there are many types of 
ontologies, some of which use formal logic to explicitly capture the intended 
meanings, and others use a set of mutually agreed terms to provide a shared 
taxonomy. In the latter case, the intended meanings are not explicitly captured in the 
ontology, rather, they are implicitly captured in the agreement. 

The term lightweight ontology has been used very loosely in the literature. 
Generally speaking, a lightweight ontology refers to a set of concepts organized in a 
hierarchy with is_a relationships. Data dictionaries, product catalogs, and topic maps 
are often considered to be lightweight ontologies. Opposite to lightweight ontologies 
are formal ontologies, which often use formal logic to specify constraints, 
relationships, and other rules that apply to the concepts [8, 14].  

The use of ontology and contexts in the COIN approach is quite unique. The 
ontology provides the necessary structure for context descriptions; and the context 
descriptions, in turn, disambiguate the high level concepts in the ontology. The 
structure provided by the ontology also facilitates the provision of component 
conversions and the automatic composition of composite conversions necessary to 
enable semantic interoperability among contexts. The resulting solution is scalable 
because it requires significantly less manually created conversions.  

There are other approaches that use ontology or contexts to enable interoperability 
among disparate data sources [21]. It is beyond the scope of this paper to provide a 
detailed comparison of these different approaches. We only make comments on a few 
approaches to further articulate the uniqueness of the COIN approach.  

Contexts can be described without using an ontology. For example, they can be 
described using a context logic [15]. The so described contexts lack the structure like 
the one provided by the COIN ontology. As a result, a large number of conversions 
(i.e., lifting rules) are needed to enable semantic interoperability. Below is an example 
conversion rule to convert price in c3 to price in c2 by reconciling the currency and 
scale factor differences; the rule is a logic implementation of the conversion 
represented by the straight dashed line in Fig. 4: 
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Suppose there n cubes in the contextual space shown in Fig. 7, the approach 
requires n(n-1) conversion rules like the above one to enable full interoperability.  

A recent effort tries to categorize lifting rules and attempts to use the patterns 
revealed to devise general lifting rules [9]. More work is needed to show how these 
patterns help with creation of general lifting rules and how these rules can be applied 
to reason with multiple contexts. 

Ontology is used in [16], where all types of data level and schema level 
heterogeneity in multiple data sources are explicitly represented using a semantic 
conflict resolution ontology (SCROL). For example, when acres and square meters 
are used in different sources to represent the area of a parcel of land, the SCROL 
ontology will explicitly represent the semantic difference by including two sub-
concepts of area: area_in_acre, and area_in_sq_meter. A SCROL ontology 
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resembles the one in Fig. 3. The ontology needs to be updated when a new kind of 
heterogeneity is introduced, e.g., “area in square miles”. No characterization on the 
number of conversions needed is given in the paper.  

Ontology is also used in [11] to provide structured context representation for 
purposes of data interoperability in a multi-database environment. However, we are 
not certain if their ontology would constitute a lightweight ontology. Nor does the 
paper provide an assessment about the number of conversions required. 

5   Conclusion 

The COIN lightweight ontology approach to semantic interoperability has several 
advantages. The ontology is simple, thus it is easy to create. The semantics of the 
concepts is described as context descriptions outside the ontology. It can be as a 
hybrid approach where are a lightweight ontology is annotated with a logic (i.e., F-
logic) that can be in a formal ontology approach. The use of modifiers to capture 
subtle meaning differences provides the structure for describing the subtleties, and 
facilitates the provision of component conversions, with which any composite 
conversions can be composed dynamically to reconcile the semantic differences 
between the sources and the receivers of data.  

For future research, we would like to explore the applicability of the COIN approach 
in other application domains, such as context-aware web services and peer-to-peer 
information sharing. Another promising area is to apply the context represent-tation and 
reasoning techniques to Semantic Web applications. Initial work has been done [19] to 
represent COIN ontology and contexts using Semantic Web languages, such as OWL 
and RuleML. The preliminary results indicate that COIN lightweight ontology, 
structured context descriptions, and component lifting rules can be represented using 
Semantic Web languages. Future work will adapt the reasoning algorithm and evaluate 
its performance at large scales that are typical on the Semantic Web. 
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Abstract 
 

Data quality issues have taken on increasing importance in recent years.  In our research, we 
have discovered that many “data quality” problems are actually “data misinterpretation” 
problems – that is, problems caused by heterogeneous data semantics. In this paper, we first 
identify semantic heterogeneities that, when not resolved, often cause data quality problems. We 
discuss the especially challenging problem of aggregational ontological heterogeneity, which 
concerns how complex entities and their relationships are aggregated. Then we illustrate how 
COntext INterchange (COIN) technology can be used to capture data semantics and reconcile 
semantic heterogeneities, thereby improving data quality.  
 
Keywords: Data Quality, Data Semantics, Semantic Heterogeneity, Ontology, Context 
 
1. Introduction 
 

Data quality issues have taken on increasing importance in recent years.  In our research, we 
have discovered that many “data quality” problems are actually “data misinterpretation” 
problems – that is, problems with data semantics.  To illustrate how complex this can become, 
consider Fig. 1.  This data summarizes the P/E ratio for DaimlerChrysler obtained from four 
different financial information sources – all obtained on the same day within minutes of each 
other.  Note that the four sources gave radically different values for P/E ratio.  
 

Source P/E Ratio 
ABC 11.6 
Bloomberg 5.57 
DBC 19.19 
MarketGuide 7.46 

Fig. 1. P/E ratios for DaimlerChrysler. 
 

The obvious questions to ask are: “Which source is correct?” and “Why are the other sources 
wrong – i.e., of bad data quality?”  The possibly surprising answer is: they are all correct!  

The issue is, what do you really mean by “P/E ratio”1.  The answer lies in the multiple 
interpretations and uses of the term “P/E ratio” in financial circles.  The earnings are for the 
entire year in some sources but in one source are only for the last quarter.  Even when earnings 
are for a full year, are they: 

- the last 12 months?  

                                                 
* Corresponding author. Tel: +1 617 253 6671; fax: +1 617 253 3321. 
 Email addresses: smadnick@mit.edu (S. Madnick),  mrzhu@mit.edu (H. Zhu). 
1 Some of these sites even provide a glossary which gives a definition of such terms and they are very concise in 

saying something like “P/E ratio” is “the current stock price divided by the earnings”.  As it turns out, this does not 
really help us to explain the differences. 
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- the last calendar year?  
- the last fiscal year? or  
- the last three historical quarters and the estimated current quarter – a popular usage? 

 Such information, which we call context, is often not explicitly captured in a form that can be 
used by the query answering system to reconcile semantic differences in data from different 
sources. Serious consequences can result from not being aware of the differences in contexts and 
data semantics.  Consider a financial trader that used DBC to get P/E ratio information yesterday 
and got 19.19.  Today he used Bloomberg and got 5.57 (low P/E’s usually indicate good bargains) 
– thinking that something wonderful had happened he might decide to buy many shares of 
DaimlerChrysler today.  In fact, nothing had actually changed, except for changing the source 
that he used. It would be natural for this trader (after possibly losing a significant amount of 
money due to this decision) to feel that he had encountered a data quality problem.  

We would argue that what appeared to be a data quality problem is actually a data 
misinterpretation problem. The data source did not have any “error,” the data that it provided 
was exactly the data that it intended to provide – it just did not have the meaning that the receiver 
expected. In other words, the issue is not what is right or wrong, it is about how data in one 
context can be used in a different context.  

Before going any further, it should be noted that if all sources and all receivers of data always 
had the exact same meanings, this problem would not occur.  This is a desirable goal – one 
frequently sought through standardization efforts. But these standardizations are often 
unsuccessful for many reasons [18], e.g., there are legitimate needs for representing and 
interpreting data in different ways to suit different purposes2. This creates the well known 
problem of semantic heterogeneities that exist pervasively in information systems. It is crucial 
that we understand the kinds of heterogeneity and develop technologies to provide data that is 
consistent with receiver preference, thereby improve the data quality at the receiver end. Such a 
solution can have significant impact as the estimated cost of information mishandling in 
businesses worldwide is tremendous [19]. 

In the next section, we exemplify the semantic heterogeneities that, when not reconciled, can 
cause data quality problems. Then, we present the Context Interchange technology and show 
how it can be used to capture data semantics and dynamically reconcile semantic differences 
between the sources and the receivers. This technology supports the uniformity required by any 
specific receiver, at same time, it supports heterogeneity by preserving the autonomy of all 
sources and receivers. We conclude in the last section and point out directions for future research.  

 
2. Heterogeneous Data Semantics 
 

There have been a number of studies that identify and catalog various semantic 
heterogeneities [3,11,16,17]. A subset of the heterogeneities are related to data quality that we 
address in this paper and can be categorized into two main groups: (1) representational 
heterogeneity and (2) ontological heterogeneity. Data semantics can sometimes change over time; 
therefore, representational and ontological semantics of a source or a receiver can evolve, 
resulting in temporal semantic heterogeneities. These categories are summarized in Fig. 2 and 
explained next. 
 
                                                 

2 A full discussion of all the difficulties with standardization is beyond the scope of this paper.  It is worth noting 
that the “Treaty of the Meter” committing the U.S. government to go metric was initially signed in 1875. 
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Fig. 2. Data quality related semantic heterogeneities. 

 
Representational heterogeneity – The same concept can have different representations in 

different sources and receivers. For example, the day of March 4, 2005 can be represented as 
03/04/05, 05-03-04, etc; packaging dimensions can be expressed in metric units or in English 
units; price data can be quoted in different currencies and using different scale factors.  

Temporal Representational heterogeneity – The representation in a source or a receiver can 
also change. For example, a price database in Turkey may list prices in millions of Turkish liras 
(TRL), but after the Turkish New Lira (TRY) was introduced on January 1, 2005, it may start to 
list prices in unit of Turkish New Lira3.  

Ontological heterogeneity – The same term is often used to refer to similar but slightly 
different concepts. Known and quantifiable relationships often exist amongst these concepts. We 
have already seen an example of this regarding the multiple interpretations of “P/E ratio” in Fig. 
1.  

Temporal Ontological heterogeneity – In addition, in the same source or receiver, the meaning 
of a term can shift over time, often due to changes of needs or requirements. For example, profit 
can refer to gross profit that includes all taxes collected on behalf of government, or net profit 
that excludes those taxes. Net profit can be calculated from gross profit by deducting the taxes, 
and vice versa. The “Profit” field in a database may refer to net profit at one time and refer to 
gross profit at another, because of changes in reporting rules.  

Aggregational Ontological heterogeneity – Another variation can be that the profit of a firm 
may include that from majority owned subsidiaries in one case, and excludes them in another 
case (possibly due to different reporting rules in different countries or for different purposes.) 
Aggregational ontological heterogeneity has to do with what is included/aggregated in the 
meaning of an entity or a relationship.  A specific example of this situation, sometimes called 
corporate housekeeping, will be presented later.   

 Representational and ontological data semantics is often embedded in the explicit data and 
the implicit assumptions; semantic heterogeneities exist when the implicit assumptions in the 
sources do not match the implied expectations of the receivers. They must be reconciled to 
ensure the correct interpretation of the data by the receivers. In the following, we will use several 
examples to illustrate the semantic heterogeneities and their effects on data quality. 

Example 1: Temporal Representational Semantics (Yahoo Historical Stock Prices)  

When the same company stock is traded at different stock exchanges around the world, there 
may be small price differences between exchanges, creating arbitraging opportunities (i.e., 
buying low in one place and selling high at another). Fig. 3 gives an example of how big the 
                                                 

3 The following fact may help explain why this could be case: 1 USD = 1.39 million TRL; 1 TRY = 1 million TRL; 
it would be cumbersome to list many 0’s if prices were listed in unit of TRL.  
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differences can be – on the left are IBM stock prices in Frankfurt, Germany, on the right are that 
in New York, USA. We notice that the values between the two exchanges during the same time 
period are huge (comparing the values in the brackets); in addition, there is an abrupt price drop 
in Frankfurt while the prices in New York are stable (comparing the values in the circles). This is 
quite unusual! Again, one may start to question about data quality in the sources, but in fact, the 
peculiarities in the data are due to semantic mismatches – the implied currencies not only differ 
between the two exchanges, but also changed in Frankfurt from Deutschmark (DEM) to Euro 
(EUR); the currency in New York has always been USD. This is an example of representational 
heterogeneity that also evolves over time. ■ 
 

Frankfurt, Germany New York, USA 

 

Fig. 3. IBM stock prices at different exchanges (from Yahoo). 
 
Example 2: Aggregational Ontological Semantics (Corporate Householding)  

The rapidly changing business environment has witnessed widespread and rapid changes in 
corporate structure and corporate relationships.  Regulations, deregulations, acquisitions, 
consolidations, mergers, spin-offs, strategic alliances, partnerships, joint ventures, new regional 
headquarters, new branches, bankruptcies, franchises … all these make understanding corporate 
relationships an intimidating job.  Moreover, the same two corporation entities may relate to each 
other very differently when marketing is concerned than when auditing is concerned.  That is, 
interpreting corporate structure and corporate relationships depends on the task at hand. To 
understand the challenges, let us consider some typical, simple, but important questions that an 
organization, such as IBM or MIT, might have about their relationships: 
  [MIT]: “How much did we buy from IBM this year?” 
  [IBM]: “How much did we sell to MIT this year?” 

The first question frequently arises in the Procurement and Purchasing departments of many 
companies, as well as at more strategic levels.  The second question frequently arises in the 
Marketing departments of many companies and is often related to Customer Relationship 
Management (CRM) efforts, also at more strategic levels.  Logically, one might expect that the 
answers to these two questions would be the same – but frequently they are not, furthermore one 
often gets multiple different answers even within each company. 

These types of questions are not limited to manufacturers of physical goods, a financial 
services company, such as Merrill Lynch, might ask: 

 [Merrill Lynch]:  “How much have we loaned to IBM?” 
 [IBM]: “How much do we owe Merrill Lynch?” 
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On the surface, these questions may sound like both important and simple questions to be able 
to answer.  In reality, there are many reasons why they are difficult and have multiple differing 
answers. 

At least three types of challenges must be overcome to answer questions such as the ones 
illustrated above: (a) representational semantic heterogeneity, (b) entity aggregational 
ontological heterogeneity, and (c) relationship aggregational ontological heterogeneity. The first 
two concern what IBM or MIT is, and the third one concerns how IBM and MIT are related.  
These challenges provide a typology for understanding what is sometimes called the Corporate 
Householding, as illustrated in Fig. 4 and explained below. 

 
 

CompUSA

(a) Representational Semantics

Name: MIT
Addr: 77 Mass Ave

Name: Mass Inst of Tech
Addr: 77 Massachusetts

(b) Entity Aggregational Ontological Semantics

Name: MIT
Employees: 1200

Name: Lincoln Lab
Employees: 840

MIT MicroComputer IBM

(c) Relationship Aggregational Ontological Semantics  
Fig 4.  Typology for Corporate Householding Challenges. 

 
(a) Representational Semantics.  In general, there are rarely complete unambiguous universal 

identifiers for either people or companies.  Two names may refer to the same physical entity 
even though they were not intended to create confusions in the beginning.  For example, the 
names “James Jones”, “J.  Jones”, and “Jim Jones” might appear in different databases, but 
actually be referring to the same person.  The same problems exist for companies.  As shown in 
Fig. 4(a), the names “MIT”, “Mass Inst of Tech”, “Massachusetts Institute of Technology”, and 
many other variations might all be used to refer to the exact same entity.  They are different 
simply because the users of these names choose to do so.  Thus, we need to be able to identify 
the same entity correctly and efficiently when naming confusion happens.  This problem has also 
been called Identical Entity Instance Identification [10].  That is, the same identical entity might 
appear as multiple instances (i.e., different forms) – but it is still the same entity. 

(b) Entity Aggregational Ontological Semantics.  Even after we have determined that “MIT”, 
“Mass Inst of Tech”, “Massachusetts Institute of Technology” all refer to the same entity, we 
need to determine what exactly is that entity? That is, what other unique entities are to be 
included or aggregated into the intended definition of “MIT.” For example, the MIT Lincoln Lab, 
according to its home page, is “the Federally Funded Research and Development Center of the 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology.”  It is located in Lexington and physically separated from 
the main campus of MIT (sometimes referred to as the “on-campus MIT”), which is in 
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Cambridge.  Lincoln Lab has a budget of about $500 million, which is about equal to the rest of 
MIT.   

Problem arises when people ask questions such as “How many employees does MIT have?” 
or “How much was MIT’s budget last year?”. In the case illustrated in Fig. 4(b), should the 
Lincoln Lab employees or budget be included in the “MIT” calculation and in which cases they 
should not be?  Under some circumstances, the MIT Lincoln Lab number should be included, 
whereas under other circumstances they should not be.  We refer to these differing circumstances 
as different contexts.  To know which case applies under each category of circumstances, we 
must know the context.  As noted earlier, we refer to this type of problem as Entity 
Aggregational Ontological heterogeneity. 

(c) Relationship Aggregational Ontological Semantics. Furthermore, even after we have 
resolved the aggregation of entities, we still need to determine the relationships between the 
entities. As illustrated in Fig. 4(c), the buying/selling relationships between MIT and IBM can be 
direct or indirect through other channels. Consider our original question – for IBM: “How much 
did we sell to MIT this year?” The answer to question varies depending on the aggregation of 
sales channels. For example, under some circumstances, only the direct sales from IBM to MIT 
are included, whereas under other circumstances, sales through other channels (e.g., through 
partners, retailers, etc.) are also included.  

In summary, the answers to the questions can be dramatically different because of the multiple 
situations that exist. Different answers do not signify that some answers are wrong; all answers 
can be correct under their corresponding circumstances, i.e., in their own contexts. ■ 

Example 3: Temporal Ontological Semantics (Code v. What Code Denotes)  

In everyday communications and in various information systems, it is very common that we 
refer to things using various codes, e.g., product codes of a company, subject numbers in a 
university catalog, and ticker symbols commonly used to refer to company stocks. Codes are 
sometimes reused in certain systems, thus the same code can denote different things at different 
times. For example, subject number “6.891” at MIT has been used to denote “Multiprocessor 
Synchronization”, “Techniques in Artificial Intelligence”, “Computational Evolutionary 
Biology”, and many other subjects in the past decade. As an another example, ticker symbol “C” 
used to be the symbol for Chrysler; after Chrysler merged with Daimler-Benz in 1997, the 
merged company chose to use “DCX”; on December 4, 1998, the symbol “C” was assigned to 
Citigroup, which was listed as “CCI” before this change.     ■ 

Example 4: Temporal Aggregational Ontological Semantics (Yugoslavia)  

To study the economic and environmental development of different parts of the world, one 
often needs longitudinal data from various sources. In the past 30 years, certain regions have 
gone through significant restructuring, e.g., one country breaking up into several countries. Such 
dramatic changes can make it difficult to use data from multiple sources or even from a single 
source. As an example, suppose a Balkans specialist is interested in studying the CO2 emissions 
in the region of former Yugoslavia during 1980-2000 and prefers to refer to the region (i.e. the 
geographic area of the territory of former Yugoslavia) as Yugoslavia. Data sources like the 
Carbon Dioxide Information Analysis Center (CDIAC)4 at Oak Ridge National Laboratory 
organize data by country. Fig. 5 lists some sample data from CDIAC. Yugoslavia as a country, 
whose official name is Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia in 1963-1991, was broken into 
                                                 

4 http://cdiac.esd.ornl.gov/home.html 
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five independent countries in 1991: Slovenia, Croatia, Macedonia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, and 
Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (also called Yugoslavia for short in certain other sources). 
Suppose prior to the break-up the specialist had been using the following SQL query to obtain 
data from the CDIAC source: 

Select CO2Emissions from CDIAC where Country = “Yugoslavia”; 

Before the break-up, “Yugoslavia” in the receiver coincidentally referred to the same geographic 
area as to what “Yugoslavia” in the source referred, therefore, the query worked correctly for the 
receiver until 1991. After the break-up, the query stopped working because no country is named 
“Yugoslavia” (or had the source continued to use “Yugoslavia” for the Federal Republic of 
Yugoslavia, the query would return wrong data because “Yugoslavia” in the source and the 
receiver refer to two different geographic areas).  ■  

Country Year CO2Emissions 
...  ... ... 
Yugoslavia 1990 35604 
Yugoslavia 1991 24055 
Slovenia 1992 3361 
Croatia 1992 4587 
Macedonia 1992 2902 
Bosnia-Herzegovinia5 1992 1289 
Federal Republic of Yugoslavia 1992 12202 
...  ... ... 

Fig. 5. Sample CO2 emissions data from CDIAC. 

These examples demonstrate that poor data quality can result from representational and 
ontological heterogeneities between the sources and the receivers. They also suggest that we can 
improve data quality by resolving these heterogeneities. In simple cases, this can be done 
manually by the receivers. But in most practical cases that involve a large number of sources and 
data elements, a manual reconciliation will be difficult and error prone. In the next section, we 
will introduce the Context Interchange technology and show how it is used to improve data 
quality by automatically reconciling semantic differences between the sources and the receivers.  
 
3.  Improving Data Quality with Context Interchange Technology 
 
3.1. Context Interchange Overview 

COntext INterchange (COIN) [7,9,10] is a knowledge-based mediation technology that 
enables meaningful use of heterogeneous databases where there are semantic differences. With 
the COIN technology, a user (i.e., information receiver) is relieved from keeping track of various 
source contexts and can use the sources as if they were in the user context. Semantic differences 
are identified and reconciled by the mediation service of COIN. The overall COIN system 
includes not only the mediation infrastructure and services, but also a wrapping technology and 
middleware services for accessing the source information and facilitating the integration of the 
mediated results into end-user applications (see Fig. 6). The wrappers are physical and logical 
gateways providing a uniform access to the disparate sources over the network [5]. 

                                                 
5 Correct spelling is “Herzegovina”, which is an error; we do not address this kind of data quality problem in this 

paper.  
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The set of Context Mediation Services comprises a Context Mediator, a Query Optimizer, and 
a Query Executioner. The Context Mediator is in charge of the identification and resolution of 
potential semantic differences induced by a query.  This automatic detection and reconciliation 
of differences present in different information sources is made possible by accessing the 
knowledge of the underlying application domain, as well as informational content and implicit 
assumptions associated with the receivers and sources. These bodies of declarative knowledge 
are represented in the form of a shared ontology, a set of elevation axioms, and a set of context 
definitions, which we explain below.  
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Context 
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Context 
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Context 
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Fig. 6. The architecture of the context interchange system. 

 
The input to the mediator is a user query assuming that all sources were in the user context. 

The result of the mediation is a mediated query that includes the instructions on how to reconcile 
the semantic differences in different contexts involved in the user query. To retrieve the data 
from the disparate information sources, the mediated query is then transformed into a query 
execution plan, which is optimized, taking into account the topology of the network of sources 
and their capabilities. The plan is then executed to retrieve the data from the various sources. 

For the mediator to identity and reconcile semantic difference, necessary knowledge about 
data semantics needs to be formally represented. For purposes of knowledge representation, 
COIN adopts an object-oriented logic data model, based on the formal theory of F-Logic [13], a 
first order logic with syntactic sugar to support object-orientation (e.g., inheritance, 
polymorphism, etc.). Loosely speaking, the COIN data model has three elements, for which we 
give a brief overview below and provide further explanations in the next sub-section:   

• The Shared Ontology is a collection of concepts, also called rich types  or semantic types, 
that define the domain of discourse (e.g., “Length”); 

• Elevation Axioms for each source identify the semantic objects (instances of semantic 
types) corresponding to source data elements, define integrity constraints, and specify 
general properties of the sources;  
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• Context Descriptions annotate the different interpretations of the semantic objects in the 
different sources or from a receiver's point of view (e.g., “Length” might be expressed in 
“Feet” or “Meters”).   

Finally, there is a conversion library which provides conversion functions for resolving 
potential semantic differences. The conversion functions can be defined declaratively or can use 
external services or external procedures. The relevant conversion functions are gathered and 
composed during mediation to resolve the differences. No global or exhaustive pair-wise 
definition of the conflict resolution procedures is needed. The mediator is implemented using 
abductive constraint logic programming (ACLP) [12], which not only rewrites queries to 
reconcile semantic differences, but also performs semantic query optimization.  
 
3.2. Representing Heterogeneous Semantics using Ontology and Contexts 

 To a certain extent, ontology modeling and entity-relationship modeling [2,4] share the same 
objective of providing a formal way of representing things in the real world. An ontology usually 
consists of a set of terms corresponding to a set of predefined concepts (similar to entities), 
relationships between concepts, and certain constraints.  There are two types of binary 
relationships between concepts: is_a, and attribute. The is_a relationship indicates that a concept 
is more specific (or conversely, more general) than another (e.g., the concept of net profit is more 
specific than the concept of profit); the attribute relationship simply indicates that a concept is an 
attribute of another (e.g., the company concept is the profit_of attribute of the profit concept).   

A high level concept can have various specializations. As shown in Fig. 7(a) below, profit can 
have specializations such as gross profit and net profit, each can be further specialized to use 
various currencies, which can be further specialized to use different scale factors (e.g., in 
thousands or millions). Since the purpose of ontology is to share knowledge, it is tempting to 
fully describe these specializations in the ontology so that there will be no ambiguity in the 
semantics of the concepts. However, the ontology of this approach is difficult to develop because 
(1) the ontology often consists of a large number of concepts, and (2) it requires various parties 
engaged in knowledge sharing to agree on the precise definitions of each concept in the ontology.   

The COIN ontology departs from the above approach, as shown in Fig.7(b).  It only requires 
the parties to agree on a small set of general concepts. Detailed definitions (i.e., specializations) 
of the general concepts are captured outside the ontology as localized context descriptions. The 
context descriptions usually correspond to the implicit (and sometimes evolving) assumptions 
made by the data sources and receivers. To facilitate context description, the COIN ontology 
includes a special kind of attribute, called the modifier. Contexts are described by assigning 
values to modifiers. 

These two different approaches are illustrated in Fig. 7 using the company profit example.  
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Profit

Net Profit Gross Profit

In USD In EUR… In USD In EUR…

In 1’s In 1M’s… … In 1’s In 1M’s…

companyprofitOf

 

(a) a fully specified ontology of profit 

basic

Profit

currency scaleFactor
kind

companyprofitOf

 

t Concept/
Semantic type

a Attribute m Modifier

is_a

Legend

 
(b) a COIN ontology of profit 

Fig 7. Fully specified ontology v. COIN ontology.   

The fully specified ontology in Fig. 7(a) contains all possible variations/specializations of the 
concept profit, organized in a multi-level and multi-branch hierarchy. Each leaf node represents a 
most specific profit concept. For example, the leftmost node at the bottom represents a profit 
concept that is a “net profit in 1’s of USD”. In contrast, the COIN ontology contains only 
concepts in higher levels (e.g, profit), further refinements of these concepts do not appear in the 
ontology; rather, they are specified outside the ontology and are described using modifiers (e.g., 
if in a context, the profit data is “net profit in 1’s USD”, the context can be described by 
assigning appropriate values to the modifiers, i.e., kind=“net”, scaleFactor= “1”, and 
currency=“USD”).  

Compared with the fully specified approach, the COIN approach has several advantages. First, 
a COIN ontology is usually much simpler, thus easier to manage. Second, it facilitates consensus 
development, because it is relatively easier to agree on a small set of high level concepts than to 
agree on every piece of detail of a large set of fine-grained concepts. And more importantly, a 
COIN ontology is much more adaptable to changes. For example, when a new concept “net 
profit in billions of South Korean Won” is needed, the fully specified ontology needs to be 
updated with insertions of new nodes. The update requires the approval of all parties who agreed 
on the initial ontology. In contrast, the COIN approach can accommodate this new concept by 
adding new context descriptions without changing the ontology.  

Another important distinction is in the provision of conversions for reconciling semantic 
differences. Other approaches tend to provide pair-wise conversions between the data elements 
that correspond to the leaf nodes in the fully-specified ontology, e.g., a conversion between the 
data of “net profit in 1’s of USD” and the data of “gross profit in millions of EUR”. We call such 
conversions composite conversions. In the COIN approach, conversions are provided for each 
modifier; such conversions are called component conversions. All pair-wise composite 
conversions are automatically composed by the mediator using the component conversions. In 
the example illustrated in Fig.7, with three component conversions (i.e., one for each modifier), 
the COIN mediator can compose all composite conversions as needed between any pair of the 
leaf nodes in the fully specified ontology. 

With the ontological constructs and the component conversions in the COIN approach, all 
data quality related semantic heterogeneities identified in the previous section can be represented 
and processed. We will use the simplified ontology for the Yahoo historic stock price example, 
shown below in Fig. 8, to explain how this is done. 
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Fig. 8. COIN ontology, contexts, and elevations for historical stock price example.  

 
 Ontology and contexts are shown in the upper half of Fig. 8. There are two modifiers in the 

ontology: format for describing different date formats, and currency for describing different 
currencies. We show two sample contexts: (1) c_germany for the Yahoo site that provides stock 
prices at Frankfurt Stock Exchange (we call the source yhfrankfurt); and (2) c_usa for receivers, 
say in the U.S.  We describe contexts by assigning values to the modifiers in the ontology, as 
shown in the upper-right corner of the figure.  

 Formally, we use F-Logic6 formulas (sometimes called rules) to describe contexts. Temporal 
semantics can be described using multi-valued modifiers, i.e., a modifier can have different 
values in different time periods within a context, and we call such context a temporal context.  
For example, to describe that in context c_germany, the currency is “DEM” until December 31, 
1998, and is “EUR” since January 1, 1999, we use the following two rules to assign different 
values to modifier currency in the two respective time periods:  
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Readers are referred to [13] for the details of the F-logic language; here we provide a brief 
explanation on how it is used for context descriptions. A modifier is represented as a 
parameterized method of an object and expressed within the square brackets following the object. 

                                                 
6 Although F-Logic is the internal representation used with COIN, a user-friendly interface make it unnecessary for any user 

(either context administrator or query user) to know F-Logic. 
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For example, in the head of the first rule above, currency modifier is the currency method of the 
semantic object O, whose type is monetaryValue. Given the parameter c_germany, the method 
returns an object, of type basic, represented by a Skolem function (also called a Skolem object) 
with c_germany and O as the parameters. The body of the rule (after “←”) indicates that the 
value of the Skolem object in context c_germany is “DEM” when the tempAttribute attribute of 
O is before “31-DED-98”.    

The currency modifier in context c_usa and the format modifier in both contexts can be 
specified similarly. These specifications are simpler because the modifier value is not time 
dependent. For example, the rule below states that in context c_usa the currency is “USD”: 
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Component conversions for modifiers format and currency are specified using F-logic rules, 
as well: 
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Both rules use external programs/services. The first rule uses the external program datecvt to 
perform date format conversions; the second rule uses the external service olsen to obtain the 
exchange rate between a pair of currencies on a given day. Wrappers [5] are used for these 
external programs/services so that they can be accessed like relational databases.  

In the lower half of Fig. 8, we show the data source yhfrankfurt with its schema and two 
sample records. The elevation axioms map each column of a relation to a concept in the ontology 
and associate each column with a context. Thus, for each relation (which we call primitive 
relation) in the source there is a semantic relation. Each attribute in a semantic relation is a 
(meta-) semantic object (i.e., an instance of a semantic type), which has access to the context 
descriptions and component conversions defined for the modifiers of the corresponding semantic 
type.  
 
3.3. Reconciling Semantic Heterogeneities Through Mediation 

 Once contexts are recorded for all sources and receivers, and component conversions are 
provided, a receiver can query any collection of sources as if all they were in the receiver context. 
The mediator will intercept the query, compare the contexts involved, introduce appropriate 
component conversions, and generate a mediated query that reconciles the semantic differences. 

 The implementation of the mediator is based on the formal theory of abductive constraint 
logic programming (ACLP) [12], where abductive inference is interleaved with concurrent 
constraint solving. The constraint store collects all abducible predicates generated by abductive 
inference. All abducible predicates are treated as constraints, the consistency of which is handled 
by constraint solvers defined using the declarative language Constraint Handling Rules (CHR) 
[8]. For example, the descriptions of a temporal context often involve comparisons of time 
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values; when these comparison predicates are abduced, they are treated as constraints and 
processed by temporal constraint solvers, which generates a common time period during which 
all involved modifier are singly valued. We also use CHR to solve symbolic equations [6] and 
perform semantic query optimization. Detailed descriptions of the implementation can be found 
in [7,9,10].  

Below, we use the Yahoo historical stock price example to illustrate how COIN is used to 
provide meaningful data to the receiver without the receiver being burdened to keep track of 
semantic heterogeneities.  

Suppose a receiver in context c_usa wants to retrieve historical stock prices at Frankfurt Stock 
Exchange. The receiver prefers to see the adjusted close price in USD and the date in 
MM/dd/yyyy format (e.g., 01/10/1999). Using the web wrapper technology, we can superimpose 
the following relational schema to the data source at Yahoo Finance website: 
     YHFrankfurt<Ticker,QDate,AdjClose, 
              StartMonth,StartDay,StartYear,EndMonth,EndDay,EndYear> 

where the last six attributes corresponds to the month, day, and year of “Start Date” and “End 
Date”. These attributes are necessary only because the source is not able to accept date range 
specified as inequalities on the “QDate” attribute; instead, it is only able to accept equalities on 
the last six attributes. Like semantic differences, such capability differences should be processed 
by the system, not the receivers. Therefore, we let the source expose a much simpler schema: 
 <Ticker, QDate, AdjClose> 

When COIN is used, the receiver can use the data sources as if they were in the receiver 
context; in this case, the receiver can issue the following query against the simplified schema to 
obtain adjusted close prices of IBM stock in Frankfurt during December 20, 1998 and January 10, 
1999: 
Q1: select QDate, AdjClose from YHFrankfurt  

where Ticker="IBM.f" and QDate >="12/20/1998" and QDate =<"01/10/1999"; 

This query cannot be executed as is because of the source’s inability in evaluating inequalities on 
“QDate”; even if it could, it does not return meaningful data to the user. Comparing the context 
definitions for the source and the receiver in Fig. 8, we notice that there are currency and date 
format differences. The currency assumed in the source also changed within the specified date 
range. These capability restrictions, semantic differences and the change of semantics are 
recognized by the COIN mediator, which subsequently generates the following mediated 
Datalog7 query: 

                                                 
7 Datalog is a set-oriented, non-procedural, and function-free logic programming language designed for use as a 

database language. A Datalog query is the logical equivalent of a SQL query. We use the predicate answer to 
simulate projection; other predicates correspond to relations or selection conditions. For example, a Datalog query 
for SQL query Q1 is: answer(QDate,Price):-yhfranfurt(“IBM.f”,QDate,Price,_,_,_,_,_,_), QDate>=“12/20/1998”, 
QDate=<“01/01/1999”. A “-” in a predicate represents an unnamed argument of the predicate. Further detail of 
Datalog can be found in [1]. 
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MDQ1: answer(V6, V5):- 
  olsen("DEM", "USD", V4, V3), 
 datecvt(V3, "MM/dd/yy", V6, "MM/dd/yyyy"), 
 datecvt(V2, "d-MMM-yy", V6, "MM/dd/yyyy"), 
 V5 is V1 * V4, 
 yhfrankfurt("IBM.f", V2, V1, "Dec", "20", "1998", "Dec", "31", "1998"). 
 

answer(V6, V5):- 
 olsen("EUR", "USD", V4, V3), 
 datecvt(V3, "MM/dd/yy", V6, "MM/dd/yyyy"), 
 datecvt(V2, "d-MMM-yy", V6, "MM/dd/yyyy"), 
 V5 is V1 * V4, 
 yhfrankfurt("IBM.f", V2, V1, "Jan", "1", "1999", "Jan", "10", "1999"). 

The corresponding SQL query generated by the COIN mediator is: 
MQ1: select datecvt.date2, (yhfrankfurt.adjClose*olsen.rate) 

from   (select 'DEM', 'USD', rate, ratedate from   olsen 
        where  exchanged='DEM' and expressed='USD') olsen, 
       (select date1, 'MM/dd/yy', date2, 'MM/dd/yyyy' from   datecvt 
        where  format1='MM/dd/yy' and format2='MM/dd/yyyy') datecvt, 
       (select date1, 'd-MMM-yy', date2, 'MM/dd/yyyy' 
        from   datecvt 
        where  format1='d-MMM-yy' and format2='MM/dd/yyyy') datecvt2, 
       (select 'IBM.f', qDate, adjClose, 'Dec', '20', '1998', 'Dec', '31', '1998' 
        from   yhfrankfurt where  Ticker='IBM.f' 
        and    StartMonth='Dec' and StartDay='20' and StartYear='1998' 
        and    EndMonth='Dec' and EndDay='31' and EndYar='1998') yhfrankfurt 
where  datecvt2.date1 = yhfrankfurt.qDate 
and    datecvt.date2 = datecvt2.date2 and  olsen.ratedate = datecvt.date1 
union 
select datecvt3.date2, (yhfrankfurt2.adjClose*olsen2.rate) 
from   (select 'EUR', 'USD', rate, ratedate from   olsen 
        where  exchanged='EUR' and  expressed='USD') olsen2, 
       (select date1, 'MM/dd/yy', date2, 'MM/dd/yyyy' from   datecvt 
        where  format1='MM/dd/yy' and  format2='MM/dd/yyyy') datecvt3, 
       (select date1, 'd-MMM-yy', date2, 'MM/dd/yyyy' from   datecvt 
        where  format1='d-MMM-yy' and  format2='MM/dd/yyyy') datecvt4, 
       (select 'IBM.f', qDate, adjClose, 'Jan', '1', '1999', 'Jan', '10', '1999' 
        from   yhfrankfurt where  Ticker='IBM.f' 
        and    StartMonth='Jan' and StartDay='1' and StartYear='1999' 
        and    EndMonth='Jan' and EndDay='10' and EndYear='1999') yhfrankfurt2 
where  datecvt4.date1 = yhfrankfurt2.qDate and datecvt3.date2 = datecvt4.date2 
and    olsen2.ratedate = datecvt3.date1 

The SQL syntax is a bit more verbose, so we will examine the more concise Datalog query 
MDQ1. It has two sub-queries: one for the time period from December 20, 1998 to December 31, 
1998, the other for the time period from January 1, 1999 to January 10, 1999. This is because the 
currency assumed in the source is Deutschmark in the first period and is Euro in the second 
period, each needing to be processed separately.  

Let us focus on the first sub-query for the moment, which is reproduced in Fig. 9 with line 
numbers and annotations added. Line 6 queries the yhfrankfurt source. Notice that the date range 
has been translated to equalities of the six attributes of month, day, and year of start date and end 
date of the actual schema; the values for month are now in the format required by the source, i.e., 
“Dec” for December. Variable V2 corresponds to “QDate”, V1 corresponds to “AdjClose”. None 
of them are in line 1 to be reported back to the user; the code in lines 2-5 has the instructions on 
how to transform them to V6 and V5 as values to be returned to the user.  
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1 answer(V6, V5):-                                  
2      olsen("DEM", "USD", V4, V3),               %obtain exchange rate V4 
3     datecvt(V3, "MM/dd/yy", V6, "MM/dd/yyyy"), %obtain date V3 in MM/dd/yy 
4     datecvt(V2, "d-MMM-yy", V6, "MM/dd/yyyy"), %obtain date V6 in MM/dd/yyyy 
5     V5 is V1 * V4,                             %convert price: DEM -> USD 
6     yhfrankfurt("IBM.f", V2, V1, "Dec", "20", "1998", "Dec", "31", "1998"). 
 

Fig. 9. Reconciliation of semantic differences in MDQ1. 

The procedural reading of the code is:  
• line 4 converts “QDate” (V2) from the source format to the format expected by user 

(V6), i.e., from “d-MMM-yy” format (e.g., 20-Dec-98) to “MM/dd/yyyy” format (e.g, 
12/20/1998); 

• line 3 converts V6 (from line 4) to V3 so that V3 has the format expected by source 
olsen, i.e., it converts date format from “MM/dd/yyyy” (e.g, 12/20/1998) to 
“MM/dd/yy” (e.g, 12/20/98); 

• line 2 queries the olsen source to obtain exchange rate (V4) between Deutschmark 
(DEM) and U.S. dollar (USD) for the date given by V3; and  

• line 5 converts “AdjClose” (V1) to USD using the exchange rate (V4) from line 2.  

The second sub-query is almost the same except that it deals with a different date range within 
which the currency difference is EUR v. USD instead of DEM v. USD.  

When the mediated query is executed, the user receives data instances8 as shown in the left 
pane of Fig. 10. For comparison, we also show the “raw” data from the source; notice that the 
unusual abrupt price drop in the raw data (which is actually due to the change in currencies) no 
longer appears in the mediated data. 

Mediated results Non-mediated results (original data) 

QDate AdjClose  
01/08/1999 91.65
01/07/1999 90.10
01/06/1999 92.94
01/05/1999 88.28
01/04/1999 88.61
12/30/1998 89.27
12/29/1998 90.54
12/28/1998 90.14
12/23/1998 88.06
12/22/1998 84.84
12/21/1998 84.96

(user format)           (in USD) 

QDate AdjClose 
8-Jan-99 78.67
7-Jan-99 77.22
6-Jan-99 79.15
5-Jan-99 74.81
4-Jan-99 75.05

30-Dec-98 149.13
29-Dec-98 151.54
28-Dec-98 151.54
23-Dec-98 147.2
22-Dec-98 141.89
21-Dec-98 141.41

(original format)  

Fig. 10. Mediated and non-mediated data instances. 
 

 We have also applied the COIN technology to the other examples. For detailed descriptions, 
interested readers are referred to [15] for the corporate householding scenario (where we 
illustrate how entity aggregational ontological heterogeneity is resolved), and [21] for the 
Yugoslavia example (where we show how temporal entity aggregational heterogeneity is 
resolved). We are currently extending COIN to address the problem of relationship aggregational 
ontological heterogeneity. 
                                                 
8 Mediated results are rounded for easy reading.  

EUR

DEM
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4. Concluding Remarks  

 
We are in the midst of exciting times – the opportunities to access and integrate diverse 

information sources, most especially the enormous number of sources provided over the web, are 
incredible but the challenges are considerable.  It is sometimes said that we now have “more and 
more information that we know less and less about.”  This can lead to serious “data quality” 
problems caused due to improperly understood or used data semantics, as illustrated by the 
situation described in Fig. 11.   

 
 Unit-of-Measure mixup tied to loss of $125 Million Mars Orbiter 
   “NASA’s Mars Climate Orbiter was lost because engineers did not make a simple conversion from English 

units to metric, an embarrassing lapse that sent the $125 million craft off course … The navigators [JPL] assumed 
metric units of force per second, or newtons.  In fact, the numbers were in pounds of force per second as supplied 
by Lockheed Martin [the contractor].” 

   Source: Kathy Sawyer, Boston Globe, October 1, 1999, pg. 1. 
Fig 11.  Examples of consequences of misunderstood data semantics 

 
The effective use of data semantics and context knowledge is needed to enable us to overcome 

the challenges described in this paper and more fully realize the opportunities.  A particularly 
interesting aspect of the context mediation approach described is the use of context to describe 
the expectations of the receiver as well as the semantics assumed by the sources.  

 In this paper, we identify the kinds of semantic heterogeneities that can cause data quality 
problems. Then we show how COIN technology can be used to capture context knowledge and 
improve data quality by automatically reconciling semantic differences between the sources and 
the receivers. An important aspect of this approach is that COIN is a flexible and scalable 
technology. As shown in [20], the number of component conversions that need to be specified 
depends on the number of modifiers in the ontology and the number of unique values of each 
modifier; it does not depend on the number of sources and receivers involved, N. When N is 
large, COIN approach requires one to several orders of magnitude less conversions to be 
specified than other approaches that hard-code the conversions. This is not surprising because the 
mediator can be thought of as an automatic code generator – it can generate composite 
conversions using a small set of component conversions and supply appropriate parameters 
depending on contexts. Through demonstrations, we have shown that COIN can be used to solve 
many data quality problems caused by semantic heterogeneities. 

 We find that the interplay of data quality and data semantics is interesting and has practical 
significance. This paper presents only some initial work in this area. For future research, we plan 
to identify other semantic heterogeneities that affect data quality either in the source or from the 
receiver’s perspective. Then we extend COIN-based system to facilitate automatic reconciliation 
of such heterogeneities. Ultimately, we expect to develop a unifying framework for analyzing 
data quality from data semantics perspective and applying semantic interoperability technologies 
to improving data quality. 
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Example Semantic Web Applications

Introduction

Other lessons address what the Semantic Web is,

what are key characteristics of a Semantic Web

application, and where its strengths lie compared to

most traditional technologies (coming soon!). This
lesson presents several specific, successful

examples of Semantic Web applications in order to
bring these lofty ideas down to reality.

As more case studies come up across the Web, we

will try to collect some of the best on this page. Let

us know if we are missing one!

Prerequisites

What Makes a Good Semantic Web Application?

Case Studies

Supply Chain Management—Biogen Idec

Media Management—BBC

Data Integration in Oil & Gas—Chevron

Web Search and Ecommerce

Today's Lesson

When possible, the specific case studies illustrated here pertain to specific corporate projects.

Generally speaking, well-known companies are not willing spend money on newer technology

unless older, more established techniques either will not work or are outside of their budget for a

specific problem. Therefore, these specific corporate use cases tend to highlight applications of

Semantic Web technologies that have proven themselves to be of value.

The following high-level summaries include links to further details about each case study

discussed.

Supply Chain Management – Biogen Idec

Biogen Idec—a pharmaceutical maker best known for its manufacturing of

drugs used to treat multiple sclerosis—manages its global supply chain using

Semantic Web technologies. As a class of problems, supply chain

management includes many features that make it ripe for applying Semantic

Web Technologies, specifically: {C}{C}

The data being managed changes constantly.

The required views on those data (e.g., calculations, KPIs, etc.) change constantly.

A great deal of cross-organizational collaboration takes place, with large volumes of data

being conveyed between suppliers at every level of the supply chain.

Furthermore, Biogen's specific industrial requirements make the use of traditional technologies for

supply chain management particularly challenging.

The types of material that a high-tech company such as Biogen Idec ships change over

time, and as a result, the properties of these materials are also constantly changing.

The Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) currently being optimized by high tech companies

change very quickly.

Rules and regulations change, requiring different kinds of data to be captured over time.

Supply Chain Managers are not IT professionals, so they need to be able to see,

understand, and manipulate the data being tracked directly, without having to traverse an

additional level of organizational indirection. Keep in mind that the term Semantic in

Semantic Web means that by definition, the data model is transparent to subject matter
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Semantic Web means that by definition, the data model is transparent to subject matter

experts, not only technologists.

Suppliers change over time and are located in new regions and countries, possibly

requiring new language localization, currencies, etc., and often requiring new data

connectivity to new third party systems.

Semantic Web technologies give supply chain managers and officers the ability to manage all of

this complexity reliably and efficiently.

To read the full case study, see the original article in American Laboratory.

Media Management—BBC

By far the most public usage of Semantic Web technologies is the

website for the British Broadcasting Corporation (i.e., the BBC). In 2010,

their entire World Cup website was powered by Semantic Web

technologies, as was reported on ReadWriteWeb and

SemanticWeb.com. Even today, large portions of their public website

are run on Semantic Web technologies.

The BBC is not the only media company that is using Semantic Web technologies. Time Inc.,

Elsevier, and the Library of Congress all also have production systems built using Semantic Web

technologies.

The process of storing, sorting, and presenting media has many qualities that benefit from the

utilization of Semantic Web technologies:

Unstructured information.

Significant cross-document relationships and annotations. Documents have authors, which

have written other documents; documents include citations; they have multiple revisions.

Managing these relationships using traditional relational databases can get very messy.
They in fact do not even attempt to solve this problem, and CMS systems do very poorly at

searching on large corpuses.

Constantly changing usage patterns. Websites have to change to stay fresh in their designs.

Links between pages, relationships between videos and pages, links to blogs, etc. will all
change over time.

To read the full case study, see the original article at the W3C website. Furthermore,

SemanticWeb.com keeps an active list of BBC activity, including links to presentations and press
releases related to the Semantic Web.

Data Integration in Oil & Gas—Chevron

For many years, Chevron has been experimenting with Semantic Web
technologies in a range of applications.

100 years ago, drilling oil was little more complicated than sticking a pipe in
the ground. These days, however, everything from discovery to production is

incredibly data intensive. Every day, a single offshore rig will produce
terabytes of data containing critical information that can help predict

mechanical failures and other anomalies. Every time an error disrupts
production on an active rig, costs can soar to tens of millions of dollars a day.
Understandably, operators in this field are under an enormous amount of pressure.

Semantic Web technologies enable engineers and researchers to combine arbitrary data in
arbitrary ways in an attempt to better understand and predict daily oil field operations. Some of the

many high-level considerations that are not handled well by traditional technologies include:

A lack of well-defined results. By their very nature, many activities throughout the energy

industry are experimental. When the end goal state is undefined, it might become necessary
to change direction at any point.

A lack of industry data standards. All data integration is basically ad hoc.

A massive turnover of technology. Every new device emits new parameters that must be
tracked alongside existing data.

To be sure, certain activities in the industry are predictable in a manageable way, but many are not.

The following key business drivers were specifically identified by Chevron (as excerpted directly

from the case study):

"There are a million miles of spaghetti eaten every day!" The same can be said about data

in the oil and gas Industry. A large amount of data is generated every day from multiple
sources such as seismic measurements, well records, drilling figures, transportation
numbers, and marketing statistics. Integrating these heterogeneous data to capitalize on

their information value has so far proven to be complex and costly.
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their information value has so far proven to be complex and costly.

These data exist in a structured form in databases, and in semi-structured forms in

workbooks and documents such as reports and multimedia collections. To deal with both
the flood of information as well as the range of heterogeneous data formats, a new

approach was needed for information searching and access.

For the major capital projects (see application examples below) in the industry, information

needs to be standardized and integrated across systems, disciplines, and organizational
boundaries. This information integration will enable better decision-making within

collaborations, as high-quality data will become more accessible in a timely fashion.

To read the full case study, see the original article on the W3C. Also, a key practitioner from that
project, Roger Cutler, gave an exceedingly frank and lucid interview which is well worth a read.

Web Search and Ecommerce

Search engines genuinely benefit from having access to extra
metadata in order to return more relevant results. In fact, the

biggest players in the industry are investing heavily in standards
that encourage companies to annotate their web pages with

significantly more structure, which was one of the original intents of the Semantic Web vision in the
first place. RDF itself can even be embedded into web pages via RDFa.

Facebook developed the Open Graph Protocol, which is very similar to RDF. Microsoft, Google,
and Yahoo use Schema.org, which has an RDFa representation. The Ecommerce Industry has

GoodRelations, which also uses RDFa. These frameworks are all now actively being used to bring
users a better web experience.

An excellent and specific case study on this usage of Semantic Web technologies is Best Buy.

They adopted GoodRelations for their website and saw an unbelievable increase in hits and
conversions. Jay Myers has presented at numerous conferences, and his work on the subject can

be found all over the web.
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